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CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

Background
acquainted with the city

I first became

1989 when I had

completed

Church. Dale and

on-site, graduate

an

Margi Galloway

rate of

From the

growth.

level

Oregon during

study

launched the church

theater in southeast Portland. For the first

percent aimual

of Portland,

begirming the

drive-in

the church sustained

a

26

church focused

by "healing hurts and building dreams."

hundreds of unchurched

people to need-meeting ministries

provided both
no

building.

people
one

that

(drug

outreach and

and alcohol

fellowship during

These groups and

were

lay pastors

the first

to see if

they were

Hope

Positive

the

drew

Singles

and

by lay pastors

eight years when the

church had

continued to assimilate the thousands of
a

three thousand seat sanctuary

pastoral staff of New Hope Conununity

our

job

was

along

Church to

a

geographic area in order to

connected to

a

As

to see that new members and new converts found

their way into small groups. Each of us also had
our

reaching

lay pastors in one of four geographic areas of the city.

geographic district pastors,

the families within

as

on

freeways.

In June 1990 1 joined the

small groups and

such

New

Small groups lead

attracted to the church after it built

of Portland's busiest

oversee

recovery).

Hope Community
a

"unchurched thousands"

New Life Victorious

spring of

14 October 1972 at

on

eighteen years,

of New

the

small group

or a

Hundreds of people joined the church but

phone pastor who

would call each of

discover prayer requests

or

needs and

ministry within the church.

were never

fully

assimilated in

all of our support systems and the efforts of hundreds of lay pastors who

spite of

weekly led small

Durey
groups and made thousands of contacts. The

people was

not

district pastor

to New

unique

Hope.

In the

receiving a call urging us

to

assimilation. Staff members from several

participate

in the

Community
County,

I remember

early 1990s,

help put together a forum
churches had

large

fellow

a

on

the

expressed the

geographic

subject of
desire to

forum, including Skyline Wesleyan Church in San Diego, Willow Creek

Church in the

we

enter the

Chicago

area, and Saddleback

twenty-first century,

assimilation and

of wiiming the lost and
was ten

problem of assimilating large numbers of

Community

Church in

Orange

California.

As

oversee

2

spiritual

assimilation
successes

formation at New

assimilating

years ago. In fact,

as our

incorporate them into

the

are

given the responsibility

Hope Community

them into the church is

culture becomes

only becomes greater.

of other churches that

I have been

no

less

also

Church. The issue

challenging than it

increasingly secular,

Thus the motivation for this

seeking to

to

study

reach unchurched

the

challenge

of

is to learn from the

people

and

body of Christ.
The Problem

As

early

as

the

dramatizing the loss

1960s, Earl Waldrup addressed the challenge

of Southern

Baptist members

to active and vital

of assimilation by

relationship with the

church.
The aimual loss of active members is greater than the number of men
which American Armed Forces have lost killed in battle in all the wars of
this century. One out of every two persons on our church rolls is lost to
kingdom service through his church. One out of every two persons bears

negative witness to the world
relationship. (3)
Another denominational
became inactive did

so

as

to the

relevance of a vital church

study found that over 75 percent of church attenders who

because

they did not feel

a sense

of belonging

(Shelley 3).

a

Durey
Not

only

is

membership dropout

an

issue in the North American

assimilation of newcomers. Herb Miller states that in the average

America, only 12 percent of first-time visitors

eventually become
rarely would

members. A few

congregations have

is the

in

congregation

20

or

25 percent retention, but

In "The Teflon

1).

so

following Sunday and

retum the

any church surpass 30 percent (How to

church,

3

Church," John

Savage describes the challenge of assimilation:
Assimilating someone
them become

into the life of the church is different than

helping

member.

Rounding up bodies and getting them to join the
church doesn't finish the task. People who join a church may well drop
a

out a few months later. The church needs to

incorporate them into the life,
emotion,
ministry
congregation. People need to become
a part of the church body rather than be merely attached to it.
(31)

the

and the

of the

"Assimilation is the task of moving
attendance at your church to active
The first issue is

getting

visit your church. Once

they

regular basis.

the

that

so

they

can

have

a

as a

disciple

and in

so

that

they

choose to

visited, the issue is effective follow-up in getting them

Then the issue is

make

of your church to

membership in your church" (Warren, Purpose 309).

clearly

and

convincingly communicating

personal commitment to Jesus

commitment to Christ and the church, the
with Christ

an awareness

the attention of those you wish to reach

to retum on a

gospel

people from

new

Christ. After

believer needs to grow in vital

fellowship with other

making a

relationship

Christians. The final step of

assimilation is that every Christian needs to take up the

responsibility

and

stewardship

of

personal ministry.
Many

churches

experience

some success

in

steps but fail in the others. Some churches experience
far

more

reach

people than they

assimilate into their local

few, if any, unchurched people.

of these assimilation

one or more

a

degree

body.

of

Most

success

but still lose

churches, however,

Durey 4
Context of Study
This

study was conducted within the Portland, OregoiVVancouver, Washington

metropolitan
Portland

areas

According to bizjoumals.com demographics journal,

area.

metropolitan

in 1998

area

twenty-second

"America's" par.

(S. Thomas,

seventh fastest

ranked

10).

among America's

area

growing metropolitan area in America with

will remain

one

the America's

largest metropolitan

From 1990 to 1998 Portland

19.83 percent

population ("Rankings" par. 2). Projections for the year 2020
Portland

the greater

largest

was

the

growth in

indicate that the greater

and fastest

growing urban centers

("Projected" par. 3).
The context of the
of the

study was

churches in

Portland, Oregon successfully reaching

The cities of the world and

nation have become the

unchurched

people

modem

mission fields of the world because that is where the

only

day

city.

10 percent of the world's

our

people

are.

population lived in urban areas. By the late

approximately 50 percent of the world's people were urban dwellers.

In 1900

1990s

In the United

States, 90 percent of the population live in urban settings (Deimison, City 13-14). The

fifty largest metropolitan

approximately

areas

150 million

unchurched

Portland is

thought of as one

region of the country. Many

involvement; however,

actually

recent research

about 350,000

in the Portland- Vancouver

hundred churches,

a

a

population of

people (S. Thomas, "America's" par. 10).

Portland has often been
most

of America alone account for

area

ratio of

or

of the most unchurched cities in the

had estimated

a

3 to 9 percent church

reports that average worship attendance in

approximately 20 percent of the

(Dennison, City 155).

one

only

Portland has

for every twelve hundred

people.

1.75 million

people

approximately fifteen

This is below the

Durey 5
national average of

one

Portland does have

a

church for every

hundred residents

number of larger churches

1997 attendance report of Portland

thirty-three

seven

churches had

churches had attendance
churches account for

worship

area

as

churches

attendance of

ranging from two

well.

According to

a

22 December

printed by the Foundation of Hope,

one

thousand

thousand to

87,000 weekly worshipers

(39, 49). However,

or

or

more, and

eight thousand.

a

The

25 percent of the church

dozen

fifty largest

population

(1-2).
Based

on

the

population and growth of the Portland metropolitan area and its

relatively strong church mvolvement,

Portland is

America's

Portland is also

common

larger metropolitan

to

large

urban

areas.

areas.

100,000

metropolitan areas

or more

a

city

that faces

likely be

transferable

or

of

challenges

Therefore, whatever practices and principles

discovered to be effective in Portland will
in the top 250

representative of the majority

a

are

are

adaptable to

of the United States, all of which have

that

churches

population of

(S. Thomas, "Demographic" par. 4).

Statement of Purpose
The purpose of the

practices used by
imchurched

proposed study is to identify

churches that have been successful in

Five research

by churches to

Research

attracting

principles

and

and

assimilating

people.
Research

used

transferable

Question

What

Questions

questions were created to help identify the principles

attract and assimilate unchurched

and

practices

people.

1

principles and practices used by these churches have been most successful

Durey
in

attracting and evangelizing unchurched people?

Research

Question

2

How do these churches welcome and

unchurched visitors and

follow-up

new

converts?
Research

Question 3

How do these churches

provide

an

opportunity for new people to gain a sense

of

belonging?
Research

Question 4

How do these churches

see

that

people are discipled into fully-devoted

followers

of Christ?
Research

Question

5

How do these churches

help people take up

the

responsibility to

serve

in

personal

ministry?
Definition of Terms
Several terms

variety of ways

are

in which

important to
they

are

this

study

that merit clarification because of the

used and understood.

Assimilation

Assimilation is

assimilation include

a

relatively new term

Assimilation, Joel Heck

similar." "We assimilate
our

language.

"incorporation" (Anderson 135; Am

"Incorporation" 8), "bonding" (Towns 228),
In New Member

in church

Christian beliefs and

and

and Am

137; Dennison

"absorption" (Jenson and

Stevens

138).

states that to assimilate means "to make

people when we help them to acquire
our

Some synonyms for

congregation,

similar

knowledge

about

similar attitudes towards Christ and His

6

Durey

7

church, similar feelings of belonging, and similar patterns of behavior" (12).
Assimilation is the process of bringing
Christian who is

full

a

corporate worship;

a

person from

unchurched to

being

being

a

participant in the life of the local church: regularly attending

experiencing spiritual growth; enjoying meaningful fellowship; and,

contributing financially

and in

personal ministry.

Discipleship

Discipleship involves evangelism and spiritual formation.
the term

disciple was

synonymous with

Segovia 2). Discipleship
often

evangelism

or

has been

being

a

In the

early Church,

true believer in Jesus Christ

(Wilkins 37;

disciple making caimot be separated from evangelism.

Too

equated with "decision making" rather than "disciple making."

However, evangelism has only been accomplished when disciples

are

made

(Am

and Am

8-35; Logan, Beyond 103-106; Schwarz, Paradigm 199; Stutzman 57). Every believer is
a

disciple,

and

discipleship

Wilkins states,

is also the

"Discipleship

and

in union with Jesus Christ and

ongoing process of spiritual growth.

discipling means living

growing

in

conformity to

a

As Michael

fully human life

his

in this world

image" (42).

Unchurched
To be unchurched

and not

means

that

a

person is secular in her

substantially influenced by biblical values

being unchurched
identifies four

(3)

usually

does not

a

categories of people: (1)

churched

his

perspective

Christian worldview. However,

necessarily mean irreligious (Hunter,

unchurched Christians, and

prefers to

and

or

Church

20).

Lee Strobel

Christians, (2) churched non-Christians,

(4) unchurched non-Christians (162-63). George Hunter

call this final category "unchurched

pre-Christians" (25-26).

unchurched will include unchurched non-Christians and unchurched

For this

study

people who have

Durey

participation for five or more years. Timothy Wright of

been away from active church

Community

Church of Joy in

percent of our members
percent joined

our

come

8

Phoenix, Arizona, illustrates this distinction. "Thirty-eight
from

church after five

a

previously unchurched background.

or more

Another 22

years away from any church involvement"

(16).
Small

Groups
Small

following

Groups

usually

characteristics: close

accountability,
include

are

and

Sunday

fellowship.

school

made up of about ten

people and provide many of the

relationships, nurture, discipleship, outreach,

mutual care,

Small groups often meet in homes; however,

they can

classes, ministry teams,

outreach teams, groups of ministry

volunteers, sports teams, recovery groups, support groups, and

more.

time you have sixteen

a

or

fewer

people meet together,

you have

"Generically,

any

small-group meeting"

(George 69-70, 324).
Cells
Cells

are

evangelistic small

groups that meet

weekly to build

up and

Christians and reach non-Christians. A cell group is "a group of people
meet

goal

regularly for the

purpose of

of multiplication) and who

church"

spiritual

are

edification and

conmiitted to

(Comiskey, Reap 109-110).

The three

edify

(five to 15) who

evangelistic outreach (with the

participate in the functions

major components of all

seeking God, developing relationships with one another,

and

of the local

cell groups

are

reaching out to non-

Christians.

Cell-based Churches
Cell-based churches

emphasize two primary components of ministry

cells and

�

Durey
A cell-based church is "a church that has

worship celebration.
groups at the

just

core

of its

ministry" (Comiskey,

Home Cell

17).

placed evangelistic small
Cell group

another program, it is the very heart of the cell church. In cell-based

who attend the cells

are

also

expected to

attend corporate

9

worship

ministry

is not

churches,

those

services (Reap

109).

Methodology
This is

an

exploratory study utilizing

directory

information for the Portland

churches

were

attendance

(1-2).

Questionnaire
below

were

Population
The

selected from the
All

fifty

area

a

multi-case

provided by

approach.

the Foundation of

churches received

church

Hope,

fifteen

a

letter and

a

Participant Information

The fifteen churches that best met the criteria stated

selected and studied in greater detail.
and

Sample

fifty churches with the highest weekly worship
are

independent.

including Roman Catholic,

are

attendance

and charismatic. Sixteen different

represented in the balance of the

congregations included African-American,

and two

Twelve churches have

an

over

average

group.

widely,

eight thousand in weekly worship

weekly

attendance of two thousand

average of three hundred to five

following criteria:

Large

ethnic

churches

�

from

attendance.

or

more, thirteen

hundred, and twenty-five churches

middle with attendance of five hundred to two thousand. To

churches had to meet the

very diverse.

denominations,

non-English speaking

Romanian and Russian. The size of these churches also varies

approximately three hundred to

are

This group includes Bible churches, various

community churches, fundamentalist,

an

on

fifty churches with the highest weekly worship

(see Appendix B).

Fifteen churches

reported

Based

are

qualify for this study,

in the

Durey
1. Churches for this

study

selected from the Portland,

were

10

Oregon metropolitan

area;

2. This

Trinity

study included only

and Salvation

churches that hold to

ten visitors per week. For

4.

1

orthodox

position on the

by faith in Jesus Christ;

3. Churches selected for the

approximately

an

study were required to

larger churches,

have

a

minimum average of

the number of visitors should have

percent of the average weekly worship attendance;

Participating churches were required to have reported a minimum of thirty

conversions for the

For

previous year.

reported had to equal

at least 2

churches the total number of conversions

larger

percent of Sunday worship attendance;

5. For those churches that promote church

membership,

a

consideration for

participation in this study was that at least 50 percent of the new members
past twelve months be formerly unchurched. However, this criterion had
in

equaled

received in the

to be evaluated

light of the membership philosophy of each local church;
6. To

qualify for this study,

level of effectiveness in

attending

churches

cormecting

required to

demonstrate

a

minimum

adults into groups. The combined number of adults

Christian education classes and small groups had to

the weekend

equal

at least 25

percent of

worship attendance;

7. Churches selected for this

percent of their congregation
8.

were

was

study were required to

involved in

Finally, churches had to be willing

complete the study. First, they had to

submit

an

identifiable

and able to
a

Questionnaire (see Appendix B). Second, they

indicate that at least 10

ministry;

provide the data necessary to

completed Participant Information
were

required to provide

a

qualified

Durey
representative for the church leader interview (see Appendix C). Third,
church campus had to be conducted. Fourth,
materials that addressed the research

interviews with three

tour of the

they were required to supply printed

questions. Finally,

Christians who had been

the church needed to arrange

successfully

assimilated within the

twenty-four months.

twelve to

previous

new

a
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Variables
The

include:

primary variable for this study was assimilation. Intervening variables

(1) the

congregation,

size of the

and

congregation, (2)

(4) the location of the

ecclesiastical

traditions, (3)

the age of the

church.

Instrumentation
This

study

used three

self-designed instruments.

Participant Information Questionnaire.
churches

This instrument

qualified to participate in the study.

It also

The first instrument
was

was

the

used to determine which

provide background data,

demographic information, and statistics for each church that did participate.
The second instrument
interview

questions.

conducted with the

help

answer one

or

was an

interview

Each

question was designed to

his story.

During

protocol that was designed to

the interview, I

allowed the interviewee to tell how he

particular church.

question,

of fifteen

questions in this study.

of the five research

became active in that

each research

protocol that was made up

qualified representative of the church.

Christian to tell her

question that

interview

questions were used to guide the personal interview

These

The third instrument
new

was an

I had five

or

allow the

began with an open-ended

she became

a

Christian and

follow-up questions available,

that I used at the close of the interview to summarize the

one

for

Durey
interviewee's responses

or

to

identify when he

or

she had

neglected to

address

one
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of the

major points.
Three

members of Asbury

faculty

instruments. Pilot testing

was

then done

Portland, Oregon metropolitan

Theological Seminary reviewed these
three churches that

on

were

outside of the

area.

Data Collection

Five

sources

Questionnaire, (2)

of data

an

were

used in this

interview with

a

study: (1)

provided by the

during

on-site visit of the church campus, and

an

who have been

were

recorded

ministry, (4) personal

new

on

Christians

cassette

during

church that included
church campus, the

were

were

twenty

tapes in addition

observations made

(5) interviews with three new Christians

successfully assimilated within the previous twelve

taken at each site

the

its

regarding

months. The church leader interviews
Interviews with

Participant Information

qualified representative of the church, (3) printed

materials

church

the

to

twenty-four

approximately forty-five minutes
to

thirty

minutes in

to extensive note

the visit and tour of the church. A

length.

in

length.

The interviews

taking. Digital images were

portfolio was created for each

printed materials provided by the church, digital images of the

Participant Information Questioimaire, personal notes taken during

interviews, and tapes of the interviews.

Delimitations and
This

Generalizability

study was conducted using churches in the Portland metropolitan area with a

weekly worship attendance of five

hundred to

primarily focused on how large worship
people,

5,500. Because the study was not

services attract and assimilate unchurched

smaller and midsized churches should find

a

wealth of ideas that

can

easily be

Durey
in the second

applied within their context. Also, though this study was conducted
urban

area

of the northwestern United

areas

throughout North America.

areas

share many of the

same

13

largest

States, the study is extremely relevant to urban

We live in

challenges.

In

increasingly

an

secular

spite of particular local

culture, and urban

or

regional

influences, the principles and practices identified in this study should be helpful in

reaching unchurched people
This

attracting

study

and

discussion is
the

in any urban

area

in the country.

does not attempt to propose that

assimilating

unchurched

people

is

everything

the churches do in

necessarily biblical.

The biblical

limited; therefore, further biblical and theological research

principles

and

practices

described in this

study

are

to determine if

supported by Scripture

needs to be

done.
Biblical and

Theological Foundations

Assimilation of newcomers should be

priority for God.

Assimilation of

by the very nature
God

so

loved the

Him should not
to

new

people

of God and his mission to

world, that He gave

His

a

save a

a

few

to the church because it is a

community of believers

lost world

only begotten Son,

perish, but have eternal life.

gathered

concern

into the

through Jesus

by the Father,

and grace

so

saved

disciples into

(John 17:18, 21; 20:21). However,

strength or wisdom.

Christ. "For

through Him" (John 3:16-17).

disciples and poured his life

Jesus sent the

required

that whoever believes in

into them before

them with the mission of being his witnesses to the whole world. Just
sent

is

For God did not send the Son uito the world

judge the world, but that the world should be
Jesus

vital

the world

these

Jesus told them to wait until

as

as

entrusting

Jesus had been

witnesses of God's love

disciples were not to go in their own

they had received the gift of the Holy

Durey

Spirit.

Then

Samaria, and

they would be empowered to be
to the ends of the earth

The Church of Jesus Christ

attention of unbelievers. In Acts,
transformed lives

community

by

the Christian

of believers became

multitudes of new

people into

drawn into its

throughout Judea,

(Acts 1:4-8).
given power through the Holy Spirit to

was

chapter two,

"one

can see

powerfully magnetic in attracting

the

body

of Christ"

an

attract the

that the witness of

community had a direct impact upon

lived out its transformed life, it made
were

Christ's witnesses

14

and

(Sanders 11-12).

impact on the people who

the world. This

assimilating

As the

early

observed

it,

Church

and many

fellowship.

then, those who had received his word were baptized; and there were
added that day about three thousand souls. And they were contuiually
devoting themselves to the apostles' teaching and to fellowship, to the
breaking of bread and to prayer. And everyone kept feeling a sense of
So

signs were taking place through the apostles.
And all those who had believed were together, and had all things in
common; and they began [original emphasis] selling their property and
possessions, and were sharing them with all, as anyone might have need.
And day by day continuing with one mind in the temple, and breaking
bread from house to house, they were taking their meals together with
gladness and sincerity of heart, praising God, and having favor with all the
people. And the Lord was adding to their number day by day those who
were being saved. (Acts 2:41-47)
awe; and many wonders and

The Great Commission

At the close of his

earthly ministry, Jesus gave his followers this commission:

disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, teaching them to
observe all that I commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, even to
the end of the age. (Matt. 28:19-20)
Go therefore and make

The thrust of the Great Commission is not

of the command is to

on

the

going but on the making.

"integrate new believers into the life

possible by two major means

baptism

�

and

The

of the local church

teaching" (Better 29-30).

essence

as soon as

The command of
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Christ is

assimilate

essentially to

into

a

community

out that Christ did not say, "Go and make

points

and make

disciples" (75). Ultimately, "only disciples

shared

the

by

staying
the

Apostle Paul.

in. "Too

long the church has

converts." This view

understood 'conversion'

as

getting

having only

conversion has to do with

was

in and

to do with

making disciples

pagans" (75).

Teaching.

Christ commanded that

everything that he had

faith. As members of the
doctrines that

new

disciples be taught to obey or observe

commanded his followers

This allowed the

28:20).

are

converts," but "Go

He held that salvation in Christ included both

beginning point. Biblically understood,

of former

of believers who share

and values.

commonly held beliefs
Gordon Fee

newcomers

new

new

during

believers to adhere to

his

earthly ministry (Matt.

a common

and

unifying

standard of

community, they were taught the words of Christ and

originated by inspiration of God (Matt. 28:19-20;

2 Tim.

2:2; Jude 3).

"They were bound together by commonly held theological beliefs" (Detter 30).
One of the central
him meant to become

points

in Christ's

teaching was the assumption

participants in his mission.
that

Christ's

early followers was

Christ's

kingdom (Am and Am 23).

they were

The

that to follow

general expectation among

to seek to include more and more

Paul affirms the missional aspect of

people in

Christianity by

declaring.
Therefore,

ambassadors for Christ, as though God were entreating
beg you on behalf of Christ, be reconciled to God. He

we are

through us;

we

made Him who knew
that

Baptizing.

we

might

no

sin to be

become the

[original emphasis] sin on our behalf,
righteousness of God in Him. (2 Cor. 5:20-21)

The initiation rite of the church

was

water

baptism.

baptized, they became identified with Christ and with each other. They

When

they were

all became

a

part

Durey
of the movement in the

same

Baptism was the major way

^faith followed

fashion

�

of identifying

does not appear to have been

people

as
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by water baptism (Acts 2:41).

part of the church, and the ordinance

optional. Baptism admitted a new believer into

the

community of believers (Detter 30). Baptism was the most outwardly visible sign of
identification with the church. "The church welcomed into its

accepted the proclamation of Jesus

as

fellowship

all who

Messiah, repented, and received water baptism"

(Ladd 349).
The Church
The

early

4:32; 6:1,7).

It

Church assimilated great numbers of people

experienced continual growth because people believed,

fellowship of the Church,
The

new

(1

and

believers must remain

as

Cor.

1 Tim.

Father, believers

4:1-2).

a

as

of three

high priority.

3:15).

This

images

The first

as

the

Paul also refers to the Church

"Body of Christ" (1

the

diversity

same

in the

Spirit'" (1

that illustrate that

image

brothers and sisters, and the

Cor.

as

God's

apostle

or

more

household manager

as a

Cor. 3:16-17; 2 Cor.

"temple" (1
frequently

argues for two

believing conamimity, both of which

Cor. 12:11; Fee

incorporation of

is that of God's household

10-16-17; 11:29; 12:12-27;

1:18; 3:15; Eph. 1:23; 2:16; 4:3-16; 5:23) and
and for

into the

image flows naturally out of Paul's reference to

6:16; Eph. 2:19-22; 1 Tim. 3:15-16). Thirdly, Paul
church

came

stayed (Saletri 28).

Apostle Paul makes use

"family" (Eph. 2:19;
God

successfully (Acts 2:41;

Rom.

points:

are

uses

the

image of the

12:4-5; Col.

"the need for

the work of 'the

unity

one

and

68-69).

view, being saved meant "to become part of the people [original
emphasis] of God, who by the Spirit are bom into God's family [original
emphasis] and therefore joined to one another as one body, [original

In Paul's

emphasis] whose gatherings in the Spirit form them into

God's

temple

Durey
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[original emphasis]. God is not simply saving diverse individuals and
preparing them for heaven; rather he is creating a people [original
emphasis] for his name, among whom God can dwell and who in their life
together [original emphasis] will reproduce God's life and character in all
its unity and diversity. (Fee 72)
The church is
and

more

than

a

human

fellowship bound together by common beliefs

experience.
It is the creation of God

the

Holy Spirit. Therefore there is and
properly only
impossible to be a believer and not
to be in the church, for when one believes, he is baptized with all other
believers into the body of Christ. (Ladd 347)
can

Koinonia

�

be

fellowship with each
Thus koinonia is

same as

with

being

a

of

uses

other. It

the

same

means

word koinonia for

fellowship

and

"sharing by giving"

personal fellowship between people who

'in the church'"

(qtd.

striking

in Schwarz, Paradigm

elements in the life of the

fellowship (Acts 2:42, 44, 47).

("fellowship") is a broad one in Paul.

It

Fee states, "The

begins

as

are

themselves in

primitive

points out that the heart of koinonia

inheritance,

salvation," and

are

a

is the word

another"

koinos, "common."

"commoimess" takes three forms.

"joint partakers sugkoinonous of grace" (Tit. 1:4;
cooperative

together, they are obligated to

was

their

(67).

John

In the New

First, Christians have

"common faith" in which all believers share in

The second form of "commormess" is
believers share in

churches

fellowship with God through Christ (1

Stott

a common

'in Christ' is the

concept of koinonia

1:9), which in turn brings believers into fellowship with one

or

personal

136).

Cor.

Testament, Christian koinonia

with Christ and

"sharing by receiving."

Christ; therefore, Dietrich Bonhoeffer stated, "Being

One of the most
sense

church. It is

^FeUowship

The New Testament

fellowship

through

one

a

Jude

"common

3; Phil. 1:7).

service. Because of that which

also share out together. Koinonia in the

Durey
New Testament

only

their

concems not

common

another. It is

example where
common"

a

the

concems

fellowship

Stott

(Acts 2:44;

common

new

receiving.

also illustrate Christian

Members of one another

2.

Devoted to

one

3.

Honor

another

4.

Oneness of mind

5.

Accept

6.

Admonish

7.

Serve

8.

Bearing with one another (Eph. 4:2);

9.

Submit to

one

another

one

another

one

2:9).

The

share with

day of Pentecost is a prime
as

having "all things

in

Love

12.

Forgive one

This is well illustrated

(Rom. 12:5);

(Rom. 12:10);

(Rom. 15:14);

(Gal. 5:13);

(Eph. 5:21);

another

another

(1

Thess.

5:11);

(John 13:34-35);

another

member of the

fellowship:

(Rom. 15:7);

another

11.

a

Gal.

not

(Rom. 15:5);

another

Encouraging one

"Being

together,

(Rom. 12:10);

another

10.

one

The

believing community

1.

one

(Phil. 1:5;

do

85-91).

Scripture

one

service

they

reciprocal responsibility that Christians

of giving and

Luke described the

The "one anothers" of

34).

Christians possess but what

inheritance but also their

third aspect of koinonia
one

only what

18

(Col. 3:13);

early

Church

by Luke's

was a

corporate experience" (Am and Am

account in Acts 2:46-47:

day by day continuing with one mind in the temple, and breaking
house, they were taking their meals together with
gladness and sincerity of heart, praising God, and having favor with all the
people. And the Lord was adding to their number day by day those who
And

bread from house to

Durey
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saved.

The writer of Hebrews also admonished believers to

practice Christian fellowship

and mutual support:
Let

us

hold fast the confession of
is

and let

our

hope

without

wavering,

consider how to stimulate

for He who
another to

promised faithful;
love and good deeds, not forsaking our own assembling together, as is the
habit of some, but encouraging one another [original emphasis]; and all
the more, as you see the day drawing near. (Heb. 10:23-25)
The inclusion of Gentiles into the

us

early

Church

was a

one

dramatic demonstration of

assimilation. After God demonstrated his acceptance of Gentile believers

Holy Spirit upon them
one can

as we

as

he had done

on

refuse the water for these to be

did

[original emphasis],

of Jesus Christ"

included

(Acts 10:47-48a).

God's

m

can

family

(Fee 67-68). Through

the

day

of Pentecost, Peter

he?' And he ordered them to be

prejudices of both Jews

Diakonia

Christian Service

no

baptized in the name

"For Paul the fact that both Jews and Gentiles

Christ's death and resurrection,

the

asked, "'Surely

baptized who have received the Holy Spirit just

is the most remarkable aspect of this

overcoming

by sending the

and Gentiles

one

are

newly formed fellowship"

people of faith was formed,

(Eph. 2:14-18).

�

In the New

Testament, the ministry of the Christian Church is mainly described

with the term diakonia. This

noun

is translated

Depending on the context, diakonos,
"servants," "ministers,"
'minister' refer to

a

or

the

"service," "ministry," or "mission."

personal form

of the noun, is translated

"deacons." However, "nowhere does the term

particular class of people set apart from the

'ministry'

or

rest of the church"

(Ogden 60-61).
We

are

not saved

by good

works but those who

are

saved will do

good works.

Durey
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by grace you have been saved through faith; and that not of
yourselves, it is [original emphasis] the gift of God; not as a result of
works, that no one should boast. For we are His workmanship, created in
Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared beforehand, that we
should walk in them. (Eph. 2:8-10)
"For

James affirms that faith will be

is dead,

accompanied by works, "Even so faith,

being [original emphasis] by

To say that

a

person is

itself

body

no

works,

(Jas. 2:17).

passive Christian is an oxymoron, which, by definition,

consists of two elements that carmot fit
member in the

if it has

of Christ, and his

together. Being

body

has

no

a

Christian

means

being

a

passive members (Schwarz, Paradigm

173). "Contrary to popular opinion, Christianity is not a spectator sport. Every believer
is

a

minister!

Everyone

is involved"

(Garlow,

Partners

29).

Overview of tlie Dissertation
In

will be

Chapter 2,

a

review of the literature

presented, including

Chapter 3 provides

a more

a

section from the

detailed

on newcomer

attraction and assimilation

perspective of cell-based churches.

explanation of the design of the study. Chapter 4 will

present the findings of the study. Chapter 5 completes the dissertation with
the

major findings of the study

and their

interpretation.

a

summary of

Durey
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CHAPTER 2

PRECEDENTS IN THE LITERATURE
How

can a

congregation retain the

active involvement of its members? How

it increase the number of first-time visitors who become
church? How

can

unchurched

people be

of the first books

exclusively addressing

Members, which

was

un-Christian for

a

published in

congregation to

incorporated into the life of the

attracted and assimilated?

representative questions that have prompted literature
the issue

on

was

the

Lyle

These

new

are

the

subject of assimilation.

One

Schaller's Assimilating New

1978. His central thesis for the book
seek

can

members unless it is also

was

that "it is

willing

and able to

accept them into that called-out community" (128). Schaller is truly concerned about

assimilating people

after

they

have been

evangelized.

Assimilation Defined
Assimilation is
as

when the Church

day (Acts 2:41).
believers in
when

In

a

was

relatively new term
bom

on

in church

Pentecost and three thousand

arose

food to their widows

Gentiles into what

among the Hellenistic Jews

(Acts 6:1-6).

began as

a

Even

more

Jewish church

regarding

synonym for assimilation

"Incorporation" 8).

(228).

reality

people were

assimilation

the

it is

as

added in

old

one

thousands of new

were

made evident

daily distribution

of

profound was the issue of assimilating

(Acts 15:28-29).

Definitions and terms for assimilation vary. Some
as a

but in

spite of the wonderful fellowship enjoyed by the

Jemsalem, the difficulties associated with

complaints

language,

use

the word

"incorporation"

(Anderson 135; Am and Am 137; Dennison,

Elmer Towns

prefers the term "bonding" to joining or assimilating

Ron Jenson and Jim Stevens refer to it

as

"absorption." They define absorption as

Durey
"the process
sense

of

by which people

identity

what takes

and

are

taken into the life of the church and

belonging develops" (138).

place during the "length

membership

and

complete

This process

can

commitment to the church"

(139).

an awareness

attendance at your church to active

membership

in your church"

demonstrating a sense
my

pastor" (Lobs

strong

by

application for

Rick Warren says

people from

as

a

often be assessed

of time between the first visit and the

"assimilation is the task of moving

define assimilation

by which

that,

of your church to

(Purpose 309). Others

feeling "part of the congregation," belonging, feeling coimected,
of

et al.

ownership with comments like,

22

"this is my

church,"

or

or

"he is

17-18).

Characteristics of an Assimilated Person
What
a

are

the characteristics of

someone

who has been assimilated into the life of

local church? Win and Charles Am offer nine characteristics of

an

incorporated

member, which parallel Bob Logan's assimilation continuum:
of the church;

1.

Identifies with the

2.

Attends

3.

Experiences spiritual growth and

4.

Becomes

a

5.

Has 5-10

new

6.

Has

7.

Is involved in

8.

Regularly tithes to the church; and.

9.

Participates in the great commission by spreading the Good News to

an

friends and relatives

worship

goals

services

regularly;

member of the

progress;

body;

friends in the

church;

appropriate task or role that matches spiritual giftedness;
meaningful fellowship

in

a

small group;

(Am and Am 49-55; Logan, Beyond 109).
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Heck's

listing represents

a more

traditional American Protestant church

suggests that the following characteristics may be considered
church

member,

disciple

a

of Christ and

a

a

ministry.

description of an

Christian. He states that

an

He

active

assimilated

member will possess most if not all of these:
1.

Identifies with the

2.

Is

goals

regular in worship

of the

church;

attendance and in attendance at

special

services

(Heb. 10:25);
3,
and

Attends Communion and

family

devotions in the home

4.

Attends

some

special functions

church

5.

Is

6.

Has affiliated with the

7.

Has six

8.

Has

1 Cor.

regularly

and has Bible

reading

picnics, special workshops,

of the

congregation

and midweek

such

as

council

services;

growing spiritually (2 Pet. 3:18);

a

or more

task

or

congregation;

friends in the

role that is

church;

appropriate for his or her spiritual gift(s) (Rom.

12; Eph. 4; 1 Pet. 4:10-11);
Is involved in

9.

Heck

school

(Acts 2:42);

meetings,

12;

Sunday

a

fellowship group (Acts 2:42);
and

Cor.

10.

Gives

11.

Tells others about the Lx)rd and his church

regularly

generously (1

16:2); and,
(Matt. 28:18-20;

Acts

1:8;

54-55).

Assimilation Processes
Each local

put in place

a

congregation needs to determine

system

or

process that

its characteristics of assimilation and

helps newcomers

reach those

objectives.

No
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assimilation

plan will

fit every church.

Though churches vary

in

size, worship style, and

location, the stages that a newcomer transitions through in the process
often follow

a

general pattern:

1.

Attraction/recruitment: the

2.

Testing:

3.

Returning/affiliating:

4.

Joining:

5.

Going deeper:

meaningful place
6.
Leas

of

the

the

new

new

new

person is drawn to the

person attends for the first
the

new

time;

person revisits and

begins to participate;

person takes official steps to become

the

new

member identifies

church;

gifts

a

member;

and talents and finds

a

service; and,

Being

sent: the new member is enlisted in outreach ministries

(Oswald and

104-109).
Many congregations

people. Roy

Oswald and

have not been intentional in their efforts to

Speed Leas

located in stable communities in two

studied sixteen

Presbyterian,

typical

had almost

no

growing churches

metropolitan areas

These churches, which included Lutheran, United

new

of assimilation

incorporate new
of various sizes

in the eastern United States.

Methodist, Unitarian, Episcopal, and

formal assimilation systems

(16-17). Though this has been

of mainline churches in recent years, Loren Mead

wams

that the future demands

a

approach.
Congregations in the church of the future will have to have strong entry
processes, assuming very little previous knowledge or experience of
religion or Christianity. Such congregations will have to set aside the time
and energy to put first class attention
year.

on

this need, year after year after

(51)

Perhaps the assimilation model that is most widely
baseball diamond which has been

known at present is the

popularized by Pastor Rick Warren of Saddleback
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Community Church in southem California.

The four bases of the baseball diamond

represent four stages of commitment in what he calls the life development process. The
first base represents

membership.

leading people

to faith in Christ and a commitment to church

Second base represents

growing toward spiritual maturity.

Third base

represents equipping and mobilizing people for muiistry, and home base represents
commitment to

144).

for Christ and

witaessing

Denominational leaders have

congregations who

are

sharing

in his worldwide mission

adapted these basic stages

successfully reaching

(Garlow, Team 15; Gospel 3; Homsby 4;

and

as

a

(Purpose

have many local

assimilating unchurched people

Martin and Mcintosh, Issachar 125-128;

Wright

74-78).
John

Wesley provides

history. Wesley's genius lay
discipleship

groups called

a

person

was

basics of the faith and

membership.

in his

in

ability to organize

and bands. Each group

spiritual maturity.

discipleship. Then,
of the cell

In order to

if the person

was

a

was

evaluated

represented a

join the

Methodist

small group that

willing to

(which met weekly),

Continued involvement

church

seekers and converts into vital

first involved for three months in

accountability and discipline
for

positive example of the assimilation process from

societies, classes,

systematic, progressive step
movement,

a

one

taught the

submit to

could be recommended

quarterly (Slaughter 73-74).

Newcomer Attraction

Church is

no

secular culture. We
have any Christian
where

they

are

and

longer at or near the
can no

center of our social

longer approach

secular

life;

we are

people with the assumption that they

background or spiritual memories from church.
guide them step by step,

or,

as

living in a

We must meet them

George Hunter writes

in How to Reach

Durey
Secular People, "We must first

expect

to

plow, seed,

gather harvests" (36). Research,

outreach, demonstrate

that

and water the fields before
as

well

as

we can

successful models of

people adopt new truth, practice,

or

or

six stages

people experience

in

interest, (4) trial, (5) adoption,
attract secular

evangelistic

life-styles through

adopting Christianity: (1)
and

(6)

reinforcement

awareness,

(75-77).

(2) relevance, (3)

So how does

a

church

people?

David Burnett offers

suggestions to

gospel effectively to those from

Christians who want to communicate the

different cultures.

First,

one

must

gain an understanding

of the other culture and worldview. An attitude of empathy is needed and
of the other culture's

perspective

without condemnation.

identification with the other person.

begin where

the

readily understood

people

and

are.

Secondly,

Empathy

Begin by sharing the parts

a

felt need of the

continually adapt the message to

an

leads to

a

appreciation

personal

effective communication of the

significantly touch the lives

Often, this is done by identifying
must

reasonably

stages. Hunter labels this the "adoption process." This process delineates

processes

must
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of the

of those who

society

or

gospel

gospel story

are

willing to

individual.

that

are

listen.

Thirdly,

one

the hearers.

The process of communication must work from within the existing
cultural forms for them to be meaningful and relevant for the people....

willing to accept people at the point where they are, with the
understanding that they have, and transform those concepts. (244-245)
God is

Hunter studied

eight "Apostolic Congregations" from various denominations

geographic settings in North America
seek to communicate the

and

compiled a list of ten ways

gospel:

1.

They often begin with "active listening;"

2.

They begin where the people

are;

and

that these churches

Durey
3.

They teach "Christianity 101;"

4.

They introduce

5.

They practice

the Bible in

the

"ministry

a
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simple way by emphasizing the gospels;

of

dialogue," (caring, intelligent

conversation);
6.

expect

a

They cooperate with the principle

of "cumulative effect."

non-Christian to understand the message from

7.

They practice

the

one

They

do not

exposure;

principle of "creative redtmdancy." They communicate

the message many times but in different ways;
assimilate seekers before

8.

They

9.

They permit Christianity

opportunities for secular people to
10.

They

invite

an

they

to become

A

Christianity

is

"contagious." They provide multiple

"experiment of faith."

This

means

living for a time

as

do in order to discover for oneself

"self-authenticating" (Church 163-167).

Healthy Climate
These

apostolic churches illustrate

climate in the church

of health in
of the

a

church.

may be

one

Healthy churches

congregation" (Anderson 135).

growing congregations had
energy, belief in

the

importance of maintaining a healthy

(Jenson and Stevens 97; Logan, Beyond 110;

"Incorporation of newcomers

a

believers;

"catch" the faith in the context of the Church; and

though Christianity is true, doing things Christians
whether

are

a

135).

of the most identifiable and measurable

assimilate

new

people into the life

and

signs

leadership

Three climate factors relate to attraction.

First,

positive personality that demonstrated itself in the church's

inclusion, and

low level of conflict and

Macchia

sense

disunity

of having

and

a

a

unique identity.

high degree

of good

The second factor

feeling among the

was

Durey
members.

the Pastor had the

Finally,

ability to generate

enthusiasm
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(Oswald and Leas

17, 25-28).
Christian Schwarz has identified
These

qualities

structures,

healthy churches.

(5) inspiring worship service, (6) holistic small

(7) need-oriented evangelism,

Schwarz states that

strong

for

(1) empowered leadership, (2) gift-oriented ministry, (3) passionate

are

spirituality, (4) functional
groups,

eight qualities essential

no

quality

can

be

and

(8) loving relationships (Natural 15-36).

missing

and that if every

quality

(65 percent or higher), the church will experience natural

Schwarz calls this the "65

and

is

sufficiently

healthy growth.

hypothesis." This hypothesis states that "whenever

values climb to 65, the statistical

probability that the

church is

growing

all

is 99.4

eight

percent"

(40).
Need-meeting Ministries
"What
of

really

attracts

changed lives. People

healed, and where hope
and established
This is

an

large

want to go where lives are

is

open door for

a

Pastor Steve

ministry by meeting the

Christianity (Mcintosh

Sjogren of Vineyard Community

do

some act

evangelism

He defines it

as

follows:

of humble service with
is effective in the

no

hurts

are

being

people (219).

25; Comiskey,

sense

Home

Church of Cinciimati presents
He calls it "servant

"demonstrating the kindness
strings attached" (17-18).

following sequence: deeds

lot

Jesus attracted crowds

ministries the unchurched

and Martin

a

�

felt needs of the

refreshingly simple but effective approach to evangelism.

evangelism."

changed lives

being changed, where

"presence evangelism." Through need-meeting

91-94).

is

people

being restored" (Warren, Purpose 247).

the warmth and acceptance of

Cell

numbers of unchurched

of God

by offering to

He states that servant

of love before words of love
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plus adequate

time

need to be touched

(22-24). Evangelism is not a one-time
by the

and non-Christians have

hate the traditional confrontational

style

majority of Christians to

receive the acts of love

a

People

process.

love of Christ several times in order to soften their hearts.

Sjogren states that Christians

easy for the

event; it is

of

one

Servant

evangelism.

do and it is

a

in

thing

delight to

common

they both

�

evangelism, however,

is

those non-Christians who

(50).

Personal Invitations
Lutheran Church historian Martin

Marty

says that

between churches that grow and those that do not. When
members
How to

are

not

"inviting."

"Invitations

are

one

a

word defines the difference

church is not

growing,

the way churches open their doors"

its

(Miller,

31-32). Many people think of assimilation simply in terms of getting the

unchurched Christian
valuable tool in

fully churched.

bringing

your church and

107).

personal invitation from

Logan suggests

non-Christians to

give him ownership,

commitment" (Beyond

Yet

a

In the

friend

or

a

that assimilation may be

point of commitment.

"Involve

and his heart will follow. Assimilation

ministry

of attracting first-time

family member is by

far the

method. Consider the research conducted by Church Growth, Inc. of

California. Over 42,000

coming to

laypersons were asked,

Christ and your church?"

"What

or

who

was

precedes
a

Monrovia,

responsible for your

1-2 percent

1.

A

2.

They just "walked in."

2-3 percent

3.

Some listed the

5-6 percent

4.

Some indicated "visitation."

"pastor."

in

most effective

Responses included the following:

"special need" brought them.

someone

worshipers,

single

a

1-2 percent
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Am

5.

Some said the

6.

An

7.

A church

8.

A "friend/relative.'

school.

"evangelistic crusade

or

4-5 percent

television show.

.5 percent

"program" attracted them.

2-3 percent
75-90 percent

(Am

and

45-46)
George Bama

nation that he labeled
that

"Sunday

inviting people

studied the

success

"user-friendly"

to church was

The church did not

feel welcome.
"on-site

Rather,

In these

(16).

churches, members realized

to the church

assign

a

activity.

Then

special ministry group

the member who invited the guest

was

also

they were

the task

were

to

provide the

making the visitor

responsible

to

provide

the

hospitality" and the "post-visit debriefing" (100).

Even

though personal

attraction should be used

building

churches

just part of their responsibility. They

expected to accompany their guests

follow-up.

stories of two dozen churches from around the

and

sign

and direct mail

are

as

invitations

are

the most

supplements but never

important.

as

Use of the Yellow

effective, nonpersonal methods
substitutes. An

of

attractive, visible

Pages, radio, television,

newspaper,

advertising caimot replace personal invitations, but they can support them

(Miller, How to 40-43).
Seeker-sensitive Churches
Even churches that

are

presenting

seeker-sensitive services succeed

because of personal invitations. Pastor James
service is not what attracts

a

Rather, what attracts them is
ministries enable

a

secular person
a

personal

Emery White states that having a seeker-

even

though

invitation from

Christian to invite his

or

primarily

a

it is

designed for seekers.

friend. The

seeker-targeted

her non-Christian friend to

explore the faith

Durey
in

a

way that is relevant and comfortable. The dilemma is that Christians in most

churches
the

31

services that

worship

in mind

know that their non-Christian friends would not imderstand

intuitively

are

provided because they

have not been

or

enjoy

designed with seekers

(50).

Seeker churches often
Warren states, "No

"target" the specific type

church

single

can

possibly

What is

reasonable

a

they

are

trying

to reach.

reach everyone. It takes all kinds of

churches to reach all kinds of people" (Purpose

geographically.

of person

156).

Define your target group

driving distance?

Define your target group

demographically by age, marital status, income, education,

and

occupations.

Define your

target group culturally (lifestyle, mind-set) and by spiritual backgrounds (161-168).
Once you have collected all the information

composite profile

profile into

a

of the

your target

typical unchurched person

you

are

community,
trying

create a

to reach and make that

mythical person such as "Saddleback Sam" or "Unchurched Harry"

(Warren, Purpose 170;
relate.

on

Towns

"Explosive growth

type of people that

pastor is. [Like it

are

or

occurs

already

not,]

46).

You will best reach those to whom you most

when the type of people in the

in the church and

community

they both match the type

easily

match the

of person the

you will attract who you are, not who you want"

(Warren,

Purpose 175-177).
Newcomer Welcome and
First

newcomers

are

important.

The initial welcome and

follow-up provided to

may well determine if they return.

Hospitality
In

impressions

Follow-up

an

and Welcome
article

entitled, "Get Ready for Company," Mcintosh projects that

a

church

Durey
needs 4 to 5 percent of its

growth will
fact that

take

they

form

the front door
areas

be

place.

(1).

importance of getting ready

In "How to be

2.

Upgrade your childcare;

3.

Provide clear directions

4.

Welcome guests

5.

Enhance your

6.

Preach relational messages that

7.

Follow-up appropriately (1-2).

graciously;

worship service;
uplift; and,

come

and

welcome from

someone

not

person

Hi

official

they

Policy."

suggests teaching
Instruct them that

they don't know to just

atmosphere of warmth

effectively by people who hold no

position.

did not expect in

just happen at the door;

say hi"

and acceptance is

This is because
a

it is

a

(1).

expressed

guest is

place where they did not
something everyone should

doing throughout the building (43).
In his book How to Build

for

an

a

Say

parking attendants who

He also

pride to your guests.

within 10 feet of

expect it. Welcome should
be

and

recruiting friendly ushers, greeters,

Calvin Ratz suggests that

a

entering

throughout your facility;

members to follow the "10 Foot Rule" and the "Just

receiving

seconds of

your property;

project enthusiasm, courtesy,

most

or even

by the

Friendly Church," Mcintosh suggests that seven key

a

Beautify

they

for guests is illustrated

church within minutes

1.

"whenever

significant

company:

Mcintosh also suggests

will

The

opinion of the

an

prepared for

attendance to be first-time visitors before

worship
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creating a friendly climate

a

Magnetic Church, Miller offers several suggestions

that will attract and welcome

newcomers

to the church:
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1.

The senior pastor must be

2.

Organize

3.

Encourage "extroversion in the pews."

responsibility
any visitors.

them to

a

an

a constant

model of warmth;

effective team of greeters;
Instruct

lay

leaders to

for those seated around them. Have them welcome and get

They

can serve as

"secret hosts" who befriend

visitor welcome center

or

fellowship

4.

Allow time within the

5.

Let

6.

Provide

7.

Supply coffee

worship

newcomers

assume

acquainted with

and accompany

area;

service for the

congregation to mix and

meet;

and get

people visit freely before the worship service;
a

large foyer for fellowship following the worship service;
and refreshments that will invite

people to

tags, especially for the members

so

remain

longer

acquainted;
8.

Provide

name

that visitors will know

their names;
Invite guests to

9.
ideas of these
10.

social event in their honor. Listen to the interests and

prospective members; and,
Provide

a

high quality

In the audiocassette

Logan offers

a

twelve

nursery

(63-69).

lecture, "Assimilating Visitors into

suggestions to make

1.

Provide

2.

Station attendants in the

3.

Clearly identify the

4.

Appoint greeters

a

church

more

the Life of Your

attractive to visitors:

adequate parking;

parking lot to

assist

main entrances;

who

are

gifted

for the

task;

visitors;

Church,"

Durey

strategically;

5,

Station greeters

6.

Assign welcomers

Provide welcomers

to search out the

in the back

reserve seats

welcome. First-time visitors

typically

sit

near

immediately

the back and

can

8.

Post

9.

Ask for families to invite visitors into their homes.

are

resistant to

receiving
a

a

visit in their home but

are

etc.;
unchurched

Many

much

more

open to

being

church member;

Ask everyone to fill out

11.

Assign someone

12.

Be

participate in the

the

well;

to entrances, nursery, restrooms,

10.

sure

receiving a warm

church;

Train ushers to do their job

signs, pointing

after the service.

easily be missed by

7.

invited to the home of

can

visitors

that visitors cannot miss

so

members who often sit closer to the front of the

people
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a

registration card each week;

to call first-time

that the bulletin contains

visitors; and,

enough information

service without embarrassment,

or

have the

that

a

total stranger

worship leader facilitate

this.
Make

sure

that guests feel

welcomed,

not

and, comfortable, not out of place (Smith 47).
not humiliate visitors"

(177).

embarrassed; mcluded,

a

group within two

new

meaningful

contacts with

corresponds to another,

states that

likely

guests

are more

When

guests, they tend

associate with it. This law

believers will

weeks; therefore.

emphasizes what he calls the "Law of Seven Touches."
immediate and

singled out;

As Bama states, "Successful churches did

Research indicates that

church if they do not cormect with

not

a

drop out of the
Towns

church makes

seven

to retum to the church and

"The Law of Three

to bond with a local church if

Hearings," which

they have

attended three

Durey
or

four times. Both laws

with the

newcomer

The

based

are

on someone

in the church

a

relationship

(235-236).

following "to do list" will help make

comfortable:

establishing

reserve

the best

parking for them;

up information tables at your entrances;

these unchurched visitors feel

station greeters outside your

building;

allow visitors to remain anonymous; have

everyone fill out

a

registration card;

end each service with

set

place directional signs everywhere, have music

playing when people enter your building;
a
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offer

relaxed

public welcome

people greeting each other; and,

to

visitors; begin and

offer refreshments to guests

(Warren, Purpose 257-263).
Visitor

Follow-up
What kind of follow-up should

possibility for a retum visit?

helps.

When

members, rather than

The number

and 15 percent when visited

layperson,
different

a

an

to 60

attend

Effective visitor

a

week later. If

church in which

follow-up

a

phone

call

a

85 percent of them retum the

percent when visited within seventy-two hours
a

qualities in a church home; however,
to

and

the pastor, make brief fifteen-minute visits to the

thirty-six hours,

drops

good,

the greatest

immediate, personal visit from

pastor makes the visit, rather than

each percentage is cut in half. Different visitors

Everyone wants

72-73).

congregation use to insure

substitute for

can

homes of first-time visitors within

following week.

local

A welcome letter from the pastor is

Miller states that neither

layperson.

a

focuses

looking for slightly

every visitor seeks active acceptance.

people
on

are

a

care

about them

personally (How to

building relationships (Mcintosh,

165).
Congregations using personal follow-up visits prefer not to call for an

Exodus
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appointment; instead, they just drop by.
Their purpose is to

The visits last

(1) get acquainted, (2)

answer

any

no

longer than fifteen minutes.

questions

that

they have

about the

church, (3) learn about their religious needs, (4) leave information describing the church,
and

(5) invite them back (Miller, How to 75-76).
Pastor Merle Mees

door

a

before

note and some cookies

personal

they arrive home.

information

on

"Rapid Response Team" which

uses a

the

Included is

a

immediately following
personal

delivers to the visitor's

the

morning worship even

letter from the pastor

along with

church, plus any specific information they requested and

Impression Survey

on a

wants to serve you

better,

postage-paid,
so

a

First

self-addressed card which states, "Westerns Hills

would you

please give

us

your

What did you

opinion?

notice first? What did you like best? What did you like least? Thanks for your

(Appel et al. 55).

About 50 percent of the cards

are

retumed

Pastor Jim Tomberlin offers several creative ideas for

follow-up

of guests. Visitors

friendly, helpful
Center also has

special gift,
For visitor

volunteers who

follow-up,

questions

and

a

them for

pastoral
Class

et al.

55).

high quality welcoming

Welcome Center staffed

give directions.

and

by

The Welcome

church's ministries. As

provides complimentary cappuccino, latte,

a

and donuts for guests.

(freshly baked bread) to the home

guest card. Welcome Callers also phone guests following their
and

attending

follow-up welcome letter, guests

Discovery

answer

a

the church delivers "love loaves"

of those who filled out

meet the

the church find

plenty of literature explaining each of the

the church

visit, thanking

entering

(Appel

input!"

are

offering to

invited to

a

answer

any of their

Newcomers' dessert where

staff and spouses. The church also offers

(Appel et al. 56).

questions.

a

class for

In the

they can

newcomers

called

Durey
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Sponsors
G. Ernest Thomas proposes that

"Sponsors,

or

Shepherds,

of good assimilation for those received into the Christian

assurance

sponsorship program involves assigning a member family with
three months to
new

a

year.

During

that time the

family, personally get acquainted

activities

(Heck 42;

G. Thomas

Life of Your Church,"

19).

do not have to

members and

their

On the audiocassette,

Logan explains that sponsors

an

assimilation

to

1-2).

For any size

plan is to

establish

during their first

Mcintosh 133; Wilkinson

by creating

a

can

system

assimilation pastors

to track

six months to

one

an

the

year

as

part of their staff

"Organized

important part of a successful

participation and follow-up of

(Logan, Beyond 116;

tens of

Martin and

54). Again, Wesley demonstrated his genius for organization

simple but thorough record-keeping process that monitored

groups and the

approach to

^the cultural context and the size of the

church, however,

a

tailor their

�

and Leas 5-17; Martin and Mcintosh, 124, 133; Miller,

newcomers

"The

positive people who

and make introductions.

remind pastors

plan, experts

congregation. Many larger churches are adding

assimilation

Visitors into the

Tracking

creating

Friendliness"

pray for the

congregational

"Assunilating

need to be

family for

personally provide the long-term relationships; rather, they connect

specific church based on two major factors

(Oswald

member

A

newcomers.

Church Size and
In

a new

and seek to involve them in

single

fellowship" (19).

long-term member family will

help newcomers develop relationships, provide information,
They

the best

are

the multitude of

thousands of individuals who had joined his Methodist societies.

record-keeping process was

an

essential

ingredient to the proper functioning of the

Durey

group system"

(Henderson 144).
Church

Membership

How do you define church member? In the past the
or

categories

as a

such

as

destination. As

extremes in

baptism, confirmation,

a

into the

we move

all

one

answer

would include terms

profession of faith. Membership was seen
Schaller identifies two

end of the spectrum

are

high-commitment

high standards of belief and behavior be met in order to

member of the "covenant

membership" where

or

twenty-first century,

At

defining "membership."

churches that demand that
become

conununity."

Some utilize the concept of "term

memberships automatically expire

at

midnight on

31 December

and must be renewed. At the other end of the spectrum

are

churches where

is labeled

are

filled with members who

were

voluntary

a

association. These

"bom" into them

or

of faith may have had to

commitment may

worship

the

ever

who

give

be

came

by

religious beliefs, but no

required of them to maintain

association? Schaller observes that the

the

membership

letter of transfer. Those who joined

assent to certain

voluntary association approach to

people,

congregations

attendance. So what is the future of church

voluntary
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church

their

by profession

further

membership, including

membership, high-commitment or

majority

of congregations still

membership. However,

employ

among younger

"fast-growing parade" is moving toward a high-commitment, "covenant

community" approach

that makes

membership more meaningful (Schaller,

21

Bridges

97-103).
Requirements for Membership
Between these two extremes, contemporary
vary. Some

large

and

approaches to church membership

growing congregations have high expectations of their people but

Durey
do not have
and

membership rolls.

others, membership is synonymous with conversion

To

regular worship attendance. Yet,

church

membership.

For
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many churches

Communion

example.

today

have

high demands

for

Fellowship requires a six-month

probation and a signed commitment form in addition to the completion of a twelve-week
class in the basics of

congregation

is

an

Christianity

and

subsequently joining

a

small group. This

example of membership that is reviewed and renewed aimually

(Stutzman 158-159).
One promment

example

Saddleback

Commimity

Church had

a

(1) attending

a

of

(Warren,

Class 101

of faith in Christ

(4)

Church.

membership

fourteen thousand

as

however, the

a

twenty-first century, high commitment church is

By

over

the

summer

"Conference"

13).

abide

by the

covenant includes the

...

...

The

a

weekly worship

Saddleback

immersion

require,

members to

protect the unity of my church
other members

responsibility of my church
By praying for its growth
By inviting the unchurched to attend
By warmly welcoming those who visit

I will share the
...

...

...

ministry of my church
By discovering my gifts and talents
By being equipped to serve by my pastors
By developing a servant's heart

I will
...

...

...

serve

the

as a

a

include

personal profession

public testimony,

and

membership covenant (Warren,

following:

By acting in love toward
By refusing to gossip
By following the leaders

attendance of

requirements for membership

(3) baptism by

Warren encourages, but does not

...

1999, Saddleback Community

ten thousand with

Lord and Savior,

I will

of

"Discovering Saddleback Membership," (2)

signed commitment to

Purpose 320).

of

join

a

small group;

Durey
support the testimony of my church

I will
...

...

...

Another
Church

worship

By attending faithfully
By living a godly life
By giving regularly (Warren, "Conference" 47)

high commitment congregation

Dayton,

near

a

or

Ginghamsburg United

civic

an

Methodist

average of ninety to 2,100

62 percent increase in the first three years of the 1990s.

congregations today see church membership
club

is

Ohio. This church has grown from

attenders with

community

organization,

in the

not so at

same

context as

Pastor

Ginghamsburg.

member of his

people want to join Ginghamsburg they

months in

a

When

class called Vital

join the

membership.

A person must also

as

evidenced

Christianity. Any missed

church. Class attendance alone,

up in order to

Christ,

follower of Jesus Christ. It costs

Slaughter

a

Body" (71).

(1) demonstrate

by lifestyle integrity

commitments of covenant

and

something to be
are

a

asked to

classes must be made

does not insure

commitment to the

lordship

of Jesus

(2) accept the responsibilities and

membership through active giving, worship attendance,

participation in a service-outreach ministry,
calling disciples,

a

however,

Many

membership in a

declares, "It costs something to be

spend three

40

not institutional members"

and involvement in

(71-72).

a

What does

small group. "Jesus is
an

assimilated member

of Ginghamsburg look like? An assimilated member:
1.

transformed

Has

accepted Jesus

Christ

as

Savior and Lord and shows evidence of

a

lifestyle (values clarification);
identified

follower of Jesus

(by those

outside the

2.

Is

3.

Participates regularly in the celebration of corporate worship;

4.

Has

publicly

as a

bought into the vision and mission of the church,

through the personal

sacrifice of time,

talents, and

resources;

as

church);

evidenced
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Practices

5.

reflection upon

private devotional life through prayer, meditation,

a

Scripture;

6.

Has established

7.

Is

mission

functioning

important relationships within the body; and,

in

a

significant responsibility

as

of people who

join

the church?

What should be

Donald McGavran and Witifield Am

responsible member carries his or her share

of the church's work

working happily with other members" (51). Being

a

models. What should

high-commitment congregations provide challenging

responsible membership look like in the twenty-first century?

(1)

it relates to Christ's

(120).

These

and

and

a

said,

expected

"A

giving, worshiping,

�

"responsible member," includes

relationship with Christ as Head of the body, (2) a relationship

of

sharing in the life

church, (3) discovery and use of spiritual gifts

in

service, and (4)

and work of the local

efforts to correct that which

brotherhood into the world

displeases

God

by bringing peace, justice, love,

(51-52). Compare McGavran and Am's description to the

following ten characteristics that Stutzman adapted from

a

list issued

by

the Institute for

Responsible church members:

American Church Growth.
1.

Grow

2.

Are faithful in

3.

Have many

friendships in the congregation;

4.

Belong to

fellowship group;

5.

Identify with

the

Have roles

tasks

spiritually;

a

worship attendance;

body.

Members should be able to say, "This is

church";
6.

and

or

appropriate for their spiritual gifts;

our
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7.

Identify with the goals

8.

Understand and

9.

Are concerned about

10.

Bring

other

own

of the

church;

the mission and values of the

church;

stewardship; and,
Christ and the church

people to

(159-160).

Membership or Newcomer Classes
Many

church consultants suggest that local

member orientation. It is known
member

classes,

and Leas

163).
for
a

and

newcomer

The

length of these

variety

of names:

orientation classes

new

(Martin

classes vary from several hours

member

orientation,

and Mcintosh

new

121; Oswald

see

this

a

as

on one

is reminded that the pastor in the second

"positively superficial" compared to the early

year of instruction before

organization greatly

day

to one hour a week

Ben Patterson offers ten weeks of classes, which may

large commitment, yet he

requiring

a

80; Waldrup 3; Schaller, "How Active" 45-46; Logan, Beyond 113; Stutzman

eight or nine months.

would

by

congregations should offer a new

baptism.

influences the way he

or

a

more

Church's

person enters

seriously

like

third century

a

she will function. Men and

take their commitment to Christ and the church

be instructed in what vital Christian faith and

The way

or

seem

practice
church

of

or

women

any

will

if they have taken time to

responsible church membership means (82-

83).
What should take

place in the

"Assimilating Visitors into

participants form new

member's class? On the

the Life of Your Church,"

equally divided between lecture
have

new

audiocassette,

Logan suggests

that class time be

and small group discussion. For the first four weeks

small groups each week.

them to form small groups that will stay

Then, for the final

together for the

four weeks ask

remainder of the class. This

Durey
allows the

bonding

of friendships and the formation of new small groups.

Churches have
list represents
inclusion in

a

a

variety

reasonable

a new
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of

approaches for new member classes, yet the following
from the literature of which elements merit

consensus

member class:

1.

Get to know the pastor and

2.

Confirm commitment to Christ;

3.

Fellowship with other newcomers;

4.

Encourage spiritual growth;

5.

Learn about the church

6.

Learn about basic Christian

7.

Grow

8.

Become involved in

9.

Discover

staff;

vision, values and goals;

�

beliefs;

spiritually;
small group;

spiritual gifts

10.

Decide

11.

Determine financial

12.

Understand

on

(Logan and Ogne 7-12;

a

and

use

them in

personal ministry;

ministry involvement;

stewardship; and.

membership commitment and provide opportunity to join

Martin and Mcintosh 121; Warren, Purpose 318; Stutzman 164;

Slaughter 139).
Discipleship
Downer and

one,

MacGregor articulate

evangelism, they use

the

image

two-phase process of discipleship.

In

phase

of farming. The believer's involvement with the

non-believer is described in three stages:
two, after the

a

cultivating, sowing,

and

harvesting.

In

phase

point of spiritual birth, the discipleship metaphor changes to parenting.

The

Durey
mature believer's role is that of

Over the

child/disciple.

course

and the

of time, the

believer should grow

of development in the process of

seeking

Christlikeness

Christians. Their cry is "feed me!" Their
new

life in Christ and

loving

Christian. The request

now

the Bible and

to

someone

care

to

help

develop

a

training

others

in Personal

(98).

Their

are

for mformation about the

primary needs

primary

are

for the basic truths of

are

need is to find

victory

Finally, the adult Christian can

primary need is to use

These four stages

(69). First, they are baby

Adolescent Christians represent the third stage

life of obedience to Christ.

disciple "follow me!"

through four stages

them survive. The second stage is the child

is "teach me!" The

explain them.

new

primary needs

of growth. Their demand is "show me!" Their
and to

believer's role is that of

parent/discipler,
new
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their

gifts

in

ministry

discussed in great detail

over

say to

and

sin

a new

begin

by Christopher Adsit

Disciple-Making and closely parallel the four stages articulated in Leroy

Eims' classic. The Lost Art of

Disciplemaking (Adsit 60-76; Eims 181-186).

Jenson and Stevens have combined

Evangelistic "Countdown" to

demonstrate

disciples is a process that begins prior to
Many congregations

Tippett's "Process

Change"

graphically (see Figure 2.1)

conversion and continues far

and denominations have

seekers to Christ and

of

and

that

Engle's

making

beyond (182).

developed ministries and systems

subsequently grow them up in their faith (Garlow

which

help lead

Team

15; Gospel 3; Homsby 4; Martm and Mcintosh 125-128; Wright 74-78; Warren,

Purpose 144). However, the mainline congregations studied by Oswald and Leas offered
little

help

to new members in

going deeper in their spiritual lives.

Most of the

congregations had no formal system or plan that could direct new members deeper into
their

faith, just as they

had little

or no

plan for attracting or incorporating new people

into
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the church.

Sadly,

officially joined

"it seemed that all formal assimilation efforts ended

the church"

once

people

(69).

Eng*!"* EvangallsUc "Couotdown"*

Alan Tippett's
"Process of

Chartge"
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1
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E
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(Social)

1
I
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Stewardship

Prayer
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Reproduction
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'Adapted from Figure 3, p. 45. of What's Gone Wrong witn ttie Harvest? by James k
Engal and H. Wilbert Norton, copyriom � 1975 by The Zondervan Corporation Used by
permission.
This model as presented here has undergone an interesting history. In rudimentary
forms, it was first suggested by Viggo Sogaard while he was a student in the Wheaton
Graduate School. It was later revised by James F. Engel and published in such sources as
Church Growth Bulletirt and elsewhere during 1973. Since that time, modifications have
been introduced as others have made suggestions. Particularly helpful comments have
been advanced by Ricnard Senztg of the communications faculty at the Wheaton Graduate

School and Professors C. Peter Wagner and Charles Kraft of the Fuller School of World
Mission.
"Process of Change" is from p. 123 of Vardict Theology in Missiortary Theory, by Alan
Tippett, published 1975. Used by permission of William Carey Library Publishers, PO Box
128-C. Pasadena. CA 91104, USA.

Figure 2.1
Engel's Evangelistic "Countdown"
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Making Disciples: Evangelism
Too often

evangelism

has been

equated with

"decision

making" rather than

"disciple making"; however, evangelism has only been accomplished when disciples
made

57).

(Am

Logan, Beyond 103-106; Schwarz, Paradigm 199; Stutzman

and Am 8-35;

Robert Orr illustrates the destmctive results of

Research has shown that

leave. The first and

during three major times

largest

after joining. These

of these

drop-outs

are

drop-out times

a

great deal

shortsighted evangelism

in the first year,

within the first

comes

efforts.

newcomers

usually new Christians who were

manipulative approaches to evangelism.
evangelism has

are

the

tend to

eight weeks

product of

"Research indicates that the method of

to do with the 'fmit that remains"'

(6).

Perhaps the most effective way of making disciples is for existing Christians to
focus

Roman

one's

the oikos

on

principle.

Oikos is the Greek word for "household." In the Greco-

world, oikos described

more

than just one's immediate

sphere of influence including servants,

associates. Most

relationship

people become

common

�

servants'

kinship, common friendship,

of

people;

assimilating

it tends to reach entire

new

members into the

It included all of

families, friends, and business

Christians and enter the church

effectiveness of this natural method of disciple
to reach

family.

and

through webs of

common

making is that it is

association. The
the most fmitful way

families; and, it provides the

most effective means

church, through the use of existing relationships

(Am and Am 40-53; Neighbour 61).
One of the

more conmion

ways that the church

can

assist its members in

evangelizing their oikos (relational network) is by providing
class that

clearly presents

the

gospel

of Christ. "Let's not

a newcomer or

assume

membership

that everyone who

Durey

indicates

a

desire to become

a

member of the church has

already become

a

47

Christian"

(Heck 16).
Discipleship: Establishing New Believers
Christian leaders have
believers and have

acknowledged

the

importance of spiritual formation for new

that the church must

follow-up (Mead 50-51; Moyer 348).

Christian

"How dare you lead
and nurture.

39).

recognized

people to

Christ without

None has stated

for

new

and

growing

as

in the

area

of

new

clearly as Wesley,

providing adequate opportunity for growth

Anything else is simply begetting children for the

Three basic formats summarize the

nurturing

greatly unprove

variety

murderer"

(qtd.

in Merrill

of ways that local churches have offered

Christians: classes, small groups, and

one-on-one

discipleship.
New believers' class.

class for

it may

new

believers. Often this is

simply be ongoing

danger of the

key to successful

a

can

become too focused

new

believers is

acknowledges that Christians

believers

develop best in the

Small group and
the

on

relationships (Coleman et al. 149-152;

nurture of

need

context of

one-on-one

success

or

a

special
or

three months. The

academic content and

Merrill 46; Stutzman

relationship (Stutzman 59).

63).

Warren

provide a track to grow on" (Purpose 335).
relationships in order to grow and

that

fellowship (338-339).

discipleship. "Balanced discipleship

ongoing, nurturing environment of accountability provided by the

(Slaughter 75).

with

repeated several times a year,

topics recycle every two

states that "believers grow faster when you

He also

have had great

short class that is

and the lesson

class format is that it

curriculum rather than
The

Many congregations

One of the most successful models of small group

cell

takes

place in

group"

discipleship was that

48
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of early Methodism.

discipleship.
49).

To this

Jesus also

concentrated
transformed.

day,

no

better model of

employed a small group

on

just

a

During

increasingly popular,

few

formation has been invented"

lay

can

only be transformed

the middle of his second year of
Jesus selected twelve

an

men

ministry,

as

as

in

(Mead

apostles.

He

individuals

are

he became

in whom he would invest the

majority

of

irmer circle that included Peter, James, and

(Coleman 24-26).
Bill

Hull, author of The Disciple-Making Church, promotes

through

process

an

expanding

bring

however,
church

one-on-one

(Hull 35;

discipling has

Coleman et al.

Many authors

stating

maturity in

another believer to

have

a

holistic

discipling

network of healthy smdl groups within the local church.

He joins Coleman and others in
to

meeting for adult training

for the formation of the twelve

The world

men.

his time. Within this group he selected

John

invented the class

"Wesley's genius

a

that

one-on-one

discipling by itself is inadequate

Christ. The whole

place within the

body

is needed.

context of the

Ultimately,

larger body

of the

144).

begun to look at discipling in the context of mentoring (Hull

35; Frymg 8; Hawkms 39; Krallmann 122; Stanley and Clinton 42). Stanley and Clinton
define

mentoring

as a

"relational

experience through which

by sharing God-given resources" (12).
to

develop potential.

2.2: Intensive

occasional

Three

It creates

positive dynamic that enables people

includes

a

includes

counselor, teacher,

(less deliberate) including either contemporary
41).

person empowers another

categories of mentoring relationships

mentoring (more deliberate)

mentoring

a

one

or

a

are

illustrated in

discipler, spiritual guide,

or

sponsor; and,

historic models

and

Figure
coach;

passive mentoring

(Stanley and Clinton

Durey
in

Mentoring can take place
experience. Mentoring

a

group; however, it is

primarily

life-to-life

in small groups lacks individualized contact that may minimize

application and the experiential aspects of discipling. Also,
everyone in the group do all the

same

things on the

different needs, motivations, and abilities

Intensive

(Stanley

same

group

discipling requires that

time schedule

and Clinton

even

if

have

they

208-209).

Passive

Occasional

A

~

f

Discipler

a
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r-

^

^

Coach

Spiritual

Counselor

Teacher

>

Models:

Sponsor

Guide

Contemporary
Historical (Hero)

Less DeUberate

More Deliberate

Figure 2.2
Mentoring Continuum

Whether in

a

small group

discipleship is suggested in
"that

or

one-on-one, the

Mark's statement that Jesus selected the twelve

they might be with hun" (Mark 3:14).

"Over the next twenty

provided his newly appointed disciples constantly
share in his life and

ministry" (Krallmann 52).

pattern of gathering regularly
the work of God
enhanced

to

and

The

spend time together,

and group

(Saletri 30).

months,

apostles,
Jesus

consistently with opportunities

early Church

to

continued Christ's

learn from the Word of God, and do

(Acts 2:41-42; 9:18; 20:7, 26-27, 32).

by one-on-one

shared "cause"

key principle of Jesus' approach to

The process of assimilation

discipling as these new believers united around

was

a

Durey
Fellowship
Research has identified that

a

and

Community

disproportionately large number of new members

drop out of the church within the fifth and sixth month after joining. According
these

newcomers

"Can I

did not find satisfaction in

develop friends in this church?"

Churches

are

often

friendliness that

initially friendly but

future friends and wait for

an

existing members who

longer have

all the friends and

them in
way to

developing

serve

others

new

a

of the

do not

to follow

seem

"It's almost

as

people

into the church takes

circle of friends, joining

(Mcintosh, Exodus 146;

a

group

Martin

or

the result of

couple of years or

a

meaningful

urgent need for vital Christian fellowship: "My interviews

vulnerable,

Christianity is a communal

in

time,

faith" (Church

members. New members

more

The most effective way to

people who drop

one

of the first

and Am

concems

^because

active in

new

of the church for its

groups rather than

154; Schaller, "Social" 1-2;

help new people make friendships in the

coimect newcomers with newcomers in

�

48).

easily become

trying to break into existing groups (Am

reveal that

to the breakdown and loss of faith

Small group involvement should be

and energy to

for

31; Orr 6; Schaller Assimilating 76-

people who once believed (but now believe no longer),

ability, time,

a

largely

class, and finding

with

231).

This is

sign up

place naturally when you assist

Hunter illustrates the

new

(6).

time and energy to handle.

77).

out of the church are

Orr,

through with the

have been in the church for

relationships they have

to

following questions:

if newcomers have to

opening" (Anderson 136-137).

the fact that

Assimilating

one or more

"Where do I fit in?" "Am I needed?"

initially projected.

was

50

new

groups. Newcomers

Towns

church is to

usually have the desire,

develop new relationships (Anderson 136-137).

Durey 51

people can find their way quickly out the back door of
become established in a small group after the
don't
the church, if they
of membership. People stay in a church because they find

We have found that

process
fulfillment

through significant relationships and responsibilities.
Relationships are not formed in a crowd! (Slaughter 74)

Hunter indicates that

churches,"

are

some

congregations, which he calls "new apostolic

rediscovering that "a fulfilling experience

involvement in both corporate

worship

affirms the value of small groups for

in the Church"

and the small group (Church

today's high-tech society.

that church members will miss "true, rich,

deep

Christian

(150; Hunter,

Church 48;

meetings

are

by

new

a

church's

experience

meaningful place of service

as

quickly

as

answers

the third and final

question

people in service?

by

User

their third

or

asked

Martin

31;

Newcomers need to become involved in the

not feel

emotionally part of the

assume some

church.

They will

think

soon

should the church

One church determined to offer church

responsibilities to

of the church in terms of "them" rather than "us"

newcomers

growth"

Ministry

possible. Otherwise, until newcomers

ministry responsibility, they will

new

and

early

Comiskey Reap 97).

Assimilating 76-77).

ministry

Snyder

Without them he believes

people within the church, "Am I needed?" (Mcintosh, Exodus 146;

Orr 6; Schaller,

involve

Howard

rediscover what the

essential to Christian

Personal

Finding

48).

soul-fellowship, or koinonia"

(150). Snyder suggests that most churches of today need to
Church knew: "Small group

requires

fourth visit

(Ratz 45).

How

(Bird and Bird 123).

friendly churches champion involving people in real ministry. They avoid

becoming ingrown, focusing

on

the needs and

concems

they value mobilizing people for ministry that is

of current members.

Instead,

outreach rather than inreach focused

Durey
These

(Bama 46).

user

involvement. The key

friendly churches have

to this

in these churches is understood
best not do
the

body,

on an

try

to do

as a

a

servant of Christ means

means

It also

that the church has the

to

a

means

and

find

a

help

to

them find the

ministry.

pastor's primary

^using

�

At Saddleback

the

gifts

The biblical

of service

Community

God has

the

A

=

Abilities;

P

=

Personality;

E

=

right people in the right place determines

match their

for

church

can

provide

To be

given us.

part

S

are

=

assisted in

selecting

Spiritual gifts;

H

=

a

60 to 80 percent of the

success

of any

spend 80 percent of their time doing

and abilities

(90).

To assist

new

"Christian Service Counselor" who

people in
can

help

strengths with ministry opportunities (Church Dynamics 17).

Once
who is

a

doing what

(Bama 162-163). Every member needs

Church members

should

things that require their greatest strengths

finding the best fit,

emphasis is not

Experiences (Warren, Purpose 370). Having

organization (Maxwell 153). Also, people
the

equip

its members discover their

personal ministry by first discovering their unique SHAPE:

Heart;

task is to

to be a minister on behalf of the church.

responsibility to help

right place

"The pastor had

in the trenches of ministry and

accept the responsibility

of the church

Ministry

"multigifted" body of Christ (Ogden 75).

getting

kingdom

the New Testament

of Christ have.

proposition (162).

itself could do. The

a

of volunteer

communicating

everything for the laity" (Oden 156).

needs to be done to further God's

gifts

and take

give

"omnicompetent" clergyman but on
To be

higher level

responsibilities that followers

anything that the body

not

much

of laborers is

large pool

of servanthood and the

principle

a
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a

ministry is selected,

the volunteer is matched

experienced in that ministry (Church Dynamics 17).

one-on-one

with

The best way to

someone

equip people

ministry is "on-the-job training" (17; Slaughter 89; Warren, Purpose 387). Ideally,
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every

new

lay

minister will have the

who is skilled in the

area

of service

The process of training
association is

equipped" (Garlow,
tos" of

the

a

they

of

a

Partoers

particular ministry.

seeking to

are

lay people for ministry

simply being with the

begins with the bonding

opportunity to serve

close

one

you

are

as an

leam

apprentice to

a

layman

(Garlow, Farmers 105).

involves five distinct stages.

training.

"Effective

lay ministry training

relationship between the equipper and

92). Second, impartation is the

actual

First,

the

training

The third stage is demonstration, where the

one

being

the "how-

�

lay person has

opportunity to watch the ministry being done successfully. Fourth, delegation is

where the

ministry is handed to the volunteer with a full

final stage is

supervision.

At this level

encouragement and assistance

five-step process

for

can

be

accountability

given

as

needed

training people: (1) I model, (2)

explaining the how and why

of each

sense

of

is established

(92).

so

that

Maxwell offers

I mentor

The

responsibility.

a

similar

(perform the task

step), (3) I monitor, (4) I motivate,

and

(5) I multiply

(99-101).
Finding a way to fit into the
people who

are

joining the

structure of the local church is essential for new

church. Those who find "secure and

service within the ministries of the church will not

easily slip

significant" places

away

of

(Stutzman 130).

Cell-based Churches
As

we move

in the world

group and

are

twenty-first century

the

cell-based churches. Their strategy

worship

church defined?

into the

celebration services

Missionary

is "a church that has

largest

and fastest

organizes

churches

the church around the cell

(Comiskey, Reap 19-20).

and researcher Joel

growing

How is

a

cell-based

Comiskey states that a cell-based

placed evangelistic small groups

at the core of its

church

ministry" (Home

Durey
Cell

17).

Cell group

ministry

is not just another program; it is the very heart of the cell

church. Because cell-based churches work with

a

literature for this type of church will be reviewed
CeU

Groups
Cells

distinctly different paradigm,

Defined
are

evangelistic

the group grows

are

small groups that meet

through evangelism

added to the church and to the

group is, "a group of people
edification and
committed to

participate
are

weekly to build up

goal

of each cell is to

kingdom of God" (Comiskey, Home

edify

multiply itself
new

Cell

17).

of

multiplication)

expected

to attend the

worship

and who

109-110).

and

study lesson; "developing relationships" with one another; and, "reaching

growth

and

cell groups

"seeking

through friendship evangelism, special
In

one

cell-based church,

evangelistic outreach are

Attraction and

only

God"

cell

through worship,

activity,

out" to

and cell

the small groups that include

allowed to be called "cell

prayer,

spiritual

groups" (109-110).

Evangelism

In cell-based churches the

cell

are:

Those

celebration services. The

major components of all

multiplication.

A cell

are

three

non-Christians

members

(five to 15) who meet regularly for the purpose of spiritual

in the functions of the local church" (Reap

also

and

and then conversions. This is how

evangelistic outreach (with the goal

who attend the cells

a

the

separately.

Christians and reach non-Christians. "The ultimate
as

54

multiplication.

The vision of each cell is to be outward

Fellowship within the
growing cell groups

primary concern is cell-group evangelism that results in

cell is

are

focused,

not inward focused.

always present, but it is not the primary goal. "Static,

simply unacceptable.

penetrating the neighborhood with the Gospel

...

Reaching out to unbelievers

of Jesus Christ is the

non-

and

rallying cry of each

55
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group" (Comiskey, Reap 48).
In the cell-based

church

through the

church, evangelism and discipleship

are

shared with the entire

cell groups. Cesar Castellanos, Pastor of the International

Charismatic Mission

(ICM) in Bogota, Columbia,

argues that

"only

the cell structure will

harvest thousands upon thousands of souls and convert church spectators into active
members"

(Comiskey, Groups 43). Perhaps the best example of this in North America is

Bethany World Prayer Center (BWPC)

in

Baker, Louisiana. Since establishing cells

the base of the church in 1993, the church has
From 1994 to

alone (Reap
is best

1998, BWPC registered

41).

experienced record growth year after year.

five thousand conversions

BWPC "has learned the hard way,

through cell

through experience,

that

groups

evangelism

accomplished through relationships in small groups rather than through big

events"

(68).
Cell-based churches

easily take advantage

individual's network of friends,
Am

over

as

of the oikos

principle

coworkers, classmates, neighbors,

reaching

�

and relatives

each

(Am

and

41-44; Neighbour 61).
The word

[oiA:os]

is found

repeatedly

in the New

Testament, and is usually

translated "household." However, it doesn't just refer to family members.
Every one of us has a "primary group" of friends who relate directly to us

through family, work, recreation, hobbies, and neighbors. Newcomers
feel very much "outside" when they visit your group for the first time,
unless they have established an oikos coimection with one of them. If they
are not "kiimed" by the members, they will not stay very long or try very
hard to be included before they retum to their old friends. (Neighbour 61)
...

David

Yonggi

largest church

in the world. He says that

church has been

taught to

"find

Cho is pastor of Yoido Full

a

so

successful in

Gospel Church, Seoul, Korea, the

"meeting practical needs," is the reason his

attracting new people.

need and meet it"

(59).

The cell leaders and members

are

Durey
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50,000 cell groups and each group will love two people to Christ
within the next year. They select someone who's not a Christian, whom
they can pray for, love and serve. They bring meals, help sweep out the
person's store ^whatever it takes to show they really care for them. When
a person asks, "Why are you treating me so well?" Our people answer,
"Jesus told us that we're supposed to do good to all men, and we want you
We have

�

to know that we love you, and so does Jesus." After three or four months

of such love, the hardest soul softens up and surrenders to Christ.

(George

94)
Cinciimati

mobilizing

Church

Vineyard Community

small groups for outreach to non-Christians.

the smeill groups of the church engages in what
Church

provides

116-117).

Pastor Steve

they

football games, clean

lawns, shovel
donations

snow, and

adl "servant

Sjogren believes that the gospel

they

offer the

car

even

excellent

Every four to

in both words and actions. The church has been known to

Bengal

an

windshields,

feed

give

example of
six weeks each of

evangelism" (Hunter,

needs to be

out free soft drinks at

parking meters,

rake

leaves,

clean toilets in local businesses. Instead of

simple explanation:

proclaimed

mow

accepting

"We just want to show God's love in

a

practical way" (144).
Follow-up of Visitors and
Cell

New Believers

ministry effectively blends evangelism

follow-up system is already

in

place through the

Those who receive Christ in the cell

with their
isn't

new

cell

family

complete until

members

are

and

cells"

encouraged to

(83).

the convert becomes

discipleship.

"A 'built-in'

(Comiskey, Home Cell 83).
attend the celebration services

"Cell leaders and members know their work
a

responsible church member." They

are

patient, yet persistent, recognizing that identification with the mother church can take
time for
small

a new

convert who

group" (Reap 69).

naturally feels more

comfortable with their friends in the

Durey

provide effective follow-up of visitors and new converts that have

The cells also
entered the church

through the worship celebration

implement systems so newcomers who

churches

cracks." Visitor cards

are

they

begin to

attend

receive proper
In the

a

a

follow-up

and

a

cell structure

other

larger events.

not in a cell do not "fall

Cell

through

Through this organized approach,

(Comiskey,

care

past Bethany World Prayer Center

focused their attention

As

Sunday.

newcomers.

was

relational coimection with the

follow-up

are

or

cell. The church continues to track

Christ, but their follow-up program
created

services

the

collected in the church services and distributed to the various

cell groups who, in turn, contact the

visitors

57

on

newcomers

Home Cell

saw

many

to ensure that

72).

people come to faith in

awkward and ineffective because
new

many

they had not

converts. The volunteers who did the

the "newest converts" from each week's

previous

result, people continually fell through the cracks. However, employing the

drastically improved follow-up:
When

an

individual

comes

to the Lord in a

service,

a

cell leader stands

at the forefront of the altar. After prayer, the new

behind that person
believer is led upstairs to

acting

asked for his
into

or

of

seven

introduced to the
"cells" at the
but

are

their
If

or

she is

new

a

assigned to

appropriate Zone pastor.

same

walk.

a

support group and spiritual family

to

help them in

(Stockstill 28-29)

already attends

that group. The

follow-up

The person gets "Jesus" and
no built-in bias against cells,

time. New believers have

thrilled to have

new

friend who

believer

an

District Offices based upon that person's address. The
believer views a short video on Bethany and cell life and is then

one

new

our District Offices and greeted by a person
airline agent greeting an arriving flight. The person is
her zip code, then directed with the cell leader/counselor

much like

a

cell group has

brought the new believer then he

objective is to form a relationship

in the context of the cell

(Stockstill 29).

and

complete the
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Ministry

Each cell carries

pastoral
and

care,

follow-up

"shared

a

of new

responsibility" for all the function of church work:

believers, helping

helping in the church outreaches.

helps its members
example

find

of "shared

Each cell administers

responsibility" can be
ministry

seen

fourteen "Zones." The fourteen Zones rotate

responsible for serving one week at the

weekly

as

altar

work,

any other needed ministries. In

in each of these

everyone gets his

rapidly.

become
new

a

...

It takes

cell leader"

convert into a

areas

or

of ministry
one

her 'tum' at

more or

Home Cell

training

comprised

of

that each Zone is

off for thirteen weeks. The
nursery

a core

work,

of faithful workers

along with the rotating

is bumed out: the work

Zone members.
forward

proceeds

serving" (44).

64).

converts because of its

follow-up

"We've discovered how to train each

they

(Groups 65). They have the declared goal of transforming every

dynamic cell

the home

at the church"

An

public services of

less six months from their conversion until

leader

(Reap 53).

as

the

(54).

BWPC shares this

for North America

diamond to communicate the "track" that is
use

addition,

keeps the majority of new

adapted the ICM training model

churches

so

provide ushering, greeting, parking,

training program (Comiskey,

person

responsibility

and

(Stockstill 29).

"Districts"

are

ICM estimates that it
and

church

they

Stockstill says that with this process "no

with joy

seven

missionaries,

spiritual gift analysis

church then

intercession, and
serve

a

each week at the

is divided into

for

services, praying

appropriate place of service in the

an

BWPC. The church's cell

Zone members

at

philosophy and has

by using the image of a baseball

being laid

out for the new believers.

These

primary meeting place for the cell groups but provide the

Durey
First base: water
commitment to Christ at

baptism

a

and cell attendance. After

public service,

a

a

person makes

pastor and cell leader will attempt

believer's home within twenty-four hours to invite that person

new

Their

is to get the person to make

goal

baptism

a

and encourage cell attendance

public profession

a

to visit the

to the nearest group.

of faith in Christ

during the first week after

59

through water

conversion

(Stockstill

87; Comiskey, Groups 66-67).
Second base:

The

pastoring.

new

believer heads toward second base

completing a six-lesson study booklet called Christianity
of the cell

(Homsby 3-4;

Stockstill

87).

where

uses a

they stmggle

with

"baggage" from

bring freedom to

the past. The

new

three-day

Between

Third base:

by taking

a

weekend retreat

preparing.

New Believers

are

urged to

are

enabled to find

of their

an

Saturday moming
an

effective

spiritual gifts, talents,

Stockstill 89;

taught by

to

plate: planting.

"preparing stage"

At the end of this class

"Discovery

Home Cell

participants

Seminar." Here believers

in the local church

personality (Bethany,

Comiskey, Groups 72-73;

Home

ready

seminar called

place of ministry

and

enter the

"Discipleship 201" that is held begiiming on the

Wednesday evening following the Encounter Retreat.
enrolled in

application

5; Stockstill 88; Comiskey, Groups 67-71).

twelve-week class called

are

an

converts in the

combination of large group lectures and small group discussion and

(Bethany,

now

101. This is done in the context

The final step toward second base is to attend

Encounter Retreat. The purpose of this retreat is to
areas

by

Between

through

a

discovery

35; Discipleship 4;

64-65).

After four months of initial

begin serious training for cell leadership.

follow-up,

a new

believer is

Each of the twelve classes is

the very best staff leader that the church has for that

particular area using the

Durey
booklet Leadership 301
has

are

invited to

Saturday noon.

a

Champions Retreat held at a local

At the conclusion of the retreat, the

and consecrate them for cell
these individuals
Between

Stockstill

all the components of this seven-month

completed

they

(Bethany, Leadership 4;

are

Then

leadership.

publicly recognized

on

90-91).

After the

new

60

believer

follow-up

and

hotel from

Friday evening through

training process,

pastors lay hands

Sunday, during

and released for cell

the

on

the

participants

worship service,

ministry (Bethany,

47; Stockstill 91; Comiskey, Groups 72-73; Home Cell 64-65).

"Cell

ministry

is the most effective way to close the church's back door. Cell

ministry grows pewsitters

into pastors who

converted into leaders who continue the

care

for the flock. New believers

are

process" (Comiskey, Reap 70).

Conclusion
The literature has revealed
and assimilate

a

great variety in how churches have sought

However,

newcomers.

Warren restates

assimilation issues: "As Christians we're called to
believe

membership vary,
form:

belong [original emphasis],

of

an

assimilated person and

requirements

assimilation literature raises and addresses the

attracting, retaining, joining, discipling, belonging,

is called to teach,

baptize, welcome strangers,

all the earth

(Acts 1:8;

Matt.

"It has to be

organized

and

and

of the most foundational
not just

[original emphasis]" (Purpose 105).
Though characteristics

some

one

to attract

organized to fulfill the

28:19).

care

This will not

guided" (Oden 159).
Great Commission

non-Christians in North America in the

for the
occur

for church

following elements

and

serving.

in

The church

sick, and preach the gospel

to

without structure and direction.

How should the church be structured

by effectively reaching

twenty-first century?

and

assimilating

61
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CHAPTER 3

DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Problem and
"Assimilation is the task of moving
attendance at your church to active
In North

America,

over

failed at

assimilate those it has

evangelized.

people from an

membership

the past several

retaining its members,

Purpose
awareness

in your church"

decades, the church

attracting

the

has

a

we

enter the

Great Commission in

at

often failed to

The United States of America has gone from

twenty-first century we

our own

land

identify transferable principles

successful in
the

generally failed

to a

being

a

country that has

mission field.

As

is to

(Warren, Purpose 309).

unchurched, and it has

country that sends Christian missionaries throughout the world
become

of your church to

attracting

and

as

well

and

as

must face the

those

practices

oversees.

used

by

church

of

fulfilling the

The purpose of this

study

churches that have been

assimilating unchurched people.

problem of retention of long term

challenge

This

study

did not focus

members; rather, it retained

a

focus

on

on

reaching new people.
Research
Five research

used

by effective

churches to attract,

belonging, disciple
Research

in

and mobilize

Question

What

questions were used

to

Questions

help identify the principles

and

practices

evangelize, welcome, follow-up, provide

a sense

of

previously unchurched people for service.

1

principles

and

practices used by

these churches have been most successful

attracting and evangelizing unchurched people?

Durey
In order to

First,

what

Second,
this

are

the

answer

this research

primary reasons that unchurched people

how would you describe the

question,

the church is

church leaders

trying

to reach.

evangelistic outreach to
newcomers

with

an

were

asked if these

attracted to your church?
As

a

follow-up to

people represent a "targeted group" that

Third, in what ways do you mobilize members for

the unchurched of your area?

opportunity to respond to

materials that the churches

are

created.

questions were

people your church is attracting?

The responses to these interview

Research

four interview

question,

62

a

clear

Fourth, how do

you

provide

presentation of the gospel?

questions were

then

compared to printed

provided.

Question 2

How do these churches welcome and

follow-up unchurched visitors

and

new

converts?
Three interview

questions addressed welcome

church do to prepare for and welcome visitors to
take to

follow-up

on

converts in order to

Again,

Research

worship

follow-up.

What does your

services? What steps do you

first-time visitors to your church? How do you

follow-up

on new

provide for their basic spiritual growth?

the responses to these interview

that the churches

and

provided including

a

questions were compared to

the literature

survey of their websites.

Question 3

How do these churches

provide

an

opportunity for new people to gain a sense

of

belonging?
Three

questions were created to probe

to cormect newcomers into vital

the

area

of belonging. How do you attempt

relationships in the church?

Describe the process of
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becoming

a

member of your local church. What

are

the commitments and

expectations

of members in your church?
The churches

provided new member materials,

promotional materials for various ministries
interview

questions.

Research

Question

that

small group information and

complemented the responses

to these

4

How do these churches

see

that

people are discipled into fully-devoted followers

of Christ?
Two interview

assimilation

questions were designed to explore discipleship

expectations within the

churches. In what

become mature and grow in their faith? What
been

fully assimilated

are

way(s) do

you

ministries and

help disciples

the characteristics of

someone

who has

into the life of your local church?

Printed materials

again were requested to help

describe the

discipling ministries

of the churches.
Research

Question

5

How do these churches

help people

take up the

responsibility to

serve

in

personal

ministry?
Three final

assimilating
consider
or

questions

newcomers to

serving

addressed how these churches

their churches. How

in the church? How

support is offered

use

personal ministry roles in

soon are newcomers

are newcomers

encouraged

recruited for service? What

to

training

to those who serve?

The responses to these interview
and other literature that the churches

questions were compared to training manuals

provided.

or
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Population
This is

directory

an

exploratory study utilizing

information for the Portland

fifty churches from
the

the

in this

churches,

This

attendance

and various ethnic churches

These

Thirty-four churches

retumed

matched the

Based

on

church

provided by the Foundation of Hope (1-2),

a

and assimilate unchurched

including

were

and

by

letter and

area

follow-up phone

some

the

with

calls to

non-English speaking

secured

over a

invited to

period of three months.

The fifteen churches that most

participate in the full study in order to

practices that they have used to successfully

attract

people.

The churches selected for this

metropolitan

invited

completed questionnaire.

criteria

study

were

questionnaires were

identify transferable principles

located in the

approach.

included Protestant churches, Roman Catholic

directory

congregations (1-2).

closely

multi-case

completing the Participant Information Questioimaire

first

study by

(see Appendix B).

a

Sample

Portland, OregoiVVancouver, Washington metropolitan

highest weekly worship

participate

area

and
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area.

study provide

a

sample of the types

These fifteen churches represent

of churches

approximately

10

percent of the weekly worship attendance in the city with average attendance ranging
from five hundred to

region

of the

over

cify. They

5,500 people. These churches

also

are

located in

provide a balanced representation between independent and

denominational churches and between Pentecostal/charismatic and
charismatic

congregations.

virtually every

To

qualify for this study churches had

Evangelical/nonto meet the

following

criteria:
1. Churches for this

area.

Rather than

study were selected from the Portland, Oregon metropolitan

conducting

a

study

of churches from various cities

throughout North

Durey

America,

this

study sought to

discover

assimilating unchurched people

in

principles

and

practices used

given metropolitan

a

into what is effective in the Portland

area

area.

and has allowed the

with many of the fifteen hundred local churches of Portland

in

This has

area

in

attracting and
provided insight

of these

sharing
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insights

hopes that the whole

body of Christ can be built up by the process.
2. This

Trinity

study

and salvation

five hundred

included

by faith

religious groups

orthodox Christians. This

Christianity.

Other

churches that hold to

only

an

orthodox

position on the

in Jesus Christ. Within the greater Portland area, four
are

listed

as

churches but would not

study sought to work only within the

religions, cults,

and sects

were

see

themselves

or

as

realm of orthodox

therefore excluded from

consideration.
3. Churches selected for the
ten visitors

per week. For

approximately

study were required to

larger churches,

1 percent of the average

research focuses of the
selected for this

study was

a

minimum average of

the number of visitors should have

weekly worship

that of

have

attendance. One of the

attracting new people. Therefore,

study were required to have

a

equaled

flow of new

major

the churches

people whom they were

seeking to incorporate.
4.

Participating churches were required to have reported a minimum of thirty

conversions for the

previous year.

reported had to equal
the

at least 2

For

larger churches the total number of conversions

percent of Sunday worship attendance. The purpose of

study was to identify transferable principles

been successful in

attracting

included had to demonstrate

and
a

and

practices used by churches that have

assimilating unchurched people; therefore,

mmimum level of effectiveness in

churches

evangelism.

The

one
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church that

report
on

reported a weekly attendance of 450 was challenged by

at least

thirty conversions while larger

the

requirement to

churches had to exceed this number based

the minimum percentage.
5. For those churches that promote church

membership,

participation in this study was that at least 50 percent of the
past twelve months be formerly unchurched; however,
from church to church. Some offered

independent churches

and

some

membership but

denominations do not

a

new

consideration for

members received in the

emphasis on membership varied
did not promote it
even

heavily. Many

offer official church

light of the membership

membership. Therefore,

this criterion had to be evaluated in

philosophy of each local

church. Over the past several decades, many churches have

grown

numerically

inevitable in
that

were

body

at the expense of other area churches. Growth

today's mobile culmre; however, this study sought to

advancing

of Christ by
6. To

the

attracting

as

contributing to

worship

spiritually.

Other

churches

were

required to demonstrate

involvement is

a

a

minimum

adults into groups. The combined number of adults

attendance. Churches often

means

growth of the

assimilating unchurched people.

connecting

effective tools to

leam from churches

the overall

Christian education classes and small groups had to

the weekend

groups

and

of God and

qualify for this study,

level of effectiveness in

attending

kingdom

by transfer is

help new people gain

may be used to

use

equal

at least 25

percent of

adult education classes and small

a sense

of belonging and grow

accomplish these objectives, however,

group

good indicator of how well churches are helping new people make

friends and become

discipled.

7. Churches selected for this

study were required to indicate that at least

10

new

Durey
percent of their

congregation was involved in an identifiable ministry.

of assimilation is

that

are

creating

an

8.

important part

opportunity for meaningful ministry involvement.

most effective at assimilation create an environment where

participants

An
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Churches

people can be

rather than spectators.

Finally,

churches had to be

willing

complete the study. First, they had to
Questionnaire

and able to

submit

a

provide the

data necessary to

completed Participant Information

(see Appendix B). Second, they were required to provide a qualified

representative for the

church leader interview

church campus had to be conducted.

(see Appendix C). Third,

Fourth, the churches were required

printed materials that addressed the research questions. Finally,
arrange interviews with three

new

within the

twenty-four

previous twelve

to

Christians who had been

a

tour

to

of the

provide

the church needed to

successfully assimilated

months.

Instrumentation
Three
the

self-designed

instruments

were

used in this

study.

Participant Information Questionnaire (see Appendix B).

to the

fifty largest churches

in the Portland

questionnaires were then used
study.

It also

determine which churches

This instrument
The

was

was

mailed

completed

qualified to participate in the

provide background data, demographic information,

church that did

and statistics for each

participate.

The second instrument
interview

to

metropolitan area.

The first instrument

was an

questions (see Appendix C).

interview
These

information from the interviews with the
of the five research

questions.

protocol that was made up

of fifteen

questions were designed to glean

qualified church leaders that would inform

each
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The third instrument
new

Christian to tell her

question,

"Tell

me

or

interview

was an

his story

protocol

(see Appendix D).

your story: how did you become

make this church your home?" The five numbered
the interview to

summarize what

help

was

learned

a

that

was

designed

The interview

began with one

Christian and how did you

questions were

or

to allow the

used

only

come

to

at the end of

to ask about areas that were not

covered in their life story.
Three

faculty members

instruments. The instruments
of the

of Asbury

were

then

Portland, Oregon metropolitan

the other from

Alberta, Canada,

attendance of more than

conducted on-site at

The senior pastor

Two senior pastors,

large congregations
completed

the

that have

large United

key open-ended question:

questions.

"Tell

me

were

outside

from New York and

weekly worship

Participant Information

to the Church Leader Interview

a

one

that

questions.

Methodist Church in

The third

pilot

Wilmore, Kentucky.

completed the Participant Information Questioimaire

the Church Leader Interview

did you

pilot tested on three churches

area.

thousand

one

Questionnaire and responded
test was

with

Theological Seminary reviewed these

and

responded to

The New Christian Interview instrument had

your story: how did you become

a

Christian and how

make this church your home?" These senior pastors reviewed this

come to

instrument but it

was

not

pilot tested.
Data Collection

Five

sources

of data

were

used for this

study.

In addition to the

Participant

Information Questioimaire, the Church Leader Interview, and the New Christian

Interview, printed materials
made

during

an

were

provided by

each church and

personal

on-site visit of the church campus. All interviews

one

were

observations

recorded

on

Durey
cassette

tapes in addition

to

extensive note

The church leader interviews

taking.
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were

approximately forty-five minutes in length and the interviews with new Christians were
thirty

minutes in

twenty

to

printed

materials

length. A portfolio

was

created for each church that included

provided by the church, digital images of the church

campus, the

Participant Information Questioimaire, personal notes taken during the mterviews,

and

tapes of the interviews.
Variables
The

may

impact

primary variable

assimilation in this

1. The size of the

by meeting

for this

assimilation.

congregation.

A

large congregation

the minimum number of converts and
false

number of visitors who

are never

church. Other

see

attendance because
2. Pastoral

as

little if any

of every church is the

style and philosophy

many members

One

The church may have

are

new

also

see

very limited

leaving the church as

discipleship,

play

an

study

a

large

large churches report
ministries of the

are

growth in the church

joining.

that mfluences the effectiveness

senior minister. His

of ministry will influence the

the

members but fail to connect them

important variable

tenure of the senior minister also can

the local church.

They

leadership provided by the

mobilized for service, outreach,

qualify for

growth in the discipleship

receive many

and service.

Leadership.

may

identified and followed up. Some

large congregations

meaningful relationship

that

members, yet the size of the

new

impression of success.

a

hundreds of conversions but

Intervening variables

study include:

congregation may give

in

study was

or

her

leadership

degree to which the members

are

and released to form small groups. The

important role in the success

and

stability of
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3. Ecclesiastical traditions.

attendance in the Portland area, fifteen

denominations

flexibility

are

in local

are

fifty churches with the largest worship

independent churches

some

expectations.

method that

neighboring

4. The age of the

This may limit

a

carry with them strong ecclesiastical

given

church has felt free to

congregation.

Newer

church from

congregation

can

congregations tend to be more flexible

naturally vary

from

methods that would be effective with

assimilating

building they

Some

one

The age of the

group to another,

and

therefore,

middle-aged or older people may be ineffective in

Congregations

call the church is either

an

location. This, in tum, is
have to travel

a

a

hindrance when

great distance

stmggle with being located

in

to

a

a

or a

detriment to assimilation.

considerable distance to the church

inviting family

and friends who would also

begin attending that church.

declining

church is

geographically situated where

language

has relocated. Other
concems.

sometimes find that the location of

advantage

congregations have members that drive

other social

around their

attending. Expectations

generational

and

young adults.

5. The location of the church.
the

peak in health

plateau and decline ("Live" 1).

also refer to the average age of those

assimilation methods

employing an effective

use.

creative. Mcintosh writes that churches tend to reach their
twentieth year after which many

and sixteen different

church traditions allow freedom and

ministry, most denominations

traditions and
a

While

represented.

the

Among

or

an

challenges

Other

congregations

transitioning neighborhood. Sometimes the

ethnic group with

a

different culture and

involve issues of gang

violence, crime, and

Durey
Data
All data

addressed. The church leader interview
the third interview

interview

classify

questions were labeled

question for research question number one;

information in

For

new

follows: 1.3 identified

4.2 identified the second

numbering system was used to
church leader

printed materials, digital photos,

the

taped interviews

as

well

as

paraphrases

a

interviews,

and

log was

reference,

I

used

as an

alternative to

typed important verbatim

and summaries and identified their location

the cassette tape. I codified the responses

questions (Glesne 79).

interview

an

transcription. Using the tape counter as

fifteen interview

This

as

question was

Christians.

reviewing

phrases or sentences
on

research and interview

question for research question four.

interviews with

full

Analysis

categorized by which

were

71

by

the five research

questions

and the

a
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
Profile of
Fifteen churches

largest churches

in the

were

selected

were

leader of each

of success in

attracting

matched the
and

fifty

area.

study

criteria and

assimilating the

unchurched

an

on-site

secured.

visit,

were

an

interview

was

gathered, personal

Finally, three new

were

Christians

gathered from

conducted with

observations

were

a

were

each

key
made,

personally

congregation.

Demographic Data

The

has been

they most closely

church, printed materials

interviewed from each

on

degree

During

digital photos were

based

among the

(see Appendix B), these

months of October and November 2000, data

of the fifteen churches.

Church

study from

area.

During the

and

for this

Information Questioimaire

selected because

demonstrated the greatest

people of the

subjects

Portland, OregoiVVancouver, Washington metropolitan

Having completed the Participant
fifteen churches

as

Subjects

demographic data for these churches includes the size of each congregation

worship attendance,

ecclesiastical traditions, how

long the local congregation

established, geographic locations, ethnic make-up, and whether or not they

organized

as a

cell church.

Size of congregations. These
five hundred

are

congregations range

worshipers per weekend to over 5,500.

in attendance from around

Out of the fifteen hundred churches

in the greater Portland- Vancouver area, these fifteen churches combine to make up
almost 10 percent of the area's

weekly worship

attendance.

Durey
Ecclesiastical traditions. The fifteen churches selected for this
a

balance between denominational and

denominational affiliation and

Pentecostal,

Baptist,

two are

mainline denomination. The

approximately 15,600
independent,

charismatic

From

and

and

a

a

independent churches.

combined

attendance of

are

made up of three

churches,

and

one

one

is

a

evangelical community churches,

eight evangelical,

congregations represent the

over

fifteen thousand

people attending

non-charismatic churches have

a

worship

attendance of over sixteen thousand. What is true of all fifteen churches is that
and

to 1940. Three

churches that
the four

are

long

or as

ago

as over

were

by

are

the

all

are

Geographic locations.

As

one

exception of the business

are

as

recently

established

prior

in the 1960s. All four

The three churches that

were

and three of

planted in the

charismatic churches.

Figure 4.1 shows,

the

geographic dispersion of these

congregations provides representation for the whole

with the

were

independent evangelical churches

founding pastors.

independent,

Four churches

in the 1950s and

started in the 1970s

still led

1980s and 1990s

fifteen

ninety years.

congregations began

they

evangelistic.

Age of congregations. Surprisingly, these churches were established
three years

four

the balance is between Pentecostal/charismatic

churches. Seven

clearly theologically conservative

a

Bible church.

Pentecostal and charismatic traditions with just

as

are

eight independent churches have a worship

Evangelical/non-charismatic

The

15,400. Three

Presbyterian,

theological perspective,

weekly worship.

over

United

one

is Church of Christ, and

study represented

Seven churches have

attendance of

worship
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center of the

north side of the Columbia River in Vancouver,

city.

of Portland and Vancouver

Three churches

Washington.

are

located

Three churches

on

are

the

Durey
large

clustered in northeast Portland. Two
Gresham and

churches represent the eastern suburbs of

Boring. Southeast Portland has just one

church while southwest Portland

has three. Two churches represent the western and northwestern

Finally,

North Portland,

a

small

area

of the

74

city enclosed by

southwest and the Colmnbia to the north, is also

regions

of Portland.

the Willamette River to the

represented by one church.

Figure 4.1
Locations of Churches Studied

Ethnic

make-up. The

of Caucasians. However,

one

churches

participating in this study

are

made up

primarily

congregation in North Portland is predominantly African

American and two other churches

are

seeking to be multiethnic.

Portland does have

Durey
several

large

ethnic

Some submitted the

congregations.

Questionnaire but did

not meet the criteria for further

Romanian and Russian

congregations
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Participant Information

study. Others,

such

showed interest but chose not to

as

the

large

participate in this

study.
Cell churches.
these

churches; however,

priority
as a

Finally,

on

small group

ministry

organize

as

a

one

of

higher

or are

transitioning to the cell-church

success.

Leadership Demographic Data

Of those church leaders who

thirteen

place

but

cell-churches. One of these churches started

cell-church in 1997. The other four have

Church

important at all

five of the fifteen churches have chosen to

small group life and

model with great

is very

were

associate and

provided the

associate pastors, and four
senior pastor both

a

church leaders

were

interviews and hosted the on-site

senior pastors. On two occasions

participated in the interview.

All but

one

visits,

an

of these

were men.

The average

length

of service for

years. Four of these senior pastors

pastors have served for
New Christian

are

a

senior pastor in these churches is

also the

founding pastors.

over

fourteen

Ten of the senior

ten or more years.

Demographic Data

Each church

provided interviews with three

successfully assimilated within the previous twelve
number of interviews

was

new

to

Christians who had been

twenty-four months.

The total

forty-five.

Gender and marital status. The number of married
and the number of men and

women were

couples

and

single

adults

very balanced. Sixteen of those interviewed
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were

married

of them
men

was

telling

his

or

couple was treated as just

high

as

single

one

her story. Thirteen interviews

and sixteen with individual

themselves

in

Each

couples.

women.

interview, and often just

were

conducted with individual

Nineteen of these individuals identified

adults.

dispersion of ages represents

Ages.

The

school

or recent

a

graduates. Twenty-seven

bell

curve.

of the

new

Just two young

people were

Christians

young

were

adults in their twenties to mid-thirties. Another twenty-seven individuals
middle adult years,
senior adults

one

approximately thirty-five to fifty-five

fifty-five

or

years old.

were

Finally,

in their

three

were

older.

Ethnic

make-up.

The ethnic

predominantly

Caucasian.

Only four persons were African American,

make-up of the new Christians

interviewed
and

was

one was

Hispanic.
Attracting
Research Question 1: What

been most successful in
Four interview

research

question:

"Tell

me

new

Evangelizing

principles and practices used by these churches have

and

questions were

The

question.

attracting

and

evangelizing unchurched people?
used to

Christians

help church leaders

simply told their story

your story: how did you become

make this church your church home?" If they failed

question they were
this case, the
the responses

new

asked the

the first

in response to

one

Christian and how did you

adequately to

follow-up question, "What

Christian interview responses

given by the

a

answer

general
come

to

address this research

attracted you to this church?" In

provided an insightful comparison with

church leaders for their first interview

question.
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Reasons for Attraction
Church leader interview

unchurched

people are

Church leaders
for their

offered

by

a

1.1: What

are

the

primary reasons that

attracted to your church?
allowed to offer

were

A total of

congregation.

invitations and

question

preaching were

as

many

they

reasons as

eighteen different responses were

mentioned most often; however,

no

felt

were

offered. Personal

single

response

good preaching

churches.

attracting

as

primary reasons that unchurched people are

Regarding personal invitations,
unchurched

mature Christians are

personal

was

majority of church leaders.

Figure 4.2 shows that seven church leaders (47 percent) cited personal
and

significant

people is the life
encouraged

to build

invitations to the church and to

their unsaved friends

primary

already

means

attend.

of

First,

relationships with the imchurched and extend

Christianity. Second,

through their testimony

Executive Pastor of East Hill

attracted to their

leaders elaborated that the

and witaess of those who

invitations

new

and the witness of

a

converts often reach

changed life.

Foursquare Church, Marc Gale, explains:

people are our tools for evangelizing. What God has done in their
lives is an example for the people that they are around in families, in
neighborhoods and in the workplace. Our members either extend an
Our

�

invitation to their unchurched friends

because of what
Six church leaders

quality

children's and

people. Only three

they

see

or

these friends visit East Hill

the Lord has done in

our

member's lives.

(40 percent) suggested that a friendly, caring atmosphere and

youth ministries were primary reasons

other responses

leaders. Five church leaders

productions were effective,

were

offered

by

at

that attracted unchurched

least one-third of the church

(33 percent) suggested that outreach events such as drama

v^nother five church leaders

(33 percent) credited visibility
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as a

key.

reason.

Five church leaders

Other responses that

(33 percent) attributed contemporary worship

were

mentioned at least twice included servant

need-meeting classes, cell-group outreach,

ethnic

ministry,

as a

primary

evangelism,

and prayer.

Church Leader Responses
In

."ffi^SS

Cells/Small Group Outreach

"^T-l^hs^M

PrayTTiem

Ethnic

Need-Meeting
Servant

Ministry
ClEtsses

Eveingelism Caring for Needs
-

Public Worship

Visibility
Outreach Events

ChildrerVYouth Ministry

Friendly, Caring Atmosphere

rmiWaMt-'iajimti^i^^

Preaching
Personal Invitations
0

12

3

Number of Churches

Figure 4.2
Primary Reasons for Attraction (N=15)

1: What attracted you to this church?

New Christian interview

question

In contrast to the church

leaders. Figure 4.3 shows that the

overwhelmingly
invitations.

offered

one

new

Christians

primary reason for being attracted to the church

^personal

�

Thirty-two (71 percent) of the forty-five interviews reported the importance

of invitations from
Five churches

family members, neighbors, coworkers, friends,

(33 percent) had all

three interviewees attribute

and

personal

acquaintances.
invitations

as

the

Durey

primary reason for attracting them to the
"Everyone

church. Barbara FeU, associate pastor of Sunset

pastoral

staff places

high priority

Presbyterian Church,

states,

giving our people the

time and the freedom to maintain their connections with their

workplace,

their

on our

marketplace, with nonchurched neighbors

a

and friends. That is

priority for us." Though seven new Christians (16 percent) mentioned big
productions

as a reason

for

by being given free tickets

attraction, their attendance
or some

79

was

almost

a

on

high

events and

always accompanied

other form of personal invitation.

New Christian

Responses

Saturday Night Service Option H
Prayers

of

Family

^

Preaching
Friendliness of Church

Advertising/Media
Spiritually Seeldng
Big Events/Productions
Concern for Children

Visibility/Proximity
Personal invitations

Number of

Responses

Figure 4.3
What Attracted

The

visibility and proximity

percent) of those interviewed.

People to the Church? (N=45)

of the church

played a part in attracting nine (20

Several mentioned that

they lived close to the church and

Durey 80
Another form of visibility that five

frequently drove by before deciding to visit.

and media;

(11 percent) mentioned was advertising

interviewees

however,

varied

answers

regarding what form was most effective. Responses included seeing the pastor on
television, newspaper advertising,
church

event

sign

and reader board where the

Two

categories were

related to the

concem

tickets, yellow pages advertising, and

building was not easily

unrelated to church initiatives.

grade

school age,

asking questions that they could not answer.
indicated that

as

adults

they

sensed

indicated that

friend had been involved in

A
two

Another six responses

relationship with the

leading them to

comparison between the

a

personal invitation,

one

stated

interests and

(13 percent)

they were experiencing
Two

a

(4 percent)

Christ but without bringing

church.

responses of church leaders and

large disparities. First, though 47 percent of the

value of

Either

something was missing in their life.

or

them into

Eight responses (18 percent)

expressing spiritual

they were spiritually seeking.

personal crisis,
a

were

visible

seen.

that unchurched parents had for their children. All but

that their children, teen and

a

overall these leaders

new

church leaders

Christians reveals

acknowledged the

greatly underestimate

its value and

impact on attracting the unchurched. Seventy-one percent of the new Christians
interviewed

suggested that a personal invitation played a primary role in attracting them

to the church. This

method of

corresponds with the literature that places it as the most effective

attracting

new

people to the church.

laypersons, they were asked,

"What

or

who

was

your church?" Better than 75 percent indicated
The second

In Win Am's survey of

over

42,000

responsible for you coming to
a

friend

large disparity between responses

or

relative

relates to the

(Am

Christ and

and Am

45-46).

public worship

service

Durey
as a means

of

indicated that
and

a

more

attracting

the unchurched.

preaching was

Nearly 50 percent of the

important factor along with

an

friendly, caring atmosphere. However, none
than

a

by the

4 percent response

new

the

church leaders

public worship

of these three

categories

overestimated the

public worship

i Church Leaders

service

received

Christians that had been assimilated into these

churches. While leaders had underestimated the power of personal invitations,

greatly

service

as a means

they

of attracting the unchurched.

I New Christians

(N=1 5)

(N=45)

Advertising/IVIedia

Spiritually Seeking
Public Worship

Visibility
Outreach Events
'

'

Children/Youth l\/linistry

Friendly, Caring Atmosphere IK
Preaching
Personal Invitations
r-

^

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Figure 4.4
Reasons for

Church leaders
new

Christians

were

81

Attracting Unchurched People

affirmed in the value that

acknowledged the effectiveness

they placed on

of visibility

three

areas.

First,

especially when advertising

Durey 82
and media
some

are

of the

taken into account.

new

Finally, ministry

Christians.

of attraction for unchurched

be

a source

Who Is

of providing

Second, outreach

people.

spiritual

events had an

to children and

impact in attracting

youth is

an

important area

Those interviewed assumed that the church would

answers

and direction for their children.

Being Attracted

Church leader interview

church is

1.2: How would you describe the

people your

people represent a "targeted group" that you are trying to

Do these

attracting?

question

reach?

Most of the churches do not have
ten churches identified some

that

they sought to

hurting

as a

percent). Previously

in order to be

a

people."

The

churched

multiethnic

common

theme for all the churches

Three church leaders

target. Young adults

and two others

(13 percent),

highly defined "targeted group" even though

general target.

reach "lost

and broken

a

people were

were

was

(20 percent) identified the

the targets of three other churches

mentioned

as

targets by

two church leaders

(13 percent) specifically identified ethnic groups

congregation. Nevertheless,

the most

simply reaching people of that geographic area and people

(20

common

as a

target

target was

similar to those within the

congregation.
Who
churches

are

reflect their

are

these churches

hitting

attracting?

Several patterns emerge that indicate these

their targets. First, "like attracts like." These churches

community

and

regional demographics.

RoUmg Hills Community Church, comments,

"We

demographics."

Towne, associate pastor of

just did a survey in the Spring that

compared our body to the community within five to
identical in

Bill

generally

seven

miles of us and

Christian Life Center in Aloha is

a

we were

church with

a

really

casual

Durey

atmosphere
age

and

eighteen.

a

contemporary style of worship that targets families with children under

The

primary reason for this target is that 75 percent of those living

Washington County are young families.

In

light of this, they

that reflects their target group.

Socially

and

church where the

pastoral

staff and members

attracted to

a

Second, several churches
burden to touch

City
to

a

are

seeking

lot of the unreached

Bible Church. "So

bring these people

we

economically,

�

newcomers are

are

like themselves.

to be multicultural. "We have a real

an

ethnic district of small

into the church rather than start

a

non-white. To do that

First, they

effective at

Beginnings

penetrating

and

are

in

they see

people
a

principle believing

goal

over

is

the

case

may be.

groups with small

goal

that

of

begin to work with

of being 50 percent

each ethnic group.

they have

to have a

someone

people so that when members of different ethnic

from their

own

culture.

Secondly, they believe that the

senior pastor and other white leaders within the church need to maintain close
with members of each ethnic group. Associate pastor Brad Makowski
don't have any black

strong

going to have a multiracial congregation. So, they hire non-

white staff and put them in front of the
come

those

they use different strategies to reach out into

they

Their

lot of little churches all

Christian Center has

have used the "like attracts like"

multi-racial staff if

groups

groups."

^Laotian, Sudanese, Indians, Russians, Romanians, whatever the

groups and outreaches. New

most often

people groups of our city," declares Marc Estes

have started

They actually have been quite

in

have chosen to hire staff

city. They target certain people groups or certain ethnic groups
them

83

friendships

explains,

"K I

friends, I probably won't have any black congregation members.

But if I have close black friends then the black

Finally, many churches

are

community opens

themselves up to me."

reaching hurting and broken people. Through

Durey
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"healing evangelism" East Hill Foursquare Church has sought to touch people whose
lives have been shattered, whether
the issue

might be,

ultimately

and attempt to meet those needs with the

Christ is the

answer.

healing place for those who

are

The church has

hurting.

Harvest Church states, "From the

would call the

through divorce, drugs, abuse, addictions, whatever

'get-go'

^people who

working poor

�

We also reach out to

imchurched seekers

always endeavored to be

we

are

wanted to target
under

as

well

people who

as

Mobilizing Members

for

they

a

church

question

New

hunter

safety

"It's

'you

a

Heights

events.

courses, and

want to come and

we

struggling.

background but are

L3: In what ways do you mobilize members for

a

productions,

another invitational

golf toumaments, flag football,

sportsmen's show and banquet.

ministry

�

church

'you'

the

believer, 'who'

get involved in sports ministry

we

leaders,

Eleven church leaders

events such as drama

Sports ministry is

Church offers

and who'

are

what

to the unchurched of your area?

percent) reported using invitational

point.

are

Heights Church is attracting

eight types of evangelistic outreach mentioned by

bridge building

City

have been hurt.

employ a strong relational component (see Figure 4.5).

and

New

who

of

Evangelism

Church leader interview

evangelistic outreach

have

people who

distress, people

safe and

a

MacGregor, founding pastor

misplaced Christians." Likewise,

discoimected from any church because

Of the

Bob

that

understanding

ask,

you

'who

are

(73

Egg hunts,

evangelism entry
a

Pastor

are

Easter

seven

basketball

league,

MacLurg explains,

inviting?
you

If people

bringing with

you?'"
Nine churches

(60 percent) use

small groups to mobilize members for

evangelism.
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This is

especially

City Bible

true of those churches that use the cell-church

Church

uses

small groups, called

City Cells,

as

the

helps maintain a healthy balance between

continually hosting outreach barbecues
neighborhood

or

within their

and

For

example.

primary means for

mobilizing people for evangelism. Every other cell meeting is
This

approach.

an

evangelistic outreach.

in-reach and outreach. The cells

picnics

or

doing

servant

evangelism

are

in their

sphere of influence.

Church Leader

Responses

|||||s||p|;

Organi^d
Outreaches

Light House
Movement
Need

Meeting

Ministries

Personal Outreach
-

Service

Evangelism

^^^^^^^

Relational

Evangelism
Small

Groups

invitational Everrts
-

.

.

^,WM
2
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4
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,

6
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Number of Churches

Figure 4.5
Methods of

Relational
an

Mobilizing Member for Outreach (N=15)

evangelism is mentioned by nine

important strategy.

placed in their lives

Members

and maintain

are

of the church leaders

(60 percent)

as

taught to identify unchurched people that God has

relationships with them.

At Crossroads

Church,
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members

identify

Five" list.

They

people and write these names on what they call

five unchurched

then invite them to

Portland Bible Church, the

primary

that unchurched

people

are

relationships that their members have with people m the community.
Dennis Blevins illustrates, "We have
150 Hawaiians. So
small groups,

we are

and

Executive pastor,

primary relationships with about

number of unchurched Hawaiians

showing

by seven

up at church

of these churches

medical clmic. Crossroads Church has

a

a

free oil

Community

into

Sundays."

on

a

New

(47 percent).

large Food Bank,

Heights

Church

Faith Center Church

change

Church has

clothing.

to a

a

Mt. Olivet

targeted area of their community,

large Helping

Baptist Church

Hands benevolence
offers

a

and New

Hope

ministry that distributes food

literacy club

that meets

on

nights which helps children with their schoolwork and motivates them to
pastor, Ron Bronski explains, "It's
one

getting

provided free holiday gift wrapping at a local retailer. City Harvest Church has

offered

and

large

group that has

attracted is the

Evangelism takes many forms throughout the city but is a common form

of outreach mentioned

has

a

investigate the Bible,

Service

offers

seemg

one

"Hi-

At Greater

upcoming Bridge Buildmg events.
reason

a

Christian, with

one

child.

a one-on-one

program

so

that

they

are

Through that we try to meet their parents

Thursday

read. Associate
hooked up with

and invite them

to come to church."

Six church leaders

personal outreach.
setting
their

(40 percent) indicated that they equip

Several churches offer

or one-on-one.

personal evangelism training

One of the ways that New

a

small folded card that

either in

a

class

Beginnings Christian Center mobilizes

people for outreach is by giving them a tool called,

It is just

their members for

"Your Pass to New

gives a little introduction

and

an

Beginnings."

invitation to the church
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with service times and

a

map.

Sunset

Presbyterian

evangelism part of their ethos. Associate pastor

Church has also made

Barbara Fell

personal

explains,

Evangelism is not an event, evangelism isn't a once a year push,
evangelism is like breathing for us. So, it's part of everythmg we do. We
teach a very relational style of evangelism. We are not trying to reach
people who are not a part of our circle of influence. We want our
believers to reach the people that God has placed in their life naturally.
Four churches

ministries such

(ESL),

as

(27 percent) mobilize members through various need-meeting

groups for young

mothers, English

and support and recovery classes. Three churches

participating in the Lighthouse Movement.

Second

as a

Language

(20 percent)

The strategy is very

are

simple:

also

PRAY for those

in your circle of influence who do not know Christ; CARE for them in little

showing the

love of

Christ; then, SHARE

the message of the

gospel

as

classes

God

or

big ways,

gives

opportunity.
Only three
not

(20 percent) mentioned organized outreaches that were

church leaders

relationally based.

One church is

systematically canvassing their region through

door-to-door visitation. Another church presents street
dance.

Finally,

one

to the church on a

plant cell groups
Presenting

the

church has five bus routes

Saturday moming

in the apartment

and

right now where they actually bus

children

school."

in and

Saturday "Sunday

complexes where

They then go

those children live.

Gospel

Church leader interview

opportunity to respond to
In

for

evangelism through rap

a

question

clear

L4: How do you

provide newcomers with an

presentation of the gospel?

corporate gatherings. All fifteen churches provide

newcomers

with

an

opportunity to respond to the gospel during corporate gatherings for weekly worship

and

Durey 88

(60 percent) indicated the use of an altar call

outreach events. Nine church leaders
their weekend

worship services.

Church, people

are

invited to

At the end of most

come

Even at times when

services at Faith Center

forward for salvation. Pastor
we

salvation, we still get
where

worship

a

at

Monty

Carroll

explains.

think that the message had nothing to do with
great response just because they are in a place

spiritual activity

is

going on.

So

we

make

sure we

do

provide an

invitation for salvation.
Nine church leaders
allow

private

decisions

responses. Four churches

on a

indicated that

(60 percent)

ask

(27 percent)

communication card. Two churches

they

churches

a

people

after the

or

congregation is

literature. Two

(13 percent) have stations in the foyer for people who have made new

commitments while another church directs
In groups.

in smaller

settings

(33 percent) mentioned the use

(20 percent)

people to their hospitality

Many church leaders reported

throughout their ministries
leaders

public invitation but

people to indicate their spiritual

go to receive prayer

place to

a

(13 percent) have ministry team

members available at the front to pray and counsel with
dismissed. Others offer seekers

offer

identified

as

that the

well

as

gospel was presented during their regular ministries,
use

of small groups

IndividuaUy.
members to

the

to share the

follow-up of visitors.

another

avenue

gospel.

for

providing

(27 percent)

and four others

platform for presenting

Five church leaders

personally share

organize individuals

as a

Five church

classes, and three church leaders

Four church leaders

presentation of the gospel to newcomers.

mentioned the

gospel was presented

(see Figure 4.6).

of membership

special classes for seekers

room.

clear

stated that the

(27 percent)

Christ.

(33 percent) indicated that they equip

Six church leaders

a

their

(40 percent) report that they

gospel through one-on-one discipleship or the personal

Durey
Crossroads Church illustrates

hear and

respond to

but

do not have to. Instead,

on a

the

a

clear

Burgess, provides

an

opportunity for people to

at the end of sermons. Seekers can come forward to pray

they

may choose to indicate their

they will

be contacted

through the presentation

mvite them to the next
hear

gospel

communication card. Then

caller may walk them

combination of corporate, group, and individual

Senior Pastor, Tom

sharing of the gospel.

they

a

Membership

Class

of the

spiritual

one-on-one

by

a

commitment

phone

call. The

gospel on the phone or they will

101, which is offered monthly, where they will

presentation of the gospel.

Church Leader

SeekerOasses

Small

Responses

Vm^tWi

I

T ]

-

&oups/Cells 7-

During Regular Mnistries
Members

Equipped To Present Gospel
Outreach Events

Membership Qass
Personal

Public InvitatiaVPrlvate

89

Follow-up

Response

Worship Service Mar Calls
H

0
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Figure 4.6
Opportunities to Hear a Clear Presentation

of the

Gospel (N=15)

10
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Welcome and

Follow-Up

Research Question 2: How do these churches welcome and

visitors and

new

converts?

Three interview
research

question.

The

insightful but do

not

used to

questions were
Christians

new

church. For this research

interview

follow-up unchurched

question,

provide

any direct

new

church leaders

answer

this second

simply asked why they had stayed at their

were

the

help

Christian interview responses

comparison with any of the

are

very

church leader

questions.

Welcoming Visitors
Church leader interview
and welcome visitors to
Since

so

worship

many elements

visitors, the responses offered
The responses

given by

question

services?

might be

are

the church leaders

For several of these

churches,

a

are

as a

preparing for and welcoming

checklist of ideas and

presented ia the order that

suggestions.
a

guest might

church.

the welcome

ministry begins

as

guests drive into

parking lot. Many churches provide well-marked guest parking and parking crews to

assist with traffic flow and welcome
Greeters
to

addressed in

best viewed

experience them during a first visit to

the

2.1: What does your church do to prepare for

are a

stationing greeters

guests who need

pastoral

very

people.

important part of welcoming guests and members.

at every

door, several churches have roaming greeters that identify

to be escorted to the nursery or a class. Some churches also

staff and

In addition

key lay leaders

to

greet in the foyer

members and guests before and after services.

or to

be

circulating

and

require the
greeting
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Another

Center"

near

common

provide an "Information

way of preparing for guests is to

the main entrance and have

available

printed materials

various ministries offered at the church. One church also sets up
for guests, staffed with

designated greeters, just inside

a

explaining the

special welcome table

the main entrance before each

service.
These churches often

mounted directional

creating

a

provide printed maps of their facilities in addition to

signs throughout the building.

These churches have also invested in

convenient, safe, high-quality childcare for infants and preschoolers during

worship.
In addition to greeters, these churches also have

guests and members into the worship
one

includes

as a

newsletter

outlines

a

For the

a

bulletin,

but

of churches, the bulletin

promoting current ministry opportunities. Also,

Four churches feature

expend

an

a

great deal of effort to

espresso bar in their

have video monitors in the

welcome messages. The

sermon

only

serves

note-taking

by allowing them

packet or a gift.
individual

In

or a

addition,

to

welcoming environment.

foyer for members and guests

majority of these churches also

Most churches welcome their guests

comfortable

create a

hallways that display announcements

display words of songs, aimouncements, and

an

majority

provide

often included.

are

even

center. Most churches

printed order of service.

These churches

Some

friendly ushers that welcome

sermon

publicly

use

notes

couple share thirty

enjoy.

and

large video screens to

during worship

and seek to

help

services.

them remain

stay seated, simply raising their hand

at New

to

to receive a

guest

Heights Church, during each of the worship services,
seconds about when

they

came as

guests and how
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they got

coimected and what has been great about

being at New Heights.

specifically for our guests," explains Pastor MacLurg.
people get acquainted by supplymg stick-on nametags

Simset

"We do that

Presbyterian

Church

helps

for members and guests each

week.
Most churches have

another,

a

time

the

worship

but Crossroads Church has added another

services.

They

have trained their members to take

service where

they

caimot talk to

members that

they

had not

Finally,

a

newcomers can

a

people greet one

time at the conclusion of their

three minute moratoriimi after each
This way

they meet guests

and

previously known.

hospitality center for guests

inquire

service where

greeting

people they know.

several churches. Some also have

Visitor

during

about

a

is also available

services at

following

small group information counter available where

connecting with a group

in their

area.

Follow-up
Church leader interview

question 2.2:

What steps do you take to

follow-up

on

first

time visitors to your church?

follow-up

of visitors

provided by these churches falls

follow-up,

short-term

follow-up lasting two to four weeks,

The

immediate

follow-up

that lasts

Immediate

or

follow-up.
a

letter,

an

After

attending one

e-mail and

her first visit. Ten churches

one

of these

long-term

to three

leading churches,

phone calls,

(67 percent) immediately

letter from the senior pastor. Nine churches
to

and

categories:

beyond a month.

visitor could receive
after his

into three

all within

send

a

a

first-time

one

week

personalized

(60 percent) have mobilized lay volunteers

provide an initial call to thank the first-time visitor for attending

and to try to

identify
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needs that

can

be met. One church

and another church does

provided,

(7 percent)
so

also sends

e-mail when the address is

an

when the visitor caimot be reached

Two

by phone.

additional call while three other

churches

(13 percent) have

a

staff pastor

churches

(20 percent) have

a

pastor that makes the initial welcome call. Four churches

provide

an

within the first week to promote small group

(27 percent) call

Christian Life Center in Aloha has the most
these

leading

Care

Ministry,

churches.

They

team for each

one

begins greeting members
same

team will

call it Care

and guests

receive

a

the Care

Wednesday
Hickman

on

phone call

a

phone call to

Friday. Finally,

during the

During week two
During

follow-up.
second

Care

the third week

the fourth

a

assigned Sunday,

up

on

tries to

service. The

the guests who

came

that

provide five touch pomts.

a

Center. On

phone call from

Care

On

cookies delivered to their door to express

Tuesday

a

Care

Ministry team

each guest. A letter from the senior pastor arrives

by

team

a

senior associate pastor

Ministry team member will provide

on

Greg

another

personal

Saturday.

Short-term
contacts

following

plate of freshly baked

and is followed up

on

of the month. On their

Ministry

of

Four teams of greeters make up the

thirty minutes before each worship

appreciation for attending Christian Life
leader will make

cell group involvement.

thorough visitor follow-up system

Ministry.

the next four weeks

spend

Sunday. Durmg the first week,
Monday guests

Sunday

or

week,

Care

Ministry team members

weekly

through the fourth weeks of a one-month follow-up plan.

Ministry team members

they invite guests to

the Care

continue to make

call the guests and send them

an event

that fits their needs

Ministry team members again call

Three other churches continue

a

or

make

a

or

a

postcard.

interests. In

personal visit.

phone, follow-up plan beyond the first week.

Durey
New

Hope Community

least two months
their

or

Church has Coimection Callers who call every other week for at

until

have found

they

call every week with four basic
meet any needs that

church. Two churches send

ministry

a

goals: (1) pray

they have,
special

a

connection.

and

for

(4)

them, (2) build

were

a

also very careful to

most natural match for the visitor so that

related to their

Long-term follow-up.
Center, Care Ministry

publications mailing list.

they

ministry

After the

team members are

some

membership class or an introduction to the

inquiries and prayer requests. Prayer requests

questions

relationship with

(47 percent) indicated a plan to invite retum visitors to

local church. These churches

a

second-time visitor letter from the senior pastor,

type of newcomers' class. For many, this is

answer

a

receive

assimilate them into the ministries of the

and another church adds retum visitors to their events and
Seven church leaders

City Bible Church calls

they are assimilated, visitors will

Care." Until

follow-up ministry "City

them, (3)

94

are

can

follow-up

on

ministry information

assigned to ministry leaders that are
build

the

relationships with them and

area.

one

month

urged to

follow-up plan at Christian Life

continue to establish

a

personal

relationship with the guest by making phone calls, inviting them to events, sending cards,
and

spending personal time with them.

Hickman

explains:

For many people it takes them several months to make a decision on a
church. Most people don't make it the first, second, third or fourth visit.

Often it is

So,

we

taking people three

have trained

our care

or

four months to make that commitment.

ministers to be

call them up two or
balance between not doing anything

patient,

three months later. We try to take a
and being very aggressive by constantly

having touch points but at the
same time coming across very gentle. We are really here to help them

we

try

to

get that

A few churches also

Church offers

a

welcome

across

ia

as

many ways

and

we can.

provide long-term follow-up

of visitors.

banquet every two months for those who

City Harvest

have attended for four
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to five weeks.

follow-up phone calls.
by

"flock" pastor

a

and New

City Bible Church

or

Greater Portland Bible creates

leader who

oversees a

pastor will continue

That

congregation.

Hope Community

to

a

particular

Church continue to make

Shepherding Profile that is used

age

life-stage within

or

help newcomers

find the

the

growth opportunities

that will best fit them.
New Convert

Follow-up

Church leader interview
order to

provide

The

believer
leaders

for their basic

concem

question 2.3:

expressed by

said

(20 percent)

they

ten of these churches

new

service,

and adult

study materials

format. Cell churches

new

believer

or see

counsel. At

continues to
in

a

were

cell. Three church

or

specifically for new

longer period of time.

that

some

can

as

midweek

form of individual

be used in either

a

workshops,

leader to

follow-up.

small group

a

or

Several
in

a one-on-

personally follow-up

that another mature member of the cell does

City

Churches also

school classes.

generally expect the cell

have trained altar workers to

they

a

Sunday

Most of these churches also have

one

converts in

(67 percent) regarding new

small group

believers to connect in ministries such

believer

on new

most of the groups would include a mix of new believers and

midweek believer's

new

a

offered small groups that

Christians who had been in the church for

encourage

follow-up

spiritual growth?

follow-up was to get them coimected into

believers; however,

offer

How do you

so.

on

the

Several churches

complete a specific one-on-one follow-up plan with those

Harvest Church the altar worker who prays with the

new convert

follow-up with them one-on-one for three weeks or until they get connected

cell group. The

goal

is that within three

weeks,

new

converts will cover three

simple

Durey
booklets with the discipler, be

begin attending

a

altar workers and

cell group. Pastor
serves as

Several churches have
altar workers in

water

follow-up
provide

These classes range in

pathway often

spiritual foundations class,
these churches have

and

a

baptism

length

from

mcludes

a

spiritual gifts

patterned their approach

the cell church model of Bethany World

efforts of these

by

or some

pathway for

one

four-hour session to

baptism class,

a

a

thirteen-week

membership class,

ministry discovery

class. Several of

Prayer Center.

Responses

New Believer's Packet

Ministry
>

Involvement

�*

Membersliip/Formation
Classes
New Believer's Class

Baptism
1-1

Follow-up

Small

Groups
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Figure 4.7
New Believer

a

after the Saddleback model of Rick Warren

Church Leader

General

the

part of new believer follow-up (see

as

and

and used

City Harvest Church.

believer's class

a new

and

seventeen-point follow-up questioimaire.

a

similar to that of

and encourage water

series. The formation

or

using

prepared packets that are given to new believers

Most of these churches

Figure 4.7).

MacGregor tracks the discipleship

their coach

one-on-one

spiritual formation

Baptism of the Holy Spirit,

receive the

baptized,

96

FoUow-Up for Basic Spiritual Growth (N=15)
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Why the Unchurched Stay
New Christian interview

Figure 4.8

question 2: Why

show that the top six

did you

stay?

of responses indicate that the two most

categories

important reasons why newcomers stayed at these churches related directly
relationships and the quality
seven

of the

public worship

(16 percent) or fewer people included

children's

or

youth ministries,

a sense

a

strong emphasis

on

the

illustrated
in the

importance of personal acceptance

by the

categories

Twenty-four
friendly

and

fact that

of friendliness/caring,

responses

(53 percent)

not

of the love that

they

who stated that friendliness and

of the

One

new

the

senior

and

marriage help.

newcomers

is

forty-five interviews responded

relationships,

new

by

pressured, the visitor follow-

relationships to

alone indicated the

caring (see Figure 4.8).

stayed because

and

thirty-five (78 percent)

Bible,

spiritual growth, respect for the

of personal

need-meeting ministries, identity with the culture of the church,
The

personal

services. Other factors mentioned

pastor, opportunities for involvement, feeling safe and
up,

to

or

small group involvement.

importance of the church being

Christian said it this way, "I think I've

have showed

me

and that

they

have cared." Those

caring were important usually spoke

in terms of the

general atmosphere of the congregation rather than referring to particular individuals.
Those who said that

people,

new

relationships were why they stayed were referring to specific

many of whom had either served

believer's class with them.
small groups in
The

as

their

discipler or had

Eight interviews (18 percent)

attended

a new

also indicated the

importance of

why they stayed at the church.

importance of the quality

to their concem for

of corporate

personal acceptance

and

worship to newcomers is second only

relationships. Twenty-six (58 percent)

of the
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forty-five

interviews

music, and
that is

also

an

responded within the three categories of preaching, worship and

atmosphere

of excitement. These

Christians

new

are

looking

for

preaching

clear, understandable and practical, yet challenging and biblically based. They

expressed appreciation for quality

in the

worship

indicated that the

atmosphere of excitement in the

impressed by the

enthusiasm of people

personal

sense

of God's presence and

a

Finally,

several

impressed them.

Some

and music.

church

worshiping God,

and others indicated

confidence of God

moving

and

were

they felt a

directing the

church.

New Christian

Responses

Atmosphere of E)a:itement
Small

Group

Involvement

Worship/Music
New

Relationships
Preaching

Friendliness/Caring
5

0

10

Number of

15

20

25

30

Responses

Figure 4.8
Why

the Unchurched

Stay (N=45)

Sense of Belonging
Research Question 3: How do these churches

people to gain a sense

of belonging?

provide

an

opportunity for new

Durey
Three interview

questions were used to help

question. New Christians

asked

were

one

provided

an

leaders for interview

In this case, the

insightful comparison with the

question

answer

this research

follow-up question, "How have you formed

significant friendships within the church?"
responses

church leaders

99

new

Christian interview

responses

given by the church

3.1.

Connecting Newcomers
Church leader interview

into vited

relationships in the

Figure 4.9
groups

were

how

question 3.1:

How do you

shows that fourteen church leaders

they sought to

people

connect new

(93 percent) indicated that small
into vital

compared to

attendance of just 4,157. Some churches have 60 percent
attendance in small groups. At Good
are

the

study
of

small groups that meet at the church between

as a

(40 percent)

place where people connect.

leaders

and

(27 percent)

as a source

were

also

referred

Scripture.

one

weekly

adult education

or more

of their

worship

small groups

are

at

an

Most of these groups meet away
a

few of the churches also have

Sundays.
a common

directly

place for newcomers to make

to newcomers and

Adult Bible classes

for

combined

fellowship groups provide

building during the midweek; however,

friends. Six leaders

All but

primary means of building strong relationships

opportunity to practice the "one another's"

Midsize classes and groups

an

a

Shepherd Community Church,

the church. These midweek home Bible

from the church

relationships.

fact, these churches have

small group attendance of over eleven thousand

Groups. They

to coimect newcomers

church?

of these churches have small groups. In

called Growth

attempt

were

also

finding new relationships.

membership classes

suggested by

four church

Most of these classes meet

Durey 100

on

weekends; however, Portland

Christian Center has found that

classes have worked very well for them. Four leaders
source

for

finding new friendships within the

ministries such

as moms

(27 percent)

church is within

of teens, restorations

Wednesday evening

ministry, choir,

stated that another

specific need-meeting
and men's

or

women's

ministries.

Church Leader Responses

Need

Meeting

Ministries
Volunteer

f

Ministry

Adult Bible Classes

Newcomer/Membership
Class
Small

Groups

.
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Figure

Cormecting Newcomers into

The

ministry.

only other

area

that received any

Four church leaders

oriented ministries

were

(27 percent)

also used

4.9

Vital

Relationships (N=15)

significant comments

is that of volunteer

indicated that volunteer service and task-

as a means

of

cormecting newcomers into vital

relationships.
New Christian interview

question 3:

How have you formed

significant friendships

Durey 101
within the church?

Thirty-one (69 percent) of the forty-five
groups

as a source

shows that other

for

forming significant friendships within the

church.

categories received thirteen or fewer responses.

stated that she had made

City

Christian interviews identified small

new

one

One

of her best friends in her small group. A

Figure

new

4.10

Christian

single

father from

Bible Church stated,
When I
wasn't

into the church I got right into a cell. And even though it
New Life cell that was geared for overcoming drug addiction, I

came
a

still got the care I needed. I got the personal touch and counseling that I
needed. I had never experienced openness and honesty before.
Thirteen interviews
ministries in
mentioned:

book club,
One

revealed the

finding coimections with new friends.

premarital classes, parenting classes,
youth ministries,

newcomer

belonging

(29 percent)

men's

helpfulness of need-meeting

A

large variety

children's programs,

ministry, single

a

Divorce

I met six other

Recovery

a

were

mom's group,

a

adult ministries and recovery groups.

to Portland Christian Center commented on the

he found within

of ministries

support, friendship and

class:

at this group that came

along side of me and I came
along side of them and we got through some really tough times. That
camaraderie and the whole outpouring of faith got me through those tough
times. We actually still get together and that was three years ago. That's
people

the way I got into Portland Christian.
Several additional
indicated that

categories

are

worth

receiving the opportunity to

friendships.

New believer's classes

classes

were

cited in

classes

were

mentioned six times

were

serve as a

Ten responses

ministry volunteer helped form

one-on-one

discipleship

ways of connecting with

categories that received four (9 percent)

(22 percent)

also mentioned in nine interviews. Adult Bible

eight interviews. Also,
as

noting.

or

new

and

membership

friends. Other

fewer responses included retreats,

pastoral
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staff, worship services, choir, family
church dinner followed

by

a

or

friends that

already within the church,

were

and

a

believer's service.

New Christian

Responses

Dinner/Believer's Service
-

Family

or

Friends
-

i
r

Choir

Worship

�I;'

Services
-

Pastors
Retreats

Membership
1-1

Classes

Discipleship

Adult Bible Classes
New Believer Classes

Volunteer Involvement

Need-Meeting

Ministries
i

Small

Group

Involvement
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15
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Figure 4.10
How Unchurched

Figure 4.11

People Have Formed Significant Friendships (N=45)

shows that the responses of

approaches used by these churches to

having

a

measurable

impact.

Membership classes, though,

new

Christians

generally confirm

coimect newcomers into vital

Small groups

were

do not appear to be

confirmed
as

as

relationships

that the
are

the most effective strategy.

effective at

forming new
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relationships as church leaders indicated.

Hope Community

Church has addressed

membership class by extending the number of weeks it meets

this issue in its
more

New

relational time.

During the eight-week class, building relationships

by allowing half of the class
small group has

a

host

or

time to be spent in small groups and half in

mentor

couple that has been at New Hope

These mentors befriend their small group members and

for

is

and

adding

encouraged
Each

teaching.

some

time.

help them get better acquainted

with each other.

i Church Leaders

1-1

(N=15)

g New Christians

(N=45)

Discipleship

Visitor

Follow-up
Ministry

General Promotion
Need

Meeting

Ministries

Volunteer

Ministry

Adult Bible Classes

Newcomer/Membership
Class

Small

Groups

WHMli

New Believer Classes

100%

Figure 4.11
How Newcomers Form

Finally,

20 percent of the

new

Friendships

Christians identified

a new

believer's class

as a

Durey
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primary source for making new friends though church leaders neglected to mention it.
One

internationally

England.
new

new

Each year East Hill

believer's

a

presentations

study

courses.

weekend retreat that is held
was

Alpha program that began in

Alpha uses

and small group discussions

Christian from East Hill

is the

Foursquare Church has about two hundred

Christians attend their Alpha

video
with

known

during the

on a

a

to three hundred

combination of large group

weeknight for about three months

middle of the

asked how he had formed

course.

When

one new

significant friendships within the

church, he responded.
For

it

when I first

Alpha. Everybody would

say, "hi" to
you, they would hug you, they would sit down with you and have a serious
conversation with you and not want anything from you. For me that was
me

was

came

to

abnormal.

Membership Process
Church leader interview

question

3.2: Describe the process of becoming

a

member of your local church.
These

leading

the local church.
even

churches offer

Only two (13 percent)

these churches

membership class
offer

extreme are four

member orientation to those who wish to join

of the churches have

no

official

membership, but

provide pathways for new people to become oriented to the church

and the basics of Christianity. The

(47 percent)

new

sessions that

membership

churches that

are

biggest distinction
required.

among churches is the number of

As shown in

classes with four

or more

complete the membership

Figure 4.12,

seven

churches

sessions. At the

opposite

class in

session. Three

a

single

(20 percent) of these churches offer this using a seminar format on a Sunday evening for
three to four hours.
to three sessions.

Finally, two churches (13 percent) complete their orientation in two

Durey
Two cell churches have processes that

Baptist Church,

requirements for membership

the

orientation offered twice

month; and,

then

require

a

attending

month; attending
Class 101,

a

further

include

water

explanation.

attending

a

At Mt. Olivet

membership

baptism class that is offered once

Foundations, which

is six lessons that

wanted

some more

a

three hour class

commitment.

on a

Saturday

and be

a

to be

member. However,

Membership isn't as important as being

a

fully

Responses

^^^^^

^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

'
-

No

Membership

-///�''
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^

^^^^^^^

Attend 2-3 Sessions

�mm

Attend One Session

Attend 4

or

More

Sessions

12

3

4

Number of Churches

Figure 4.12

Membership

At

City

Harvest

Classes

Church, participation in

a

(N=15)

cell is

an

expectation of church

we

devoted

follower of Christ."

Church Leader

a

the

cover

fundamentals of the Christian faith. Associate pastor Ron Bronski states, "It used
that you could attend

105
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members. In addition to
must

attending the

visit three cells and

group. Pastor

churches,
way and

sign

a

commitment that

MacGregor states,

if you don't like

using

your

gifts

ten-week Foimdations Class,

they will identify with

"If you don't like

gathering with people

to serve

prospective members
a

particular cell

cells, if you don't like house

m a

home and

having relationships

that

them, then you're in the wrong place."

Membership Expectations
Church leader interview

expectations

instance,

did

personal

member

more

leaders

salvation

or

form of

a

the characteristics of

American Church Growth

some

church

provided a printed list of

covenant; nevertheless, when combined, the
a

list of membership

responsible church members

expectations essentially the

issued

the top five

conamitment. These

stewardship, fellowship,

The next five

commitment to
with

expectations

unity,

and

a

to

some

form of written

expectations represent the values of worship,

and

personal ministry.

are

salvation, godly living,

commitment to

maintaining right relationships with

commitment

the Institute for

expectations were financial giving, worship

attendance, small group participation, ministry involvement, and

financial

by

(Stutzman 159-160).

Figure 4.13 shows,

public covenant or

expectations unspoken.

expectation of ministry involvement than they

the

expressed

godly living. Only one

expectation in the

As

the commitments and

the interviews church leaders may have left

responses of these church leaders create
same as

are

of members in your church?

During
For

3.3: What

question

water

baptism,

personal spiritual growth.

a

These five deal

God and other members of the church. The

spiritual growth carries with it the expectation that

a

member will

or

Durey

participate in spiritual growth and equipping opportunities provided by the church.
example

several churches have

expect members

a

clearly

defined

107

For

pathway for spiritual formation that they

to continue to pursue.

Church Leader Responses

Support Pastoral Leadership
Filled with

Holy Spirit

Disciple Others

Evangelism

and Missions
Beliefs

Personal

Spiritual

Growth

Commitment to
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Godly Living
Saved
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Figure 4.13
Commitments and

Only

one or

Expectations of Members (N=15)

two church leaders

expectations, though they,

too,

agreeing with the basic beliefs
missions, being willing

are

very

of the

to make

(7-13 percent) mentioned each of the

final five

important. They include understanding and

church, being committed

to

evangelism

disciples, being filled with the Holy Spirit,

and

and

being
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supportive

of the

pastoral leadership.

Discipleship
Research Question 4: How do these churches

see

that

people

discipled into

are

fully-devoted followers of Christ?
Two interview

research

question.

spiritually?"

questions were used to help

The

This most

helped confirm

new

Christians

directly

which responses

were

church leaders

answer

this fourth

asked, "What has helped you grow

related to the church leader interview

question

4.1 and

were most accurate.

Helping Christians Grow
Church leader interview

question 4.1:

In what

way(s) do you help disciples

become mature and grow in their faith?
The church leaders

responses
that

they

leaders

were

provided a variety

most dominant.

used small groups

(60 percent)

as a

Figure

answers

to this

question. Yet,

4.14 shows that eleven church leaders

primary

indicated that

of

tool for

they had

helping disciples grow.

created

a

adult education

ministry for Christian maturation.

was

classes that

are

formed around age

For most churches this

or

subjects

that do not

Nine church

as an

important

offered in the form of

(27 percent) maintain ongoing

life stage.

Most of these churches offer adult electives and small groups that

of

reported

specific pathway for spiritual

growth. Eight church leaders (53 percent) acknowledged

adult elective classes; however, at least four churches

three

require building

approach to learning biblical principles

on

previous knowledge.

This results in

and Christian truths. However,

sequential approach to learning by offering

a

formation

study

they

a

a

also

variety
random

use a

pathway of different classes or

Durey
seminars that build
basic

on one

another. The steps in the formation

109

pathway follow the same

discipling stages set forth in the literature by Downer and MacGregor, Warren,

Adsit,

and Eims. In

sequential

fact, several churches

process of

use

the baseball diamond to illustrate the

spiritual formation and ministry development.

Church Leader

Counseling Department

Responses

^^^^^^^^

HI

Recovery Groups
Retreats

Shotgun Approach
Rnancial

Stewardship

Christian Service
Deliverance Course

Church Seminary
1-1

Discipleship/Mentoring
Christian Basics Qass

LeadersNp Training
Preaching/Corporate Worship
Adult Education/Electives

Formation Path
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Groups
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Figure 4.14
Helping

Five church leaders
way in which

Christians Mature and Grow

(N=15)

(33 percent) pointed to corporate worship

they help disciples mature

and

and grow in their faith. Other

preaching as

strategies that

a
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received four

or

five responses

group leaders and
one-on-one

lay ministers,

retreat for

spiritual deliverance.

ministry

seeks to

these

new

Three churches

(20 percent)

Other responses mentioned

service,

recovery groups, and

financial

simply using

(20 percent)
also

offer

provide

a course or

by just one or two

4: "What has

question

produced eighteen

Christians grow

mentioned small group

different

helped you grow spiritually?

categories

of things that have

involvement, and fifteen stated that corporate worship and
five other items received

than six responses. Twelve

people (27 percent) identified new believer classes.

spiritual growth. Only

people (22 percent) acknowledged membership

on-one

Ten

(22 percent)

also

and formation

Christian

received five

fellowship

(11 percent),

categories that received

received six responses

and

three

pathway classes

more

Ten

as

helpful

pointed to adult Bible classes and electives.

discipleship was mentioned nine times (20 percent),

reading.

helped

spiritually (see Figure 4.15). Twenty people (44 percent)

their

growth.

a

shotgun approach where

preaching helped them with

for their

church

stewardship, retreats,
a

an on

help disciple people in some way.

New Christian interview
The interviews

leadership training for small

the basics of the Christian faith, and

Three churches

included Christian

(7-13 percent)

include

cover

discipleship or personal mentoring.

counseling department,
every

classes that

"seminary" for lay people.

campus

leaders

(27-33 percent)

as was

(13 percent).

personal Bible
Time with

listening to tapes was mentioned four times.

(7 percent)

or

fewer responses

were

One-

a

pastor

All other

attending retreats,

the

support and accountability of family, personal prayer, missions and service, recovery
groups,

attending

ministry,

and

a

Bible Institute held at the

tithing.

church, participating in

a

deliverance
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New Christian

Responses

5

10

Tithing
Deliverance
Bible Institute

^

Recovery Groi^js
Missions/Service
Personal

Prayer

Retreats

Family Sipport/Accounlabiljly
Tapes
Time with a Pastor

Christian

Fellowship

Personal Bible
1-1

Reading

Discipleship

Adult Bible Classes

Membership/Formation Classes
New Believer Classes

Preaching/Corporate Worship
Small

Groips

Number of

Responses

Figure 4.15
What Has

Figure 4.16

shows

a

Helped with Spiritual

Growth?

(N=45)

comparison between the responses

of church leaders and

Christians. It reveals that many different components contribute to
grow and mature. The

new

Christian interviews

seem to

verify

helping people find multiple opportunities for spiritual growth.
church

seminary

Christians
advanced

are

and

not

leadership training categories relate

yet involved

at that level of

training does indicate

are

helping disciples

that these churches

are

The low responses to the

to the fact that these new

training; however,

that these churches

new

the presence of

seeking to provide growth
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opportunities

at all levels of

spiritual development. Preaching and corporate worship

received the second

highest number of responses from new Christians.

seek to exalt God in

worship

people. Finally,
in their

several

new

and

faithfully

deliver the message of the Bible to their

Christians mentioned

personal Bible reading as

Church leaders did not offer this

spiritual growth.

These churches

as a

a

major help

separate item, but it is

component that is addressed in virtually all of the other ministry

categories that they

mentioned.

I Church Leaders

(N=15)

� New Christians

(N=45)

Deliverance Course

Church

Seminary

1-1

Discipleship/Mentoring
Christian Basics Class
Personal Bible

Reading
Leadership Training

Preaching/Corporate
Worship
Adult

E d ucati o n/E le cti ve s
Formation Path

Small

Groups
0%
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40%
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Figure 4.16
Helping New Christians

Grow
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70%

80%

a
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Characteristics of Being Fully Assimilated
Church leader interview
who has been

fully

striking

someone

who is

a

Many of the

"What

fully

the characteristics of

are

they

are

been introduced to all the

and

of members in your church?".

What this suggests is that
churches have for

not had time to have those

their lives. Whereas church leaders

godly living

expectations

membership was placed relatively near the

expectations that the

members; however, they have

they suggested would

almost identical to those of interview

the commitments and

begiiming of their formation pathway.

expressed

new

follower of Christ who

qualities fully developed in

concemed that

new

members be

participation in ministries that would develop their

possessed

develop, spiritual habits

and

members have

fully assimilated

personal spiritual growth, the fully-assimilated member was described

Figure 4.17

someone

assimilated into the life of the local church. What is

church leaders indicated that

committed to

are

total of sixteen characteristics that

about these responses is that

question 3.3,

What

assimilated into the life of your local church?

Church leaders offered
be found in

question 4.2:

a

heart for God and

as a

sought to maintain,

fully-devoted

rather than

disciplines.

shows that fourteen church leaders

(93 percent) suggested that

personal ministry involvement was a key characteristic of a fully-assimilated person.
Secondly,

eleven

(73 percent)

stewardship, worship

of the fifteen church leaders mentioned financial

attendance and small group

characteristics. Nine church leaders

(60 percent)

participation as important
also affirmed the value of being

devoted follower of Christ. Other characteristics that received at least four to six
responses

(27-40 percent)

included water

baptism, being saved,

commitment to

a

fully-
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fellowship, commitment to evangelism, being equipped for ministry,
to the vision of the local church. One or two

characteristics of being
the

membership

a

and

a

commitment

pastors (7-13 percent) also mentioned the

discipler, being filled with the Holy Spirit,

and

completion of

class.

Church Leader

Responses

KM''"^"''

Committed To Churcii's Vision

Equipped
a

Committed to

FellowsHp
Saved

Water

Fully Devoted
Small

Baptized

|

|

Follower of Christ

Group Attendance

Worship Attendance
Financial

Stewardship

Personal

Ministry
4

2

6

Number of Churches

Figure 4.17
Characteristics of a

Three items

from the member

appeared

on

Fully Assimilated Person (N=15)

the list of

a

fuUy-assunilated person that were

expectations. First, four leaders (27 percent) specifically

absent

stated that

a

Durey

fully assimilated person was equipped for ministry. Secondly,
characteristic of

percent) mentioned the
one

pastor

also voiced the

(7 percent)

developmg or building

two church leaders

a
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(13

strong family. Thirdly,

expectation that the person be

on a

path to personal

healing. Conversely, though agreement with fundamental beliefs was mentioned by two
pastors (13 percent)

list; however,
churches

expectations of new members,

as

it is

many leaders may not have mentioned it

cover

conspicuously

as a

their basic beliefs within the context of their

absent from this

separate item because these

membership classes.

Service
Research Question 5: How do these churches

responsibility to

in

serve

Three interview

research
found

question.

The

personal ministry?

questions were
Christians

new

places of meaningful

How Soon New

People

serving in the

leader.

Ray Cotton,

were

help

church leaders

also asked to

identify

answer

this final

if and where

they

had

Serve

question 5.1:

How

soon are newcomers

encouraged to

church?

These churches make
a

used to

service within the church.

Church leader interview
consider

help people take up the

a

big distinction between entry level ministry

senior pastor of New

and

serving

as

Hope Community Church, summarizes the

perspective of these leading churches:
I don't think it is

that

encourage people to serve. I do think,
need to be wise and try to spiritually qualify people.
them according to their experience, talents, ability and
ever too soon to

however,
Also, qualify
capabilities. Someone who is brand new, who has never served in the
church before, should not be leading a small group the next week. But
maybe they can serve out in the parking lot or maybe they could help
serve coffee. Our church is committed to the
concept that the ministry of
we

the church is most

effectively

carried out by all the members of Christ's
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God

body.
a

few

never

paid professionals.

Entry level ministry.
an awareness

of

a

themselves, "Am

intended for the work of the church to be in the hands of

Pastor

Carroll of Faith Center Church demonstrates

Monty

key but often unspoken question

that

people are asking

new

I needed?"

key element in getting people to stay is that they are
actually doing something. Then they feel that they have worth, they have
purpose. So much of the time in the world you spend your life without
purpose. Once you coimect people with purpose, you have them.
We think that

Figure
to

almost
do

a

real

4.18 shows that nine

begin entry-level

require

a

areas

(60 percent) of these churches

of ministry very

quickly.

Four other churches

brief wait of three to six months. Those who attend

immediately in the

ushering, greeting,

and

context of a small group. In

hospitality

after each

fact,

worship

a

at

(27 percent)

cell church

on a

groups. Cells also seek to fuid service

outreach within their

neighborhood and within the community.

Church adds, "Cell leaders

immediately.

are

We don't want

encouraged to

our

include

serve

cell groups

rotating

that repeats about every six weeks. This allows the members of the cell to

along with other cell

begin to

City Harvest,

service

newcomers

encourage

schedule

serve as a

unit

opportunities through
Marc Estes of

City Bible

people in service within their cells

people to be pew warmers.

We want to get them

serving immediately in non-leadership roles through cells and other entry-level
ministries."
Most churches

use

mobilizing new people
encourage

Bible

their

membership

and formation

for service. One church

newcomers to serve

until

they

(7 percent)

pathways as tools for
indicated that

they do

not

have joined the church. At Greater Portland

they emphasize connecting newcomers

in small groups where

they

can

first

spend

Durey
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becoming trained and established in the basic habits of a disciple of Jesus Christ

before

being equipped for a specific ministry.

^

Right Away

m

Brief Wait

?

Membership
Required

13

Training
Required

H References

Checks
m 0\6 Not

Comment

Entry-level Ministry

Leadership-level
Ministry

Figure 4.18
How Soon Are New

Leadership

level

ministry.

People Encouraged to

These churches make

requirements for entry-level ministry and leadership.
indicated that

City Bible

membership

is

required for those

Church states, "We do not take

new

in

Serve?

a

(N=15)

careful distinction between

Five church leaders

leadership positions.

people

(33 percent)

Marc Estes of

and allow them to

serve

leadership positions until they have gone through our membership process,
involved in

a

cell and

are

are

in

actively

tithing."

Another five church leaders

(33 percent)

also mentioned

specific training

Durey 118

requirements.
reference and

Two

(13 percent) of the largest churches are

group leaders. Before people

Church, they

must

Disc behavior

can

take

on

profile by completing

leadership

involvement at East Hill

is done before

a

(20 percent) did not make

the East Hill 301

Among You" is
person is
any

secure

background checks on all their small

runs

become church members, know their

"Know Those Who Labor

screening

One church

background checks.

also careful to

and have taken the

spiritual gifts

course.

Also,

Foursquare

form called

a

sent aroimd to the staff and any

appropriate

Three church leaders

placed in ministry leadership.

specific comment about requirements for leadership level

ministry.
Recruiting

New

People for

Service

Church leader interview
These churches

the whole
the

promotions, signup

ministry

employ many means

congregation. They

printed bulletin,

question 5.2:

use

communication card
tables

on

fair. These efforts

are new

of

provide

a

they

acknowledges that newcomers are
and

communicating ministry opportunities

sign-ups, newsletters,

general
are

awareness

or

through relational

another

ministry where

service

means

worship services,

project

opportunities, but

for

Shepherd Community

recruited for service

to

events such as a

of needs and

the most effective

recruiting those
Church

through general

aimouncements

through recruitment emphasis that occur two or three times

each year. However, he states that recruitment is
on-one

recruited for service?

aimouncements at weekend

to the church. Dan Vorm at Good

during public worship

are newcomers

weekends, and churchwide recruitment

these leaders did not suggest that
who

general

How

connections made
a

more

through an

friendship has formed.

effective when it takes
adult Bible

One church

class,

a

place one-

small group,

(7 percent) begins

Durey

recruiting during the visitor follow-up process,

and four church leaders

stated that

advanced

they

continue

recruiting even during

119

(27 percent)

training classes (see Figure

4.19).

Church Leader Responses

Visitor

Service

Follow-Up

Projects

Promote

Newsletter
Small

Communication Card

Groups

Sign-ups

I

Churchwide Recruitment Emphasis
Advanced

Equipping
1-1

Classes

Recruiting

Sunday Bulletin

Ministty/Gifis Discovery Class
Membership Class
0

2

10

4

12

Number of Churches

Figure 4.19
How Are New

Thirteen church leaders
of

recruiting new people

dedicated to

the

(87 percent) reported that two of the most effective ways

ministry is through

spiritual gifts discovery

churches recruit

Church,

for

People Recruited for Service? (N=15)

newcomers

membership

and

a new

member's class and

ministry placement.

during the membership class.

class is called

Pathways

Ten

a

special class

(67 percent) of these

At Sunset

and Connections.

Presbyterian

Participants

complete a self-study called "God's Work of Art" in which they investigate their passion.

Durey
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temperament, spiritual gifts, maturity, talents, and availability. Following the class, they
meet with

a

"God's Work of Art" consultant who

finding an area of service. Monty
membership

class

newcomers

provides one-on-one

assistance in

Carroll of Faith Center Church reports that

fill out

a

"locator"

inventory that asks,

m

their

"Where would you

like to get involved?" not "if' you want to get mvolved.
Nine church leaders
members and

service.

newcomers

Many churches

in

use

(60 percent) indicated that they have
identifying their spiritual gifts

existing programs

developed by other leading churches
Heights
Six to

Church has

eight times per year they

and

Experiences)

separate class

to assist

finding their best place

of

"Networking" which have been

published for national use.

For

example.

New

Rick Warren's church in southem Califomia.

adapted a course from

offer the Niche

Christians discover their S.H.A.P.E.

style,

and

like

and

a

Seminar,

(Spiritual gift.

Heart

and their most natural fit for

a

2

or

serving

hour class that

helps

passions. Abilities,
at New

Personal

Heights.

Training and Support
Church leader interview

question 5.3:

What

training or support is

offered to those

who serve?
A

variety

training is

of training

opportunities is offered

offered for everyone who

serves

at these churches.

while most

Some of the

training is imique to given areas

of ministry.

Figure 4.20

specific trainmg
needs

are so

was an

shows that eleven church leaders

is the

(73 percent) indicated that providing

responsibility of each ministry in the

varied. Three church leaders

effective way for ministries to

(20 percent)

accomplish this.

church since the

indicated that

equipping

on-the-job training
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Many of these churches
in

ministry.

Nine

churches

(60 percent) of these

important foundation for those who
a

provide regular traming opportunities for everyone

also

serve

in

provide

ministry.

a

formation

Five churches

path and see it as

an

(33 percent) provide

gathering for their lay leaders on a monthly or quarterly basis for vision casting,

worship, prayer, training,

and

mentioned that

they provide

church leaders

(33 percent)

some

required

and

accountability.

an

aimual

(20 percent)

training emphasis for all ministry

cited various advanced

optional.

some

Three church leaders

Two churches

training

classes that

(13 percent)

even

leaders. Five
available

are

bring seminary

professors in to provide high quality biblical training and enrichment classes.
church leaders

also commented

(20 percent)

events for those who serve in volunteer

include

leadership retreats
The

area

training

training in many forms.
another church

requires

training

ministry.

Other

mentioned

trips.

and support that the churches focus
are

on

the most is

provided with initial

(7 percent) provides a one-day intensive while

sixteen-session initial

percent) provide their initial training

Three

appreciation

training opportunities

and support. Small group leaders

One church

a

the value of providing

and short-term mission

of ministry

small group leader

on

�

in

a

retreat

training.

Three other churches

setting while

others

depend

(20

on an

apprenticing approach for initial training.
These small group leaders receive initial

accountability,

and

personal supervision. They

themselves

by mentoring

leaders

released for

are

meetings.

training, regular training
are

also

and

encouraged to reproduce

future small group leaders. Once trained the small group

ministry but required to attend regular small group

Most of these churches offer this

training on

a

monthly basis.

leader's

In

addition,

Durey
these small group leaders

are

provided with supervision and coaching.

leaders in these churches have
others.

They

also have

a

a

coach who

pastoral

accountability for anywhere from twenty

to

group within most of these churches also

means

to share in the

leadership

Small group

directly supports their group

staff member who

fifty

122

and three to five

provides general support and

small groups. Part of leading

apprenticing

someone

a

small

by allowing them

of the group.

Church Leader Responses
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Appreciation Events
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Figure 4.20
Ministry Training

and

Support (N=15)

Where New Christians Serve
New Christian interview

service within the church?

question 5:

Where have you found

a

meaningful place

of

Durey 123

Out of the

(9 percent) could not identify
church.

the

were

entry-level.

received extensive
formation

as

as

of ministries

cell group leaders and

personal mentoring

were

very

were

and had taken

passionate

identified in the interviews and all

as

roles

advantage

helping others

of the

from

were

personal disciplers.

Both had

major training and

experienced deliverance

church. Both had

about

study, only four

had served within the

(4 percent) who were in leadership

opportunities provided by the

abuse and

drug

meanmgful way that they

areas

The two

church and served

same

some

different

Twenty-two

but two

in this

forty-five new Christian mterviews conducted

from

find salvation and deliverance

well.

By far the
working within
mentioned

most common

the children's

care

ministry.

or care

Christians

for children in the nursery. One
our

couple from New

kids go in the nursery and

for them it's nice to retum the favor and volimteer in there." Often

three year olds. It
from Sunset

think

we

was a

both

reasons:

more

the

experience.

"I

parent said

helped out in the Sunday

rewarding than I thought

Church. His wife

a

it would

added, "We did

school for

be," stated

it out of

people

a sense

one

duty

father

and I

enjoyed it more than we expected to."

order to feel that

have

lot

Presbyterian

These churches

three

was

(36 percent) of those interviewed

Church volunteered in the nursery: "Since

they were pleasantly surprised by

they

Sixteen

new

working with children. Many times parents are simply asked to help on a

rotating basis, provide treats,
Heights

entry point of ministry for these

they

recognize that newcomers

are

because

tmly part of the

church.

need to take

on a

"People will stay

personal ministry

in your church for

they feel accepted, because they feel they belong

significance," states

Marc Estes of

City Bible

in

and

Church. Therefore,

they feel

they

like

do not
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stop

at

trying to help people find relationships; they also help them

through

service.

here? Do I

They

that

perceive

Church illustrated how
we

started

feel

people

they value me?"

serving greatly

I started

attending

outreach

or

new

'my

Christians often

Christian at Sunset

woman

"Do I have

from

significance

something

to offer

Rolling Hills Community

enhances assimilation: "About four months after

in the nursery. I

just filled out one

of the

church.'"

reported being mobilized to

welcome ministries such

events, mission and

A

volunteering

welcome cards. And then it was
These

askmg themselves,

are

fmd

as

serve

in

entry-level

greetmg, ushering, helps ministries, special

evangelism, hosting, parking,

and visitor

follow-up.

One

new

Presbyterian realized the value of his work in the parking ministry:

"For the visitors you

are one

of the first

people they

see." Another

man

from Portland

Christian Center declared:

ministry that I felt that I could do as a new
participate in the ushering activities at the
Christmas program. I just felt that this church has been so good to me,
and just accepting me, I felt I wanted to give something back to this
church. It's a small token of ministry but it is certainly one that I enjoy.
I wanted to

Christian

step into

so

a

I asked if I could

Finally, serving not only helps new people feel that the
church, it also helps
New

them grow

spiritually.

This is illustrated

church is

by one

now

new

their

Christian from

Heights Church:
Once I had full faith in Christ the church

recognized it right away and
really accepted me in different programs the outdoor ministry program
and other things. My spiritual journey has just skyrocketed. The church
involving me so much really put a big boost in my life, my spiritual
journey, because it really got me in high gear.
�

Summary
The

of Major

major findings for this study fall

Findings

into three

categories, which will be

Durey
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discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5: personal relationships, intentionality, and small
groups.
1.

people

are

Personal

attracted to and

2.

successfully
3.
form

relationships are

organize

and assimilate unchurched

Providing

significant reason why unchurched

stay in the church.

Churches must act and
attract

the most

with

intentionality

and grow

they

are

to

people.

small groups is the most effective

significant relationships

if

spiritually.

means

of helping

new

people

Durey
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CHAPTERS

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This

churches that have been successful in

study was conducted
Fifteen of the
from the

in the

attracting

and

practices used by

assimilating unchurched people.

Portland, OregoiVVancouver, Washington metropolitan

fifty largest churches

in the

area were

studied

by reviewing

Participant Information Questioimaire, interviewing

printed materials, making observations during
interviewing three new Christians from each
assimilated

and

study was designed to identify transferable principles

church

on-site visits to the

The

area.

statistical data

leaders, gathering

churches, and by

church who had been

successfully

during the previous twelve to twenty-four months.
Major Findings

The

major findings of this study

relationships, intentionality,
relationships

the most

are

can

Finally,

the

if they

are

categorized in three

and small groups. The first

successfully

practice of providing

areas:

personal

principle is that personal

important reason why unchurched people

stay in the church. The second principle

intentionality

be

are

attracted to and

states that churches must act and

to attract and assimilate unchurched

small groups is the most effective

organize with

people.

means

of helping

new

people form significant relationships and grow spiritually.
Personal
Personal

relationships are

the most

attracted to and stay in the church. Even

Relationships

important reason why unchurched people

though these

churches have very

are

large worship

attendance, they know the value of building and sustaining personal relationships with
members

as

well

as

unchurched friends.

Dxirey
Personal invitations. First, the significance of personal

illustrated by the fact that when asked, "What attracted you
percent of the

new

Christians interviewed

invitation. Christians need
Peter and invited him to

literature affirms the

over

asked, "What

come

and

see

Jesus

who

75 percent said that it

being

was a

personal

was

An examination of the

Miller states, "Invitations

(How to 31-32). When

more

responsible for your coming to

was a

friend

or

relative

(Am

Like attracts Uke. When the church leaders
were

to this church?" over 70

saymg it

(John 1:40-42).

importance of personal invitations.

or

relationships is

to be like Andrew who went and found his brother Simon

the way churches open their doors"
were

responded by

127

attracted to these churches the

42,000 Christians

Christ and your church?"

and Am

were

than

are

45-46).

asked to describe those that

principle of "like

attracts like" was a

major

factor. The review of literature revealed that you best reach those to whom you most

easily relate. "Explosive growth occurs when
the type of people that

are

already

the type of people in the

in the church and

community match

they both match the type of person

the pastor is." Warren declares, "You will attract who you are, not who you want"

(Purpose 175-177). Churches in this study generally reflect their community and

regional demographics
seeking

�

socially, economically,

to be multiracial have

multiracial

pastoral

The churches that

are

principle by hiring a

staff.

leading

churches

to mobilize their members for outreach. Most

through webs

common

ethnically.

used the "like attracts like"

Relational outreach. These

church

and

of

relationship

association. This

�

primarily

people become

common

kinship,

use

Christians and enter the

common

provides the most effective means

relational ministries

friendship,

of assimilating

and

new
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members into the church

through the use

Neighbour 61).

Eleven church leaders

where members

are

percent) use

encouraged

of

existing relationships (Am

and Am

(73 percent) reported using invitational

or even

required to bring friends.

as

events

Nine churches

(60

small groups to connect with the unchurched. Thirteen church leaders

percent) reported using personal outreach or relational evangelism strategies.
churches

40-53;

(27 percent)

seek to

(87

Four

develop relationships through need-meeting ministries

such

groups for young mothers, sports ministries, and support and recovery classes.

Another relational strategy used
Movement that

by three churches (20 percent)

is the

church leaders

outreach

or

strategies

that

were not

friendly, caring

newcomers

and

emphasizes praying for your circle of influence, caring for them,

finally sharmg the gospel with them. Only three

A

Lighthouse

is illustrated

service oriented

welcome. The

by

(20 percent) mentioned

relationally based.

importance

the fact that when asked,

of personal

"Why

relationships to

did you

stay?"

over

77

percent of those interviewed responded in the combined categories of friendliness and

caring,

new

responses

One
me

new

relationships,

or

small group involvement.

Fifty-three percent of the

specifically indicated the importance of the church being friendly

Christian said, "I think I've

and that

they have

stayed because of the love that they have

corporate worship for members and
Christian

place naturally when
class, and finding

a

caring.

showed

cared."

Relational groups. These churches

friendships and

and

provide relational opportunities beyond

newcomers to

establish and maintain vital

fellowship. Assimilating new people into the church takes

you assist them in

meaningful way to

developing a circle of friends, joining a group or

serve

others

(Mcintosh,

Exodus 146;

Martin,

Durey

"Incorporation" 31;

Orr

6; Schaller, Assimilating 16-17). Church leaders and

Christians both stated that small groups
into vital

new

believers is

percent

or more

and

newcomers

as

membership classes, need-meeting ministries, and

some

people

coimected

through one-on-one discipleship

spiritual growth. Finally,

relationship (Stutzman 59).
when the

new

Personal Bible

spiritually?"

connecting

ministry.

Relationships
new

and

newcomer

believer's classes. Also,

and volunteer

the most effective at

new

Other coimection ministries included midsized groups such

relationships.

adult Bible classes,

were
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responses that were not

personal relationships
Christian basics

Christians

reading

and

high relationship

and

growth were

the

key to

Seven responses

were

successful nurture of

were

suggested by

20

asked, "What has helped you grow

preaching/corporate worship were the only two
contexts. The others were ministries where

combined:

one-on-one

discipleship or mentoring.

classes, adult education classes, seminars for spiritual formation, and

small groups.

Intentionality
These fifteen
mission

leading

churches illustrate the power of

intentionality. They are

driven, purposeful, and focused in their ministries. They

how churches must

organize

and operate with

attract and assimilate unchurched

Reaching
"saints," the

lost

common

churches do not have
identified

a

highly

general target.

defined

For

are

to

organizing themselves just to

theme for these churches is
a

if they

examples of

successfully

people.

Rather than

people.

intentionality

serve as

reaching "lost people."

serve

the

Most of the

"targeted group," though ten churches have

example.

New

Beginnings Christian Center is seeking to
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be

multiracial

a

congregation with

states, "We don't have
into

our

targeted group;

a

church and find

an

prison."

Paul

"We

after unchurched

are

at least 50

executive

percent non-white, yet pastor Makowski

we are

trying to

sitting next to

a

reach them all. You

guy all tattooed up and just out of

MacLurg of New Heights Church illustrates the attitude of these churches,

This intentional focus

on

people, people who

lost, who don't know Christ at all."

are

reaching lost people is

demonstrated

of mobilizing members for outreach discussed in the section
Visitor welcome. These churches expect

"company." Collectively,
items that

help

suggestions

create a

the church leaders

through the eight methods

on

personal relationships.

visitors; therefore, they prepare for

provided

a

checklist of eighteen different

welcoming atmosphere for guests.

This list is similar to the

offered in the review of literature. In addition to

stationing greeters

door, several churches have roaming greeters that identify guests who need
to the nursery or a class.
entrance and have

the church.

They

Many

often

hospitality

center for

the

building.

Bank. He

He

caring of the

church

was a

"Information Center"

the

an

offered at

mounting

provide a separate

Christians interviewed said that the

major factor in why they stayed. During
I met

a

spouse who is still

one

investigating

services and volimteers at the church's Food

welcoming atmosphere

people, "Everybody has

You don't feel like

new

the main

near

of their facilities in addition to

Church,

regularly attends worship

powerfully illustrates

to unchurched

an

Several churches also

guests. Over half of the

Christian interview at Crossroads

Christianity.

provide

provide printed maps

signs throughout

fiiendliness and

churches

at every

to be escorted

printed materials available explaining the various ministries

directional

new

can come

that these churches

provide

embraced us, from Pastor Tom to the greeters.

outsider you feel like

a

family member.

It's not just talk. I think
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that's very

important."

Visitor follow-up.

plan for visitor follow-up.
visitor could receive

a

Though strategies varied,
After

letter,

an

attending

e-mail,

one

and

every church also had

of these

one to

leading churches,

three

phone calls,

after their first visit. Christian Life Center in Aloha has the most

They

up system.

call it Care

Center commented
a

plate of freshly

make
Care

phone

on was

Ministry.

that

on

the

The feature that each

Monday evening

calls to each guest and the church sends

Ministry team member will continue

several weeks

inviting the

newcomer

to

a

first-time
one

week

thorough visitor follow-

newcomer to

Ministry

intentional

all within

after their first

baked cookies delivered to their. Care

a

an

team

Christian Life

visit, they receive
members also

letter from the senior pastor. A

provide phone calls

and notes

over

the next

to events and activities that would match the

newcomer's needs and interests.

Spiritual formation path.
had created
follow the

a

same

semmars or

basic

of the church leaders indicated that

and Eims. Most offered this formation

classes. All of these churches

provide specific ministries to

as a

primary

tool for

pathway

Christian maturation. One-on-one

discipleship was

along with preaching

helped with spiritual growth.

in the form

assist in the

(73 percent)

helping disciples grow. Eight

(53 percent) acknowledged adult education

interviews verified that,

pathway

and members. Eleven church leaders

reported that they used small groups
church leaders

The steps in the formation

they

discipling stages set forth in the literature by Downer and

spiritual growth of newcomers

ministries

majority

specific pathway for spiritual growth.

MacGregor, Warren, Adsit,
of

A

as an

important ministry for

also mentioned. The

and corporate

worship,

new

Christians

all of these
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Member

These

expectations.

have clear

congregations

members and have identified the characteristic of what

expectations of their

they want to

see

in

a

assimilated person. Regarding approaches

to

"high-commitment" rather than "volimtary

association" churches (Bridges

These church leaders identified

expectations that are

review of literature. The top ten
small group
or

expectations were

participation, ministry involvement,

commitment, salvation, godly living,

commitment to
Small

membership,

water

Schaller would label these

97-103).

almost identical to those listed in the

financial

giving, worship attendance,

form of written

some

baptism,

a

or

commitment to

public covenant
imity,

and

a

personal spiritual growth.

Groups
Small groups

churches

are

big ministries for these leading

small groups

use

of those who attend

as a

worship

organized as cell churches.

primary ministry tool.

also attend

a

churches. All but

In six

churches,

Church leaders mentioned small groups

especially important: gaining

of belonging and

practice of providing

and grow

Mobilizing for evangelism.

churches the

use

the cell-church

means

or more

of

are

important

small groups

In other

were

words, the

helping new people

spiritually.

Nine church leaders

small groups to mobilize members for
churches that

discipling.

small groups is the most effective

significant relationships

of these

50 percent

as an

questions, but for two questions

a sense

one

small group. Five of the fifteen churches

element for each of the five research

form

fully-

evangelism.

approach. The

(60 percent)

This is

literature

stated that

especially true

they use

of those

explains that in cell-based

primary concem is cell-group evangelism that results in cell multiplication.

The vision of each cell is to be outward

focused,

not inward focused.

Fellowship within
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the cell is
cell

meeting is an evangelistic outreach.

in-reach and outreach. The cells
or

primary goal (Comiskey Reap 48). Every other

not the

always present, but it is

are

This

helps maintain

continually hosting

a

healthy balance between

outreach barbecues and

doing servant evangelism in their neighborhood or within tiieir sphere of influence.
Visitor and

new

believer

The literature

follow-up.

cell-based churches

on

suggests that small groups provide effective follow-up for visitors and
have entered the church

(Comiskey,
as

groups

Home Cell

through the worship
72).

Even

method

celebrations services

though none

suggested by

why they

was

had

these church leaders for

or

of the church leaders

part of their visitor follow-up, eight of the

that small group involvement

stayed.

new

Christians

new

other

leaders

larger events

reported using

(18 percent)

Small groups

believer

converts that

new

were

follow-up.

the

small

stated

primary

Three churches

(20 percent) offered small groups that were specifically for new believers.

a

picnics

Ten church

(67 percent) expressed that their concem was to get new believers coimected

small group

or

cell.

Friendships.
newcomers

into

This

study suggests

gain friendships

and

group involvement should be

154; Schaller, "Social";

a sense

very effective in

helping

concems

for

new

members

(Am

and Am

231). Slaughter states.
find their way quickly out the back door of
don't become established in a small group after the

We have found that
the

are

of belonging. The literature suggests that small

of the first

one

Towns

that small groups

church, if they

people

can

process of membership. People stay in a church because they find
fulfillment through significant relationships and responsibilities.

Relationships are
Fourteen of the church leaders

not formed in a crowd!

(93 percent)

sought to connect new people into

vital

(74)

indicated that small groups

relationships.

The

new

were

how

they

Christian interviews
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overwhelmingly

confirmed small groups

friendships in the church.
response

even

received 30 percent. Small groups

Spiritual growtli.
most effective means of

Snyder affirms,

was

that of

training

(49).

in

as an

such

a

meetings

one

are

Eleven church leaders

members.

essential to Christian

day,

no

This

class

employed a small

study provides

meeting

discipleship

for adult

group for the formation of the

collaborative evidence for these statements.
are

helping disciples grow. Though eighteen different items were
were

the

better model of lay formation has been invented"

(73 percent) reported that small groups

believers grow, small groups

are

experience and growth"

of the most successful models of small group

To this

of

and mature in their faith. Howard

early Methodism. "Wesley's genius invented the

apostles (24-26).

are

The review of literature suggests that small groups

"Small group

discipleship.

other

no

high priority for nine

expectation of those who

Coleman pomts out that Jesus also

twelve

are

helping new believers grow

Mead suggests that

forming

Over 68 percent mentioned small groups, and

these churches that it is stated

(150).

the most effective tool for

as

their

primary tool for

identified that

mentioned most with 44 percent of the

help new

new

Christian

interviews.

Entry level ministry. Small groups also provide new people with

meaningful
serve

context for

almost

leaders

are

entry-level ministry.

Those who attend

immediately in the context of a small group.

encouraged

to include

Estes states, "We don't want

serving immediately
ministries." At

in

our

cell church

safe,

begin to

City Bible Church,

people in service within their cells right away.

people

to be pew warmers. We want to

non-leadership roles through cells

City Harvest,

At

a

a

cell groups do

and other

cell
Marc

get them

entry-level

ushering, greeting, and hospitality after each
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worship

service

on a

rotatmg schedule that repeats about every six weeks. This allows

the members of the cell to

find service

serve as a

opportunities through

unit

Cells also seek to

along with other cell groups.

outreach within their

neighborhood

and within the

cormnunity.
Implications

Generally,

the

for

of Knowledge

Existing Body

findings of the study were very

similar to that in the review of

literature. Portland, Oregon and the greater northwestem part of the United States have
often been considered
would

uniquely unchurched but perhaps

imply that Portland

Furthermore,

these

the

and

principles

shares much in

leading churches

common

illustrate that

practices reported in the literature.
practices of these

literature:

ministries for outreach and

need-meeting

nearly

so.

This

with other cities and urban

they

distinctions between the

that is not

have been

Two

areas

churches and those

creating

a

strongly

revealed

reported
highly

study

areas.

influenced

by

major

in the review of

defined

"target

group."

Need-Meeting Ministries
This

study does

not

suggest that need-meeting ministries

attracting unchurched people.
congregations

in the

study,

In

has

fact.

East Hill

are

Foursquare Church,

sought to touch broken

and

not effective in

one

attempted to

meet the needs of

through divorce, drugs, abuse,
safe and
leaders

or

healing place for those

people whose

hurting; however,

reported mobilizing members

for outreach

the answer. East

lives have been shattered, whether

addictions. The church has

are

largest

hurting people through

"healing evangelism." With the understanding that ultimately Christ is
Hill has

of the

always endeavored to be

fewer than half of the church

through need-meeting ministries or

a
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service

evangelism,

reasons

why

and

the unchurched

revealing in that not one
were

only

suggested that these were primary

three church leaders
came.

The

new

person mentioned

Christian interviews

are even more

need-meeting ministries

as a reason

that

they

attracted to the church.

Target Groups
The literature suggests that

"target"

the

congregations

specific type of person they

are

that attract unchurched

trying

to reach. It

composite profile of the typical unchurched person you
Purpose 161-170; Towns 46). Yet,

specific even if they
common

none

claimed to have

a

theme among these churches

regional

primary

targeted
was

limitations of this

focus. Also, three of the

measurable

impact on the study:

location of the church within the

suggests creating

trying

to

reach

of the church leaders in this

group that

a

(Warren,

study were this

they were trying to

reach. The

simply reaching "lost people."

Limitations of the
Three

are

people often

Study

study can be

identified: race, church size and

anticipated variables did not ultimately have

ecclesiastical

a

traditions, age of the congregation, and

metropolitan area.

Regional Focus
The first limitation is that all the churches in this
This

metropolitan area.
helpful

was

regions

may influence how

from just

one

part of the design of the study and should prove especially

for churches in the greater northwestem

leaders from other

study were

area

of the United States.

of the country should evaluate how

they apply insights

from this

study.

uniqueness

Yet, church
of their

area
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Race
This

Portland
are

study

lacks

metropolitan

multiethnic with

have

some

Asian

or

ethnic

area.

one

Three of the fifteen

ethnic groups in the

congregations (20 percent)

being predommantly African American.

diversity but are made up primarily

Hispanic congregations

submitted the
further

adequate representation from the various

in this

study.

A few

of Caucasians. There
ethnic

large

such

mterest but chose not to

Christians interviewed
African American, and

as

the

large

participate

was

also

one was

Romanian and Russian

in this

study.

predommantly

The ethnic

Caucasian.

were no

congregations
criteria for

congregations

make-up

Only

study

The other churches

Participant Information Questioimaire but did not meet the

study. Others,

in this

of the

showed

new

four persons

were

Hispanic.

Church Size
The

congregations

churches with the

invited to

participate in this study were

highest weekly worship

attendance. The fifteen churches that

studied range in attendance from around five hundred

5,500.

limited to the

fifty
were

worshipers per weekend to over

Out of the fifteen hundred churches in the greater Portland- Vancouver area, these

fifteen churches combine to make up almost 10 percent of the area's

attendance; however, the great majority of churches have
less than two hundred. The

a

weekly worship

weekly worship

findings might have changed to

some

attendance of

degree if the study had

mcluded churches of less than two hundred.

Unexpected Conclusions
Four

three

new

areas

provided unexpected conclusions.

Two resulted from

Christians from each church and two from the responses

interviewing

given by

church
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leaders.
New Christian Interviews
This

study

seeks to

identify principles

been successful at attractmg and
the
an

study focused

insider

on

I

was

practices used by churches that have

assimilating unchurched people.

interviewing leaders.

point of view.

and

This

The

original design of

methodology would have only provided

advised to include also interviews with three

new

Christians who had been assimilated into each church within the past twelve to twentyfour months. These

newcomers

outsiders to the church. These

they became

provided the perspective

new

Christians and how

Christians

they

came

simply

were

the

Christians. These interviews with

by

valuable

perspective from

Preaching

and

those whom

only

a

new

Christians

short time ago

were

effective.
or no

provided a

outsiders to the church.

surprising discrepancy between the responses of church leaders

Christians related to

why

unchurched

friendly, caring atmosphere were

attracted to the church.

people were

more

invitation

than two responses out of forty-five
far the most

Christian interviews. A

personal

attracting new people to

the church; however, when

two responses were

need to realize that

was

friendliness

though these were

by

or

new

and

church
new

important factor for

asked, "Why did you stay?" the new

caring

not factors in

and

Preaching

categories mentioned most by

two of the four

leaders. Yet, neither category received

Christians' top

suggested was truly

Friendly, Caring Atmosphere

The most

a

asked to tell the story of how

the church leaders gave responses that received little

mention

new

recently been

to choose a church home. Some of their

responses gave verification that what the church leaders

Many times, however,

of those who had

and

why they

preaching.
came,

Church leaders

they were very
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important reasons for why they stayed.
Methods of Visitor FoUow-up
The literature suggests that immediate

personal visitation

laypersons is the most effective form of follow-up.

Miller states, "When

make fifteen-minute visits to the homes of first-time

hours,

85 percent of them retum the

also states effective visitor
Exodus

165).

Only

(80 percent) in this study provide a phone

Ten churches

(67 percent)

Center, however, provides

Through their

delivering

a

plate

Care

a

also

provide

a

call

welcome letter.

personal visit as suggested in the

Ministry, they provide

of freshly baked cookies to every

Two of the three

new

a

short but

visiting

personal visit by

household

on

Monday

Christians from Christian Life Center indicated that the

Ministry visitor follow-up played

an

church. Of the eleven other churches that
new

The literature

(27 percent) attempt to continue to build a relational coimection by phone.

literature.

Care

laypersons

worship visitors withiQ thirty-six

following week" (How to 72-73).

Twelve of the churches

Christian Life

evening.

by

follow-up focuses on building relationships (Mcintosh,

welcoming first-time visitors.
Four churches

of first-time visitors

important role in why they stayed at the
rely primarily

on

phone follow-up, only

one

Christian stated that it had influenced them to stay at the church. Should churches

discontinue

sending letters and making phone

appreciated and expected; however,

personal

contact that is short and

Disconnect between
For these

opportunity to respond to

a

the

churches should consider how

and

primary

clear

Probably not,

these

are

usually

they might provide

a

friendly.

Evangelism

churches,

calls?

Discipleship
context for

providing newcomers with an

presentation of the gospel

is the

public worship service.

Durey
A third of the churches have well-trained altar workers who
one

follow-up.

Two other churches

public decisions

these churches

provide

a

small group

public mvitation

indicated that

they

allow

a

to receive Christ as

private

general

one-on-

after the

discoimection exists between

believer

new

or one-on-one

follow-up provided by

discipleship. Though all the

churches

Savior, nine church leaders (60 percent)

response. Four of these churches

seekers to indicate their decision for Christ
can

a

for Christ and the relational

through

short-term

(13 percent) have ministry teams available

services to counsel and pray with seekers. Yet,
the

provide

on a

(27 percent)

communication card

so

invite

that the church

follow-up personally. Yet, the remaining churches have no means of identifying

cormecting with these new
relational
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converts. I fear that

asking for a

"decision" without

and

a

discipling coimection will produce little lasting fruit.
Practical

Applications

Throughout the research, analysis, reflection,

applications continued to

and

writing,

a

number of practical

surface. Two relate to attraction and outreach while the other

two focus on assimilation.

Encourage Personal Invitations
Churches need to
extend

personal

provide opportunities

invitations. One word defines the difference between churches that grow

and those that do not. When
"Invitations

are

and encouragement for members to

a

church is not

growing,

the way churches open their doors"

leaders must instill this

as a

value in their

people.

its members

(Miller,

White suggests that

even

having

a

worship

service

How to

Leaders cannot

other elements of attraction. Those who attend must be

are not

inviting

"inviting."

31-32).

Church

rely on visibility

or

those who do not. James

designed for spiritual

seekers is not
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what attracts

a

friend. White

secular person. Rather, what attracts them is

enjoy

or

provided (50). Since unchurched people primarily

concem

personal

invitation from

states that the dilemma for Christians in most churches is that

their non-Christian friends would understand

friend it is

a

important to

for those who

create

are

not

an

the

come

doubt

worship services that are

because of the invitation of

attitude of outreach and

an

atmosphere

a

of love and

yet part of the body of Christ. Churches need

events, ministries, activities, and

they

a

to create

services to which their members feel

public worship

excited to invite their unchurched friends.

Rolling Hills Community
offer

a

lot of "bridge-in" events

mother-daughter tea,
gospel," states Bill
work

and

a

Towne.

Church is

throughout

a

good example

the year, such

as

of

an

drama

garden tour. Also, "every weekend
"So,

we

encourage

inviting church. They

presentations,

service

we

present the

people to bring their friends.

primarily through networks of relationships so the people we

are

a

We try to

reaching

are

people like us. They know that it is a safe place to bring their unchurched friends."
Bama suggests that in successful churches members realize that

is just part of their

responsibility. They

the church

then

activity

Equip Members

are

also

expected to

inviting people to

accompany their guests to

provide the follow-up (100).

for Personal

Churches need to

Evangelism

equip members

and

Follow-up

to share the

gospel personally rather than

depending on public invitations which often lack clear explanations of the gospel
create

quick uninformed "decisions" for Christ.

members and

lay leaders with tools

person basis. Pastor

church

that

MacLurg states.

they

New

can use

Heights

Church seeks to

to share the

gospel

on a

and

can

equip

person-to-
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Frankly, regarding the public presentation of the gospel, I've found that
lot of people don't get it until someone sits down witii them personally

a

and says, "here's what the Bible says about how you can know for sure
that you are going to heaven, how you can be forgiven, how to be saved."
If public invitations
counsel with relational

people

to make a

follow-up. City

a

serves as

Group

Jesus

uses an

a

follow-up with them for

one-on-one

cell group. The

a

tracks the

seventeen

discipleship

at

is that within three
and

begin

efforts of these altar

point "Follow-up Questionnaire."

combining the intentionality

path with the relational support and accountability provided by
states that "believers grow faster when you

acknowledges that

believers

goal

simple booklets with the discipler

using

inviting

Formation Path

Churches should consider

He also

"altar call" for

and

invitation to accept Christ. The altar

continues

MacGregor

their coach

provide personal contact

Christ, and they have fifty altar workers

they get connected in

cell group. Pastor

workers and

Small

until

converts will cover three

new

attending

or

new convert

must

Harvest Church

people who respond to the

worker who prays with the

weeks,

used, then churches

public commitment to

available to pray with

least three weeks

are

Christians need

provide

a

of

a

spiritual formation

small groups. Warren

track to grow on"

relationships in order to

(Purpose 335).

grow and that

develop best in the context of fellowship (338-339). Many of these churches

provide a track for spiritual formation, but almost all
format rather than small groups. Small groups
not classrooms. At Greater Portland Bible

are

of them

a new

disciple he or she

Christian

moves

is invited to

a

seminar

people leam

where

or

classroom

and grow the best,

Church, they facilitate their process of

spiritual formation through basic accountability groups
groups. As

use a

and

ongoing accountability

along and begins to demonstrate

higher commitment level

the

qualities of a

^what is called the "Follow

�

Durey
Me" stage.

They

continue to work

different curriculum for up
grow,

we

then

move

on

their

growth process in a small group using a

to a year and a half. Blevins

accountability group which helps

Even at this stage,

mature and grow. Cells are effective for

maturity. Cell-based churches must find

continue in

they

challenges m helping

evangelism

a

provide

fully-assimilated member

on

and build

new

essentially

they did for those they considered to be fully
of members should be made clear

and

fellowship, but the cell leader
are

newcomers

class that will

relationships.
the

same

assimilated in the church. The

evaluate if they want to contmue to associate with the

anticipate for their future involvement

be

secure

The commitments obtained

membership process.
be

expectations up front

during this phase

expected. Allowing people to join without knowing

expected of them is not fair.

Two

members and the church

to

new

expectations

during the membership class. Clearly stated

commitments to those

can

study

expectations of new members as

within the church. Leaders should

all that

ongoing spiritual

The research in this

can

primarily

at various levels of

spell out the expectations

church, and they project what newcomers

the

ongoing

to be new cell leaders.

membership

a

indicated that these churches had

during

an

on

Class

Churches should

expectations help

take

Christians continue to

way of providing for the

formation of group members who do not go

of a

continue to

they begin to

provide spiritual formation for members who

Update Membership

they

them continue to grow.

Cell-based churches also encounter

must be able to

states, "As

them into the 'Be with Me' stage where

mmistry leadership responsibilities."

143

are

important expectations

require

are

all that will

that will benefit both the

small group commitment and

personal
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ministry during the membership process.
Suggestions
Several further studies

provide further information

might prove helpful.

National

subjects

studies would
in this

study.

raised in the review of literature but not

Study
would there be any

significantly

different

conducted in other cities in the United States?

findmgs

Conducting the

if this

same

metropolitan areas of the country would provide a broad base

which to compare the results of this

study

suggested

addressed in this research.

First,

other

Four

compared to what has been gained

that could be

Two other studies would address

adequately

for Further Studies

on a

national level

America with

using

a

study.

random

populations of 100,000

study were

study

in several

of research from

An altemative to this would be to conduct this

sample

of churches from the 250 cities in North

or more.

Small Churches

Second,

are

these

findings applicable

of less than two hundred? A random

to smaller churches with

determme to what

Update

Current

Third,

a

changes

findings with this study.

church size does

or

does not affect the

The results would

findings.

Study

follow-up study

determine if they
any

degree

attendance

sample from among the smaller churches of

Portland could be studied in order to compare

help

worship

are

could be conducted of these fifteen churches to

continuing to

reach and assimilate unchurched

that have been made in

philosophy

continually looking for new methods

to increase

and

practice.

people

and document

These churches

their effectiveness and

they

are

are

willing
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to

try

into

new

Several churches

approaches.

meaningful relationships as well

as

expressed frustration with connecting members

with the lack of

spiritual depth and maturity of

their members.

Nontraditional Church Forms

Fourth, what principles and practices for attracting and assimilating unchurched

people

are

used

churches that

by

are

targeting various

forms of stmcturing the church? How would the
that of
a

a

house

church,

skateboard church,

of the

a

or

study would be

subcultures

or

using

altemative

major findings of this study

generation "X" congregation, evangelistic oriented

other

unique congregations? Perhaps

the responses of the

new

the most

compare to

churches like

insightful portion

Christian interviews from these

altemative ministries.
One-on-One

Relationships

The review of literature addressed the

discipling relationships. Many
mentoring (Hull 35; Frying 8;
Church leaders and

new

authors have

Hawkins

39;

of

place

begun to

one-on-one

look at

Krallmann

ministry equipping,
Assimilation

they

used

one-on-one

What is the

primarily

for

place of

discipleship,

leadership development?

Tracking Systems

Finally,

the review of literature reveals that

assimilation plan is
newcomers

or

church? Are

context of

122; Stanley and Clinton 42).

Christians alike mentioned the benefits of these

relationships in the local

and

discipling in the

relationships but without sufficient elaboration within this study.
one-on-one

mentoring

during

to establish a

system

an

to track the

their first six months to

one

year

important part of a successful

participation and follow-up of

(Logan, Beyond 116;

Martin and
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Mcintosh 133; Wilkinson
processes

54).

What

simple but thorough

and effective

record-keeping

help monitor assimilation of new people and the spiritual life of the whole

congregation? This study

did not

specifically address this issue, though some church

leaders did mention methods of record

keeping and tracking of both newcomers and

members.
Biblical and

Theological Foundations of Assimilation

Finally,
biblical

or

neither this

study nor the

theological foundation for

review of literature

provides an adequate

assimilation of unchurched

people into

the church.

What is the biblical mandate? Jesus left his followers with the Great Commission

28:19-20) to make disciples of all the nations; however,
prescribed method of attracting
What

are

the biblical

changes

assimilating these new followers

principles that relate to attracting

into the church? How

cultural

and

and

might these principles be upheld

and for

does the Bible

a

into the church?

assimilating new disciples

and yet allow

reaching different people groups?

provide

(Matt.

flexibility

for
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE LETTER

TO:

Dr.

Ray Cotton
Hope Community Church

New

11731 SE Stevens Road

Portland, Oregon 97266
Phone: 503-659-5683, FAX: 503-659-3993
FROM:

David D. Durey
New Hope Community Church
11731 SE Stevens Road

Portland, OR 97266
Phone: 503-659-5683, FAX: 503-659-3993
DATE:

June 5, 2000
Research in attracting and

RE:

Dear Dr.

assimilating the unchurched

Cotton,

I

am a pastor at New Hope Community Church and I am conducting a study of
Portland area churches entitled, "Attracting and Assimilating the Unchurched in
the 21 Century." My goal is to identify transferable principles and practices used by
area churches that have been successful in attracting and assimilating unchurched

people.
research will consist of on-site interviews conducted at 15 churches randomly
selected from those that return the attached Questionnaire and meet the criteria of the
study. This research will be completed under the guidelines for Doctor of Ministry
dissertations at Asbury Theological Seminary in Wilmore, Kentucky.

My

I have chosen to limit the focus of my study to the Portland metropolitan area in hopes
principles gleaned from this study might be helpful to churches throughout the

that

area.

I will

provide the

results of this

study to

all churches that return

a

completed

Questionnaire.
I do hope that you will choose to participate in this study. The first step is to complete
and return the Participant Information Questionnaire by IVIonday, June 19, 2000.
Please FAX your response to 503-659-3993 or mail it to the address listed above. If
you have further questions please contact Susan at 503-659-5683.

Sincerely,
David D. Durey
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APPENDIX B

Participant Information Questionnaire
Church Name
Street Address

City

State

Phone

FAX

E-mail

Web site

Key Contact:

Phone

1

.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

Denomination
Date church was founded
Founding Senior Pastor
Current Senior Pastor
Average weekend worship attendance
Average number of visitors each Sunday

Zip Code

Years in this church
Years in this church

Current Membership
Adults
�

8.
9.

�

Youth

�

Children

Number of conversions during the past 1 2 months
Number of new members received during the past 1 2 months
�

(previously active in another church)
conversion (or with no previous church affiliation)

Number from transfer

Number from
Christian Education Classes
�

10.

11.

12.

�

# of Adult Classes

�

# of Youth Classes

�

# of Children Classes

Small

Weekly attendance
Weekly attendance
Weekly attendance

Groups/Cells

�

# of Adult Groups

�

# of Youth Groups

�

# of Children Groups

Weekly attendance
Weekly attendance
Weekly attendance

Large groups meeting midweek

Weekly attendance
Children Ministry
Weekly attendance
Women's Ministry
Weekly attendance
Men's Ministry
Weekly attendance
Other (
Weekly attendance
)
Other (
Weekly attendance
)
Or approximate %
13. Number of people with an Identifiable ministry
Number of paid pastoral/ministry staff
1 4. Number of core lay leaders
1 5. Number of churches planted by the church
16. Describe your congregation's socio-economic, ethnic, and cultural distinctions:
�

�

�

�

�

�

Youth Ministry
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APPENDIX C

CHURCH LEADER INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
1.1

What

are

the

primary reasons

that unchurched

people

are

attracted to your

church?
1.2

How would you describe the

represent

a

"targeted group"

people your church is attracting? Do these
that you are trying to reach?
Yes
No

1.3

In what ways do you mobilize members for
unchurched of your area?

1.4

How do you

provide newcomers with
presentation
gospel?

an

evangelistic outreach to

opportunity

to

respond to

a

people

the

clear

of the

2.1

What does your church do to prepare for and welcome visitors to
services?

2.2

What steps do you take to

2.3

How do you

follow-up

on

worship

first-time visitors to your church?

follow-up on new converts in order to provide for their basic spiritual

growth?
3.1

How do you

3.2

Describe the process of becoming

3.3

What

4.1

In what

4.2

What

are

attempt to

the commitments and

way(s) do

are

connect newcomers into vital

you

a

member of your local church.

expectations of members in your church?

help disciples become mature

the characteristics of

relationships in the church?

someone

and grow in their faith?

who has been

fully assimilated

into the

life of your local church?

5.1

How

soon are newcomers

5.2

How

are newcomers

5.3

What

encouraged to consider serving in the

recruited for service?

training or support is

offered to those who serve?

church?
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APPENDIX D
NEW CHRISTIAN INTERVIEW

Church Name
Name of Interviewee
Street Address

City

State

Phone

E-mail

Question: Tell

your story: how did you become
make this church your home?
me

Zip

a

1.

Attraction: What attracted you to this church?

2.

Welcome/Follow-up: Why

3.

Belonging:

4.

Discipleship:

5,

Service: Where have you found

Use the 5

questions

did you

How have you formed

What has

above to

Code

Christian and how did you

come to

stay?

significant friendships within the church?

helped you grow spiritually?

categorize the

a

meaningful place of service within the church?

taking. After they have told their story,
briefly respond.

note

unanswered questions below and allow them

to

ask any
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